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1. 
PINE DISEASE IN SHEEP ON THE CHEVIOTS. 
1. THE NATURE OF THE INVES2IGATION. 
In certain parts of the Cheviot Hills on 
both the Scottish and English sides of the 3ordor, 
there exists a disease among sheep, known as Pine, 
or Pining, which is a source of considerable loss to 
flockmasters. A large area of hill land in Rox- 
burghshire is affected with the disease, and also a 
considerable acreage of arable land. As a result 
of a survey of the problem, it has been found that 
the chief area involved amounts approximately to 80 
square miles, while the sheep stock totals 40,000 
sheep. 
While the disease is not confined to any one 
geological formation, it has by far the greatest 
incidence on soils arising from certain of the 
Aniesite rocks. 2his applies to the Scottish side 
of the ,Jheviets. 2he occurrence of Pining on the 
English side lies outwith the scope of this enquiry. 
On the Scottish. 3orders there are two main 
formations which go to form the Cheviot Hills. In 
the eastern portion there occurs a wide belt of 
Andesite rocks of Old Red Sandstone Age, stretching 
approximately from Yetholm to Carter 3ar and forming 
what is generally called the East 3orders. To the 
west of Carter 3ar the rocks chiefly belong to the 
Carboniferous formation. Pining is found in its 
most acute and widespread form in the East 3orders 
on the LrZlesîte, including part of the Parishes of 
t:reiling, ::ckfor-1, Hotinar, ,7e3hurgh, A'oreoattl.e, 
Qxnam , an:l. Ye:thol,-, all in Roxburr;hshíre:. rhe 
xnve.atir;alnien.g which form the: subject of this thesis 
have principally seen conducted in this region. 
ih.e Cheviot Mills ainl the numerous valleys 
L,n:l tracts of pasture in -;he vicinity Y2K1ni;t=tr tf, be 
arel.l adanted for sheep. The hills riso to a 
moderate height, sellom exceeding 1600 feet, and gre 
usually cororel vith green grass to their summits. 
This ;r-:.ss forms dense turf of fine-leaved herbage 
covering We stretches on every hill lam, and 
giving the type of heraazge on which sheep in the 
orlinary way are genergll.y consi-lorel to do yell. 
Phe climate of the ares is arongst the 'driest and 
trosl-, favourable for the sheep enterprise in Scotland. 
Nevertheless, a very large tract of this land is so 
unhealthy for sheep that, according to the testimony 
of farmers, ;,he ;rea-,er proportion of hill stocks 
tottl.-1 :lie out within te::o years if allowed to remain 
on the same ground without a change of pasturaf*e. 
The lise' se has a eorrna.mtively sullen onset. 
Sheep which have apparently been in goo:l health ray 
sullenly receive a check and within a few days 
xhibit various signs of îe )ility and malnutrition. 
here ray oe an asurzd.e.nc e of fresh leafy )-aeraage 
arou gh t on iy genial weather in arly summer; never- 
theless, affected animals ultimately jecore as loan 
as skeletons in this abundant pasturage, and unless 
removed from the ground, they get sp weak that they 
are ultimately unable to rise. rhe only method in 
the past of obviating the trouble has been to arrange 
regular changing of the flock once or twice a year 
. whiah acts as a preventive. l'his system involves 
mdch (etpense and inconvenience and loes not always 
prove effective. Owing to the extensive area in 
which it is prevalent and the large nureer of sheep 
involved, the disease of Pine constitutes a prebler 
of the first importance to sheep farrers in affected 
Aistricts. 
3efore the experiments detailed in this 
were oegtrn, cause of the disease had 
been definitely established' Farmers- believed it 
had some connection with the soil or herbage, but no 
organised investigation hai been conducted o throw 
lippt on the prooler. No method of coroating the 
trouble had been evolved apart from the tire-honoured 
syster of changing the flock as a policy of preven- 
tion, or of sending away animals for a change once 
they had become affected. As 4 result of the 
present researches, however, the actual cause of the 
disease has been elucidated, and the problers of 
prevention and cure in actual practice have to a 
large extent been solved. 
In 1933, a request for assistance was reeA:v- 
al Oy the writer fror a sheep-farrer in the affected 
4. 
area, and an experiment was carriel out on his farm. 
Enquiries were male wrong neigheouring farmers and a 
remorandum on the subject was prepared by the writer 
giving a preliminary survey of the problem. An 
article by TracGowan and Smith which had appeared in 
the 3cottisA Journal of Agriculture for July 1922 
proved of value. Following upon this Vemorandum, 
the Authorities of the Edinburgh and East of Scotland 
College of igriculture resolved in 1934 that an 
enquiry be instituted into the whole question, and 
the Animal -Aseases Research Association, Edinburgh, 
kindly collaborated in certain aspects of the work 
during 1934 and 1935. 
fae writer has been ac-Avely engaged in 
investigating the disease since 1933, and the whole 
of the experiments in the Cheviot Area described in 
this thesis were carried out by him. In addition, 
an examination has been rade by him of the leologY 
and Soils of the region, and also of certain features 
of the 3otany of hill pastures. A survey of the 
district has been made as a result of visits to all 
farms in the East 3orders, and a map has been prepared 
outlining the affected area. The results of this 
work have been embodied in the thesis. 
rhe writer wishes to acknowledge the kind 
help receivel from Professor Shearer in giving 
facilities for the work, and also to Dr. A. Lauder 
for his advice and assistance. Special 
5. 
thanks are due to the many farmers and shepherls who 
carried out the experiments and particularly to rr. 
Andrm raylor, ridllesknowes, Jelburgh. 
2. ILTSPORICAT REFt:RENCES ro PINE. 
Phe disease as Joen present in the Cheviot 
area for generations and has been lescrioel by 
various writers in agricultural loornals Turing the 
past hunired years or so. -i'Arlier than this there 
are no recorie of its occurrence in the iorders. No 
mention of it is to be found in the 011 Statistical 
Accoun; of Scotlanl (1) in any of its volumes 
relating to the 3orders. Ales() were puolished in 
the years 1791-98 and iescrioe many of the cormon 
diseases of sheep an cattle which prevaile1 in 
3order Parishes at that tire. As the disease occurs 
nowadays on a widespread scale in seven Perishes in 
'eoxeurghs'lire and on rany farms in neighbouring 
counties, it Could hardly have escaped mention if it 
were actually prevalent to any extent at that oeriod. 
This view is supported by the fact that no allusion 
to it is revealed in the 000k desriling the A-Tric- 
ul'.ure of liox)ur7hshire and Selkirkshire written by 
R. Douglas in 1798 (2), or in the Account of the 
Agriculture of Peeblesshire, published in l»CX-, 
It is not mentioned as occurring in the 
loners in 'he 3hepherds' Guide' published by James 
Noo.,I, the Eetricl2T Shepherd, in 1807 (4), though Hogg 
6. 
recorls its existence elsewhere. this is of special 
interest because 'Taros Hogg was a shepherd at 31ac'- 
house in Serlirkshire from 1790 to 1900. 'The Craig- 
hope hirsel on 31ackhouse is, at the present tire, 
leuch afPeceel with Pininc, the writer having supervis- 
ed the treatrent there of Pirinl sheep in 1936. 
Phere Could have been no Pine in Hogg's lay, other- 
he would tave been only too fariliar with it at 
the tire he wrote his books 
In 1822, Napier issued an ex'Inusbive treatise 
ou 3order 6heep faring, (5) out here again there 
is nothing to indicate the prevalence of Pine. '!ere 
it indeed present to any extent in the 3orders it 
could hardly have been oritted )Zr one or other of 
these writers. 
Apart fror the iorders, the earliest refer- 
ence to Pine in any part of 3cotland that the writer 
has been aole to discover is contained in "rhe 
Shepherds' Guide 1807 (z) already referred to. 
In thin book Hogg s,tate s in rcer,ard to the conlitiol 
that it is confined rostly to listric;s in the West 
of Scotland, where the land is very coarse. It is 
distinguished in different Shires ov the throe 
following nares, Pining, Daising, and. linkish." 
In the sare article tie rentions that it vas present 
in a severe few on sore farrs in Galloway. At that 
tire apparently there was no appearance of the 
disease in the Cheviots, otherwise it is likely that 
7. 
Hogg would have known of it, as his writings show 
that he was a particularly keen student of the 
various maladies of sheep an1 their listribution in 
6001,1:nd. Information relaying to he farming 
experiences of Hogg, and the districts in which he 
resided, have kinlly oeon supplied to the writer oy 
railla:, Syart, Yarrow, Senir, the descend- 
ant of a relative of Jans Hogg, and possessed of 
very full details of his lifo. 
he first allusion to P1n. in the 3orlers is 
conr,ained in an article Oy Hogg in the "Quarterly 
Journal of Agriculture" fol. li, 1831 (6). He 
rites "The most destructive and ruinous disease 
among sheep at this time over all the south of 
Scotland is that called Pinin7. 7ell may I de- 
scribe it, for in the course of the last nine years 
I have lost upwards of 900 sheer by its ravages. 
it is cuite a new dise'ase on the 3orders for I was 
twenty years a shepherd and never saw an instance 
that I can reramoer of with certainty, nor did 
over hear its name, save fror Galloway where it is 
called LThe lineuish" and there it aas been pre- 
valerit for age. It v,as likewise known on are 
in sore of the districts of the mildle Highlands". 
2he Editor of the Journal, nrofessor )avid Low, in 
an article in the same issue (7) states 'he 
principal lisLricts in which the disease Is found 
to prevail are the green pastures of the Cheviot 
8. 
mountains, the chain of hills running through tho 
south-west parts of RoxCurghshire, the pastoral 
districts of Selkirk and Peebles Shires, and sore 
other districts of Scotland, as Galloway." The 
above quotations and other interesting details from 
Hogg's article are embodied in an article .)y 
TracGowan and Srith (F3) referred to earlier. 
it ray be concluded fror these extracts that 
Pining was known in a severe form in the 3oriers in 
the early part of the'nineteenth century. If 
present 'before that time, it was either of too rill 
a character to be recorded by contemporary writers, 
or was not recognised by farmers as a definite 
disease in the classification of ralalies of stock 
then current. 
9. 
3.CHANGES IN Mai) PAWING 'HIGH GAJE HIStE PO PINING 
IN THE NINaEENTH CENTURY. 
It ray be that the apnearance of Pining on 
a considera)le scale in the 3or1ers in the nineteenth 
century was partly brou.ht Out by changes in sheen 
farming which were then in nrogress. Phe effect of 
such changes carriod out perhaps sore years before 
right conceivably produce effects upon the stock 
which would renier ther rore susceotible co this 
perticular disease. As i11 be shown later in this 
thesis, the cause of Pining has oeen es'-ablished as 
n forr of rineral deficiency anl its occurrence is 
intirately connected with rr.any aspects of sheep 
husoandry. Che question ray be asked - 'ere there 
alterations in methods of ranagerent of sheep stocxs, 
or of the grazing lands, or changes in the areeding 
of the sheep therselves, which would account for its 
appearance? It may be of interest to consider sore 
of the developrents which are !mown to have taken 
place at that period and their nrobable bearing on 
this ouestion. 
Aeout the tire of the Napoleonic Liars there 
was a reriol of unexarplei prosperity in furring. 
Irports of corrolities were much restricted, and the 
prices of produce of every description were cones- 
ouently at unusually high levels. spool shared in 
the upward trend owing to lemand from the textile 
10 
ink,u.str,y thon rapi.ny -developing. Yr. John .' ilgon, 
Aington rains, 3erwìckrshït.P, a contributor to a 
Repor' issued ?7y the Highland and Amricul tElral. 
Society of aGO tlan:3. (9) states "nie agricultural 
prQgress of Scotland luring those twenty years (1-95- 
1'114) is probably unparal.lelel in the hístorY of any 
o;her country. its one proof of this , the rental of 
her land, which in 1795 ar^ounted to two rrill.ions of 
,r,aoc.tnds sterling, had irr. 1R15 risen to í'f. re an.3, a 
quarter millions - that is, h:-ti we1.1-nigh treele k in 
twenty years". 
phis Vas the period luring which en extention 
in sheep f'arrring took place 811 over Sg4tltxnd and in 
which Cheviot, sheep fror the 3or.d.erg were in der,yanl 
for stocking large tracts in the Northern t-k-.i ,hlan:ls 
through the pioneer work of. Sir John 'Sinclair, the 
founder of the 3ri tish V. ea1. Society. Sir John first 
in"..roduced Cheviot sheep into the North in 1792. 
YoCallum (lo) quotes fror the report of Andrew Kerr, 
who surveyed the: North of Scotland on behalf of that 
Society than ra fine woolled sheep calle.i the u1.o.nr; 
Hill Sheep" of the East 3order" right thri re in parts 
of that region, _. renQrt which was acted unan rost 
liligentl.y. 
Increased Stocking_with Sheep. 
Under the prevailing conditions of the period 
it is reasonable to suppose that sheep stocks in the 
11. 
3orders would tend to Increase, Ns there would be 
everTinducerent to obtain the maximum benefit from 
the high prices.. As the natural result of heavier 
stocking of hill farms is to increase the suscept- 
ioility to disease, it is possible that this ray 
have been a contributory factor to the increased 
incidence of Pining. Yost farmers in the area to- 
. day agree that Pining would be reduced were the 
grazings lighter stocked. 1t is true that certain 
farmers take the oppositeview, as VacGowan and 
Swith point out, the idea being that the sheep spread 
themselves better over the grazing and so obtain 
greater benefit fror the varying soil and herbage. 
thile increased stocking right be beneficial at the . 
outset, there is little doubt that it would be 
detrimental in the long run, Farmers in those 
days had scanty facilities for providing supolerent- 
ary feeding in winter for increased stools in tires 
of stress. Writers of the peribd invariably refer 
to the difficulties of wintering, and it is well- 
known that stook in a debilitated condition in spring 
are more disposed to exhibit symi7tors of Pining than 
those which have been well wintered. 
Grazing 'Fixed Ages of c22. 
That there was sore change responsible for 
the onset of the malady rust have been present in 
the rind of the Editor of the Quarterly Journal of 
12. 
Agriculture, 1831 (7) already referrel to. He 
states that :Pining was unknown unier ;he old system 
of pa.sturinT the rilk ewes by themselves, sc;prarate 
fror eilt sheep such as hoggs ani w:çstbers. Tho oli 
sysce.., is referred to ay ')ouF;las (2) as i'olla..s, 
e`;;.,aurrh floc?Ts ray sor etïtre;s range pror"iscuot?sly in 
winter, yet in :?ar1,y spring they are separa :el into 
different parcels (provincially hirsels) of hog.rs, 
girrrr.ers, wethers, and ewes, esch of which, under a 
ifferent shepherd, is kept on v j.ifferent part of 
the fa..rr.!". Gully (il) . 1so refers to this rrQthod 
of ranagement. non, however, tine pra. 2tïce: was 
s loratal of al loa in ; all ages of. sheep to gra v,e 
torr,e;her in.liscririnatáely, the Eiltor asserts that 
pining trade its appearance. 
Ehere is reliable evidence to-day to sho,t> 
that such a change would irnl.ee.i be conducive to 
Pining on East Ë3order farms. It is found, for 
exar a1.e,nr trost. of these farms thatho,gs lo not 
thrive Yrcyerly if occupying the sere ground as e °es . 
In faut, on several farrs it is Impossible to rear a 
suitavle class of horT;gs and keep ther free of rine 
unless trre. have their own grazing grounds. rho 
univer°s:il practice in the district nt the present 
lay is to run the sheep in separa :o ages. ;his is 
found essential for the h-alth ani well-;loi.ng of the 
flock. It is reasonable `,v conclude, therefore, 
that the iniiscririnate grazing referred to woul:i 
13r 
ten: i to favour the disease, particularly In the 
younger arws of sheep. 
Phe sure writer refers to another point of 
lifferenoe in the systems unier liscussion. it was 
custmar7 onter the oll practice to Tean thc, 
in July an August ani to milk the ewes for eight or 
ten weeks t,lereafter. Mhen this vas sopersel.el iv 
the later custom of indiscririnato r;razing, the larbs 
remained unweanel until they weaned therselves which 
was ,onerally not un;11 )ec-Imber. 2o the roiern 
view both these practices seer unduly exactin7 on 
hill ewes. loth would be likely to Jring about Pine 
on a mholesale scale in the affected area at the 
present aay. rhe fac; that under the hand-rilkinl 
systen, however, the ores woull be driVen over the 
grouni to a greater extent would be to the alvantage 
of that system. It is regarded as a funiarontal 
principle on pininr farms that to keep the sheer 
roving helps to prorate bodily functions, ani that 
to leave the sheen in a more or less undisturbed 
state is likely to favour Pining. 
-Enclosure of Farms. 
A development of importance which went on at 
that time in the East 3orders was the enclosure of 
hill farms. any of these wre ring-fenced .v moans 
of stone dykes, tilus restricting the grazing of sheep 
within more Aefinite limits. ?he sheep before this 
14. 
period would have access to a wider range of ground 
and, in the opinion of farners who have been consult- 
ed on the sublect, the enclosing process would, in 
the case of certain farrs, je detrimental to the 
stocic. 
On the other hand, there are fags which 
were never fenced until the coring of wire fencing 
towards the riddle of the nineteenth century and 
which are known to have been affected with Pine long 
before that. Enclosure in such instances !rae 
little difference because the aljoining oTound was 
7ining in any case. 
Liptt 7,,5ockinI with Cattle. 
1,hether there were ever large stocks of 
cattle grazing on the Cheviot Hills is difficult to 
ascertain. r-c) knolf that other hill districts in 
Scotland carriel large nurbers of cattle before the 
great boor in sheep. Probably this did not apply to 
the sare extent to the Cheviots, and it is not claim- 
ed that a rarkel change necessarily occurred in this 
direction there. It is certain, however, that from 
the close cf the eighteenth century onwards the area 
was a1ros. en-Jrely given over to sheen and that in 
the -iast 3orders the hill farms were more heavily 
stoc'-el with sheep than probably any other district 
in Scotland. 
Douglas (2) in lescribing to ra,;se of stock- 
15. 
ing about the year 1798 says, "It seers to be ad- 
mitted that an acre will nearly raintain a sheep to 
the south of Jedwater, but that to the north of it 
about it- of an acre will be requisite, and that in a 
great part of Lidesdale a sheep will eat alrost the 
whole produce of two acres". Phe.area south of 
Jedwater exactly comprises the Fat riorlers. It is 
evident, therefore, that in those days the rate of 
stocAng was unusually high. It ray be mentioned 
thqt at the present time it is customary for farmers 
in the district to reckon on a similar carrying 
capacity, naxrely, one sheep per acre. In practice, 
however the numbers usually fall slightly below 
this figure sheep are found to do better when 
not so thick on the ground. 
From Sir John Sinclair we get reliable 
information to show that the stocking at that time 
was almost entirely sheop. Triting in 1814, Sir 
John (12) states :- At the present tire there are 
few cattle kept on the Cheviot Hills, and with the 
exception of a very small number of cows and horses 
for the use of the farmers and their herds,: and a 
few patches of arable land on sore farms, the whole 
district is occupied by sheep". Phis definitely 
shows the preponderance of sheep, whioh, as we have 
previously learnt, were present in very large 
nurbers. Thether.this vas a new phase cannot well 
be ascertained without sDecial enquiry. 
16. 
The absence of a reasonable stock of cattle 
is well-known at the present day to favour pining in 
sore districts. L'ho sheep are more inclined to 
concentrate on the shallower ground where the herbage 
is finer and shorter, but which more readily gives 
rise to the disease, as will be referred to later. 
Th e presence of cattle, on the other hand, helps to 
keep down the rougher portions and to rake a wider 
range of ground available to sheep. 
Ghanges in the Type of Sheep. 
Not the least important development of' the 
period was the effort made to improve the type of 
sheep in hill districts. Phe eighteenth century 
had seen revolutionary changes in arable far"ing 0V 
the introduction of the turnip crop, improved rethols 
of soil cultivation, and the feeding of farm stock. 
Farmers and landowners were everywhere cmplorin,,, new 
methols In the management ani utilisation of the land. 
This condition of affairs spread to hill farming. 
The native breeds or races of sheop which were in 
occupation wore no longer regarded as fulfilling the 
demands of the titre, and large-scale experiments were 
begun on this su)ject in the Borders ani elsewhere. 
From time immemorial a race of sleep had been 
in existence on the Cheviot Hills, though what their 
origin was is difficult to ascertain. atson and roro 
(13) state "he Cheviot is regarded as derived fror 
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the ancient celtic tan-faced iret, ant w uld thus 
be relatel to the old soft-wooled sheep of the 
VAastern Highlands ani Hebrides. It has oxistel on 
the hills of Southern Scotland fror very enrly times, 
thouli formerly the breed vas ruch smaller and 
prooably finer-wool el than nov". 
As to the name of this breed, in the first 
volume of the Cheviot Flock 3ook (14) it is stated 
that they "vre mentioned in a vriting as far back ,s 
1470 as the sheep of the Cheviot Hills called the 
"long' sheep". Phis was evidently the terr appliel 
to them in contrast to the 31ackface typo of sheep 
which was ',mown as the "short" sheep. All writers 
on the subject state that a distinctive race of 
"long" sheep inhabited the district around "Phe 
Cheviot" lying lust boyonl the -)co;tish 3orior. 
?his is the region which nowadays is rost affected 
with Pining. Other parts of the 3orders wer:,i rainlV 
4evotel to the "short" sheep, those loing better 
alaptel to rougher grazings with plenty of heather. 
Tho term "Cheviot" as not given to the breed 
until the late eighteenth century, when it was first 
used by Sir John Sinclair. 
As to the characteristics or the appoarence 
of this race of sh,Jop Jeforo improvements were intro- 
ducel, there is no reliable record. that they were 
well adapted to the ilistrict is beyond doubt, other- 
viis« they would not have maintained their distinctive 
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hold. kirber (lb) refers to oil recerds and quotes 
as follows, ''large .1racL,s of the Cheviot Hills are 
described as covered with a small )Ut very harly race 
of sheep". Paving been arel for generations without 
undue selection for economic purposes as we know it 
to-lay, such a race would be well suited to the area 
oy natural vigour and hardihood. They were a 
comparatively small, light-framed breed and made no 
exacLinT, demands upon suosistence. it is also 
conceiveale that they were to a large extent resist- 
ant to Pining. Native r9ces of she-p are well- 
known to withstand rigours of climate and poverty of 
fare which improved breeds are maole to tolerate. 
Phat they would thrive on the sweet Irassy pastures 
of the East 3orders where conditions are e,xtrerely 
favourable and where they would only be called upon 
to endure a slight nutritional defect is highly 
probable. 
Native Sheen on Pining Land. 
In support of the view that the original 
sheep of the 3orders at some former period were more 
or less immune to Pining, an. example may be quoted 
from a district in Scotland where, at the present 
lay, sheep are bred and reared on Pining land .Tith- 
out succumbing to the disease, although there are 
occasional deaths from this cause. These are the 
native sheep of North Renaldshay in the Orkney 
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Islands. rho writer has visited this Island on 
several occasions. Approximately 2,000 nntive sheop 
are kept on the beach ant foreshore of the IsianI, 
the whole of the island being tolled round for eleven 
riles to keep ther off the farm lands. Phey subsist 
entirely on seaweel and ale scanty herbage growing on 
the links. Sheep other than ewes are never allowed 
off the bosches. The ewes gain access to grass on 
t,ie island only when rearing lambs, The links are 
largely corposel of shell-sand, samples of ti7:e sand 
taken oy the 7,riter from three deposits shming an 
average content of 74 of Jarbonace of Litre. Phis 
sand heavily impregnates all the land in the vicinity. 
In all other .iistricts in Orley where stock 
of present-lay oreeis are reared on land with an 
unduly high proportion of shell-sand, as in parts of 
Sanday, ,,estray, and 3urray, Pinin-4 is prevalent both 
in cattle and sheep. Similar soil conditions 
nrevail on part of the Island of Piro° (16) where 
Pining is a serious malady. Attempts to improve 
the North Ronaldshay sheep by the introduction of 
tups of r-odern breeds have always failed, as the 
pro7eny are lacking in hardiness and stamina. 
?his is an extrere example of the adaptibil- 
ity of a present-day native race of sheep in Scotlanl. 
That the old-time sheep of the Gheviot Hills could 
withstand Pining under infinitely )etter conditions 
may be acceptel as almost certain. So long as the 
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sheep were bred without undue interference with the 
existing type, Pining was little known. Then, 
however, °improved" breeds of lowland origin were 
introduced among them, their natural resistance to 
this malady would gradually be suppressed. That 
this infusion of lowland blood did take place among 
Cheviot sheep is well established from the recorded 
history of the breed. This aspect of the subject 
ray now be considered. 
Changps in Ive od ,)escrioed. 
In the )ook written by leouglas in 1798 
already mentioned the niltinew describes the 
importation of a consi9nrent of sheep into the 
Cheviot country from Lincolnshire. He writes uthree 
tamers, vie:- rr. John liArtetoun, late of Yindrur, 
and Yr. James Robson, then at Philhope, )oth in 
Northum)erland, and rr. Charles Kerr then at Riccal- 
toun in this county, went to Iincolnshire about 40 
years ago, )efore the breed there had degenerated, 
and purchased 14 rams, nicking out of three score in 
the nossession of one man". He goes on to say that 
rr. Robson brought th:ir progeny into Roxeurghshire 
in 1760, and that, rany years after, rr. Robson was 
of the opinion that the good effects of this infusion 
of alood were still to be seen in his flocks. rhese 
facts are also alluded to 4y a recent writer on the 
Cheviot breed, Robson (17). It is evident, there- 
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fore, that the stock on this hill farm wore partly 
built up from the produce of these rams and that the 
rams were not merely used to produce crosses for sale 
purposes. ! r. ;oason care to 3elfor.:i, foxbur- shire, 
in 1760 and later went to Gha ;to. These farrs are 
both situate . in the i ast 3erders. 
Oouglas continues 'Since that time, by 
various changes of rams, sore of which have a 
proeor.:ion of the ':)z.shley breed, and by a judicious 
selection of shapely ewes for breeding, several 
neighbouring fiocl's ray vie with theme of rsr. Dobson': 
As the farrs in the vicinity of. 3elfori an3. Cha,to 
are neerly all hill farms, it may be assemod that the 
practices referred to wore rainy carried out upon 
hill sheep. Improved strains were evidently 
escablished and these were available as a r eservoir 
for other flocks in the area. 
î)ouglas further states ""here are 5 or 6 
small flocks of the Dishl ey breed., 1. ept by ;en tl err en 
in rich i:riclosures, and by one or two farmers in the 
arable district Their bones are 
small and neat, their bacles broad and flat, and their 
bodies round like a ¡barrel 
There is at present, an appearance of their becoming; 
more general in the lower parts of the County, and of 
further experiments being tried by crossing Cheviot 
awes, in hilly pastures, with rams having more or 
less of their blood". `-ere also there is some 
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evidence of a certain amount of the Oishley or 
Leicester blood being diffused aronI hill breeding 
stoos.. 
Reference is also made by Douglas to tho 
introduction of a number of Herefordshire and south- 
down sheen. In coreeenting on the results, he sevs 
"The Herefordshire, from their apparent lelicacy, anl 
the lightness of their fleeces, will not orobaolv 
)ecore favourites, notwithstanding the fineness of 
their wool. the Southlon, on the contrary, whose 
wool is little inferior, and who are lively, active, 
and hardy, )id fair to answer on high grounds, and to 
irprove the wool of the Cheviot sheep, without 
raterially lessening or hurting their shapes". 
Douglas states that two of the farrs to which these 
sheep were introluced eere Plenderleith aril Chatto. 
It ray be mentioned hero that ooth of these farms arc 
effected with Pine at the present day. Phey are 
nrirerily hill farris with a liritei arount of orable 
land. Vhether these exnerirents were restricted to 
sheep on the enclosed portions of the farms is not 
oleer, Jut it would appear that the íi ;ual hill sheep 
'Acre involved. 
2hat other changes in the breeding of sheep 
were also in vogue o5 the time in iioxourghshiro is 
apparent from the testimony of Douglas who gives an 
account of facts which he states care within his on 
ooservation. He writes "In ranv farms, en entire 
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change has bon affectel fror the 31ack-facei to the 
white-faced sheep, by using Cheviot rars for a 
succession of ,iears". 
Enough has been written to show that far- 
reaching changes were in operation arong hill sheep 
at the p,F,rioi, and that the existing race of sheep 
on the Cheviot Dills was gralually being altered in 
size, shape, type of wool, ani other oharasters. 
'nut there was some inevitaole loss in constitution 
accorpanying these changes, there can oe little doubt. 
ibritinp: of the Cheviot breed, (18) has 
surred up the situation in the fo1lowin7 sentence:- 
"ale sare course of action as that taken in the 
estaolishrent of other successful sheen breeding 
industries, seers to have been quite unconsciously 
followed; an extremely hardy but corparatively 
vuorthless breed, capable of allusting itself to 
adverse circurstances in its surroundings, was 
gradually 1Y-proted by the introduction of finer 3rel 
so, less hardy kinds of sneop". 
It is not suggested that before the creed of 
sheep was rodifie there Wa8 litle or no disease 
arong sheep. It is in fact on record that rany of 
the corron diseases of the present day were prevalent 
before there was any notable change in this direction. 
Such maladies as 3raxy,-Louping Liver Rot and 
Sturdy are described by various writers in the Old 
Statistical Account as long established alirents 
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affecting hill flocks in the Borders. It is con- 
tended, rather, that. an increased disposition to 
Pining followed in the wake of irprovel breeding in 
the East 3orders. 
1-,inirw in the Hogg. CountrY.. 
Bne country in which James Hogg herded sheep 
and latterly became a sheep-farmer was not the East 
Borders, but oertain districts in Selkirkshire an 
Peeolesshire, and parts of Ourfrieshire. His own 
experiences with Pine, therefore, refer to those 
coun'Aes only. Here also widespread chan7es haA 
oceurred, sirilar to those enumerated in the Cheviot 
region. 
One of the most notalle develoPments in 
Selkirkshire was the gradual change over from 31C:- 
face or "snort" sheep to Cheviots, chiefly orought 
about b-7 the U30 of Cheviot rare. -)ouglas in 1738 
states "this County (Cielir!rshire) is wholly stocked 
with vhite-faced sheep, except a tract towards the 
sources of' li;ttriok and Yarrow-waters The 
chanle, fror the blac-facol kind, was effected in 
most places by using Cheviot tups, for a succession 
of years, till all traces of the coarse wool, short 
holies, olack faces ant legs, disappearei." 
Va3lace (18) in writino; on Cheviot sheep 
states "Tord Napier testified aefore the House of 
lords thet the 31ackface sheep hai been driven out 
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of the whole of Selkirkshire, incloling 
Forest, end substituted by the Cheviots% 
Yost of the available evidence goes to shoy. 
that this change in breed which was carried out in 
order to ootain a more valuable quality of wool and 
an increased weight of aarcase was accompaniel by 
some sacrifice in hariiness of the original stock. 
louglas indeed disroten this, but other writers 
corrent upon it. ;illiam Hogg), an elder orother of 
James Hogg, who was shepherd at Stobo in Poeblesshire 
(19), and contributed several articles to the 
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, wrote in 1828:- 
vAJout half a century ago, the hills in the 
South of .;cotland rere stoc'rel with a harly PRO of 
she,op, every way adapted for rountainolis and rugm,e1 
pastures. Health, animation, and vigour, with a 
taste troly adapted for coarse, mossy herbage 
distinguished this ancient race, ani these were 
peculiarities absolutely necessary in a breed which 
had to struggle through a hard and prolonged winter, 
in 5 rude anl boisteroos clime. 3ut by and by the 
fleece became an °bleat of attention, and unluckily 
it was cultivated as a distinct concern, without a 
proper re7ard being pail to the wore important 
excellencies of ruscolar strength and vigour, which 
the old breed possessed in an eTinent degree. 
Po bring about this chango in the coat of 
the 011 forest bred, Cheviot rams were brought from 
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the celebrate:i range of r^ountains known 3v the same 
ienorrïnatïon, and almit:te3 to the hardy nativ .,s of 
the wore elevated parts of the country. The 
ïniependont haoits of the mountain flock were lost, 
and a r-ongrel progeny of a clurrsy figure occupied the 
lowest ana, warrest of the pastures . 
In thé article on Pining by :Taures Hogg 
alreaiy rrentionel (6), he writes "In. 1823 I chancel 
to go to the hill one wornin r in June, not the least 
aware that the pining; ha3 set in, ani found zapwarls 
of twenty scores far in it, ani, new ornes getting 
aff ec t el every day". He goes on to say that he 
changel then, on to new grass, ),.it in spite of every- 
thing he lost fourteen score of Veer. 
It is Torth n.otïn.q at this point that the 
farm which. Hogg occupie-i at this late was Yount 
3enger. in Yarrow (20 ), of which he had necor o tenant 
aaout the year 1820. It is recor e ). In Napa or's 
°'`Ytore F'armine'g (5) t is 3enger 3urn (!Ronnt 3enger) 
had a Cheviot stock at this time. This gives 
support to the view that Cheviot sheep of the periol 
were liable to suffer a goal leal from Pining. 
tes tire vent on, the tide once wore turnei in 
favour of the 31.ackface. Russel. (21) wri'An , of 
the Parish of Yarrow in 1845, svevs that the -roe oss 
of roplac errent had a3.realy begun, as 'il.ackfac -gis "in . 
storry seasons are by far the surest stock". It is 
possible, therefore, that the change to a softer 
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class of sheep was partly responsible for Pine in 
$e1.":yirkshire on the scale reported to be prevalent 
in Hoge day. 
r,T1r'r AL:Y. 
The evî-3.enna goes to show that the breels of 
sheep in the 3orde;rs wore considerably rrolifi.e.i 
during the course of the oig.ztc;on.th and early nl.ne- 
`:ee3nth cen::uriti;s. t'ho process was a gradual ono, 
occupying a long period of ve,ars, but it ultimately 
sr:read to mas districts ax:5l, had permanent effects 
upon the stock. In the East Borders an improved 
type of Cheviot gradually replaced the existing 
si:ocits, while other parts of Roxburghshzre and in 
Z elir'i:shi.rc; the old 3lac kfac e or Heath sheep was 
largely supplanted bv the Ghevir_at. It was the old 
story of indigenous races being compelled to conform 
to more highly specia,ll.se.l. types. As so often 
happens when fresh blood is introduced to gra3e Ur: 
indigenous races, there was a break-down in the 
natural resistance of the animals to a malady to 
which thew were f'orr.erly inured. Vhese devclhp^ents 
in breeding in the eighteenth century, tai,cen in 
conjunction with other changes in sheep husbandry, 
ultimately lei to a v.iie:spread disposition to 
pining es, far??;j in the 3orders. 
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4. PRLIIOUS XPiCRIiEN2M. 4ORK ON PIN?, IN ..3COTT.AN1'). 
The only resort of controlled experiments on 
Pine in .;.1.:=tland, prior to the investigations 
AescriJed in this Thesis, is an account of experi- 
m c:nts made in Piree in 1931 by the Animal -Aseases 
Research Association in conjunction with the Rowett 
Resoarch Institute (16). A summary of the results 
US later contributed by Greig (22) to the Scottish 
journal of Agriculture. the typo of Pine in Tiree 
is confinei to land heavily impregnated with shell 
sand, thus containing a high proportion of Carbonate 
of Time. The administration of cruie Oxide of Iron, 
with or without Di-calcium Phosphate, acted as a 
specific in curing and preventing the disease amongst 
young cattle. The theory *as advanced that 
Carbonate of Lime in excess may have rendered the 
iron compounls in the soil insoluble and unavailable 
to heroage growing on such soils. Pine was con- 
cluded to be a form of anaemia due probably to an 
Iron deficiency. 
.hile commercial Oxide of Iron was effective 
in these _xberiments în controlling the disease, it; 
was not clear whether this was due to the Iron or to 
other elements present in the material. the results, 
however, %ere of value in sliming tha.: Pine was 
associatei with a mineral deficiency in the diet. 
At the same time as this investigation was 
ooinl. carried out, a series of tests was conducted 
in Pireo by the Glasgow College of ApTiculture. 
he results r,-portel by vilson (23) save further 
support to ti e view that Iron compounds vere of 
ialue in dealing with the malady. No controlled 
toaLs were roportel, however. 
At a later date 3ror.n (24), in an article 
in the "Scetc,Ish Farrer", referred to the beneficial 
effects obtain,:i in the Crowarty district (If &oss- 
shire oy feeding Oxide of Iron to cattle and she2p. 
?hi uostance vas found to live useful results in 
localities near Cromarty :here pining is statel to 
be p:.'evalent. No experimental data, hoverer, -ere 
suuritted in this paper. 
Laboratory tests with pining and non-pininq, 
soils wore made by Godden and Grimmett (25) and 
published in 1929. The work was done following 
upon similar work on "bush-sick" soils in. New 
Zealand. Some differences were shown in the Iron 
and Vanganese content of these soils and in the 
composition of the ash of oa-:;s and mustard grown in 
pots. Nnese tests were of interest as prelirinary 
observations on the Question. 
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5. VIE OCCURBENCE OF PINE IN OTHER COMMIES. 
Under the terr "Pine' one ray include those 
conditions which are character/701 by the same type 
Of symptoms as pine in Scotland. rho chief of These 
ar rarked debility and anaeria, followed by severe 
emaciation. It is typical in the different 
countries that the stock may be grain g on abundant 
pasturage Olen they become affcctei with the disease, 
and tha r. there is little or nothing in the general 
appearance of the herbage t;o indicate that it is 
inadequate for the proper rain;enance and health of 
the stock. It is also a feature common to the 
different fears of the rz.lady that it can be 
Prevented by a chann;e of pasture to e different soil 
type, and can also be cured :y this weans, provided 
the change is given in tiro. 
As regards i',s.occurrence in England, pining 
is prevalent in hortnuree 'land on the English side of 
the Cheviot Hills, as descriced by W. L. Stewart (26). 
This is, of course, the scare disease as on the 
Scottish silo. there is little reference to it in 
other par;s of England in current literature, but no 
doubt a form of it is known locally in many hill 
districts. it is the experience of the writer that 
wherever sheep are kept under poor conditions, the 
disease is liable to show itself in seasons when the 
stow: have of run down. The disease ray not be of 
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an enderic nature, out may take the form of u series 
of sport-111c outrea:s. 
Little is known by workers in this country 
about the occurrence of Pine in uropean countries, 
probaoly owing to the lack of accessible literature 
on the subject. It is possible also that a con- 
dition of this nature night be well enough known to 
practical stock-owners without fialin-; its way into 
technical li;erature. rhe fact that the list 
affects sheep yore than the larger herDivora would 
teni to rule out consilerable tracts on the continen-, 
where there are few sheep. 
In parts of Follant the lisease "Tecksucht" 
(27) occurs on poor roorland soils nich have 
recently been reclaimed.. In such cases the alrinis- 
ration of Copper, with or without Iron, is reportel 
to be effective in curin-, the anirals. 
"Fiush Sickness" in New Zealand has been 
intensively studied for many years by Aston (2R) and 
others, and appears to be very similar to Pine in 
Scotland. In some of the affected areas i3 was 
formerly trnossible to rear sheep. rho iiscove-y 
that crude Iron compounds aci,e1 as a cure and a 
preventive revolutionised the raising of stock in 
these districts. Investictations have been in 
progress on the subject in New Zealand since 1900. 
in South Australia a malady known as "Coast 
lisease" (29) is the cause of considerable losses. 
It ocJurs on soils with a very high proportion of 
ar)onate of lire, sirrilar in type O pining soils in 
Vireo. This conlition also seers to be sirilar in 
rany resTy'c'-,s to Pine in Scotland and has responded 
to similar treatment. 
the same malady occurs in :et Australia 
where, it is trite:. "Enzootic rarasmus" ($0). N 
long series of recent investigations have thrown 
on some of the underlying causes of the anaeria. 
rho liseaso "Nokurultis" (31) which is 
present in Kenya has been the subject of ruch experi- 
rental work. Successful results are repor-ed fror 
the feeling of Iron Salts. 
Another malady which closely resembles Pine 
is "Salt Siclnoss" present in Florida (32). It is 
stated that a deficiency of Copper is the probable 
cause, ani the feeling of this element has actei as 
a cure. Iron alone is not effective. ,xperirents 
were begun 40 years ago and are still in progress. 
The above are the chief instances ret v,ith in 
the litorwure on the subject. Investiga,Uons in 
the different countries have not yet reached the 
stage when the relation between different types of 
pining can be established with accuracy. Any form 
of rinoral 1,ficiency ultimately given rise to 
A 
debility and anaemia. The precise rolo of rrany 
elements is not yet understood and the literature 
recuirez to oc read with caution as the conclusions 
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published have frequently been upset ly subsequent 
research. 
Lhe main work on the subeet has been done in 
Areriea, New Zealand, and Australia. Research in 
Treat 3ritain into nutritional mnaerias of live 
st:oelf under field eonlitions is of eorparatively 
recent date and owes rueh to what has been done else- 
where. 
References to the work on Pine in other 
countries vi)1 Oe made at appropriate points later 
in this thesis. 
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6. MVP-1'MS ANI GENA1AL CHARAOPERItICS 
OF 3ORDER FINE. 
it is desirable at this sta to give an 
account of the symptoms and other features of the 
disease as affecting sheep gra'Aing on pining land in 
the ;7,ast 3orders. ['he writer has rade a detailed 
study of the maer in the course of visits to 
affected farms during the as four years and while 
carrying out Controllel experiments with sheep at 
different seasons of the year. it is intended in 
the paragraphs which follow to describe the symptoms 
as shown by the Cheviot breed of sheep, and to 
amplify certain aspects later on with experimental 
data. 
ehe Onset of Pine. 
It is characteristic of pining that Qle onset 
of visible syrptors is comparatively sudden. Sheep 
which are apparently in good health and vigour are 
found within a few days to be in a'state of decline. 
Any members of the flock may e affected, Jut there 
is evidence to show that sheep which are in poor 
condition are more susceptible than the others. 
The shepherd has constantly to be on the 
watch for any deviations from normal health, part- 
icularly in late spring and early summer as far as 
eves are concerned, as at this period the greatest 
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strain is imposed upon the stock. Any carelessness 
in hording or the want of proper oversight of each 
individual in the flock ray lead to numbers of sheep 
becoming advanced in pinine; before it is realised 
tha:; anything serious has happened. 
aeneral Appearance of Affected Sheep. 
One of the first symptoms noted is that 
affected sheep show a falline off in vigour, and 
develop a somewhat tired and listless appearance. 
1'hey tend to hang their heads and to more about more 
slowly, lage;ing behind when the flock are driven. 
They can be more easily caught and held than other 
sheep. he step becomes slot and short and if 
driven for any listance they lie Aown in an apparent- 
ly weak condition. The short, slow step is always 
a tell-tale symptom. 
There is nover at any stage any stiffness of 
-he limbs or inco-ordinaeion of lait such as is 
sometimes found in other ailments. An animal 
showing stiffness is not rogardod as fl tynioal piner. 
As the disease progresses, the animals eedere 
extremely weak and may scarcely be able to rise. In 
bad cas-s, particularly among ewes, the heal and neck 
are frequenely Axt .nied forward when the enimal is 
made to walk. In experiments to be referred to 
later, pining animals were frequently in a a;at e of 
collapse and had to be carried in for treatment. 
DE-CR lú h Ig35, 
HEAD OF R BRD }MR. - (cheviot -A022.). 
Nolé daYK colou,, face anct heo.d, 
matter at eye, al s o s V.hKe n e ve . 
Datc R : IO 1935, 
.HERD OF hl NORMR1- HOGa: 
Noie clean wlitiè hon-i bold eye , erect eOErs, 
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The early symptoms are sometimes lifficult 
recognise, although to the experienced shepherd they 
present littl difficulty. It rust be rerv,Tmbered 
that certain»satr:s of the weather proluce well 
marked reactions upon the appearance of bill sheep, 
particularly ir winter. A shepherd in pining country 
however, can readily picis out the first signs of 
pining at ary season.. 
The flair on the Face. 
The hair of the face usually assures a dirty . 
appearance instead of the clean Thite colour in the 
healthy aniral. i2his discoloration gradually 
extends over the face and head and around -,he base of 
the oars. Sheeps' faces !laturally tend to take on 
a rather lark shade in the fall of the year owing to 
changes in the weather and the gradual lowering of 
the plane of nutrition. e'any other signs will also 
be present, however, if the sheep ar- in hpalth, 
rakin is easy to differentiate. 
In spring or early surrer the piney is 
recognisaole becaus it retains the old hair on the 
fade and head thus giving an unhealthy brownish 
colour. Thriving animals at this season egin to 
cast the old hair which can readily be rubbed out by 
ani. Jleir faces becore c3-an and white due to 
the arrival of the new 'rop of hair. 
in pining sheep, the hair, instead of being 
laid .oaa -.: against the s3;.in, . tends to become erect or 
staring. Phis usually begins at the mue^,1.e eel 
wore;s oac!:r to the forehead until the whole face end 
heal rar, involved. In this state, if accompanied by 
a dirty colour, the aniral is far gone in pining. 
'he dirty colour of the face and staring hair are lue 
to the :trying up of the oily secretions of the body. 
:Ile oily ratter sol.il.ifi,es on ,,..e hair and ftrmg a 
Jiac'~ deposit which is well seen when examined under 
a riarosc opF;. 
ÿ h e Wool. 
In the healthy animal the wool has a natural 
lustre and resilience and stands well up from the 
oa {y. It is of a creamy c olour when the-fleece is 
parted. 2hie is :due to the secretion of yolk, or 
lanolin, from the skin which assists in running off 
;,aten from the tool fibres. 'his creamy colour 
extends to the outside of the fleece and gives it 
"bloom ". It is +eery noticeable in early sue, er 
when the sheep are rapidly t..zrivin fp and new wool is 
-growing fast. 
In pining sheep, on the other hand, the 
secretion of yolk ceases and the wool becomes dry, 
hard and lustreless. It becomes a white chalky 
colour inside the fleece, while on the outside it 
sets dark or bluish. Phe fleece becomes sunken and 
ratted. Affected anit'rals can as a rule be picked 
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out froyr the flock by the dark colour and sunken 
nature of the fleece. 
Wool grows rapidly in late spring when the 
new season's grass has becore plentiful. The new 
growth. of wool at this stage can generally be seen as 
distinct layer next the skin, which v the end of 
June will usually be snout i - 1* inches long. Phis 
is termed the "rise" and it enables the shears to be 
got under the fleece in the process of shearing. 
Unless the "rise" is present in the fleece, the sheep 
cannot ne shorn. 'j1hen sheep pine in spring, 
however, the growth of wool ceases, There is little 
or no "rise" when the fleece is exarined.- The wool 
remains tightly adherent to the body and arouni the 
neck. Such sheep cannot be clipped until recovery 
in halth has enabled a fresh growth of wool to take 
place. 
Phe Skin. 
The skin of the noly in Pining sheep instead 
of being a flesh pink takes on a bluish tinge, 
probably lue to the anaer-ia. Phis changes later on 
to a brown colour, due to the surface becoring 
covered. with a brownish scurf as a result of the 
drying up of the yolk. 
The skin itself in bad pining cases necores 
as thin as paper and ror'ains adherent to the rins. 
rho thin paper-like skin is specially noticeable on 
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the thighs and is very charncteristic of this 1,sease. 
The Eyes. 
There is nothincr so indiative of health and 
well-aoin in sheep as a full bright eye. he 
healthy eye attracts attention 9y its lustre and 
°oldness. In the pining animal it is lifeless and 
lull. :Choy gradually :ecome sunken and the lids 
becore constricted which tends partially to close 
then. Pinir sheep arc typically "srall in the eye". 
['he eye-lids lose their elasticity and are more 
difficult to turn olor hen it is desired to exarine 
the linin:); rervano. 
A noteworthy feature is that if a nininl 
sheen is watchel at tho corrercoment of 't1ío trouble 
it will be seen constantly to blink its eves er to 
close their for several seconds at a tire. ')rons cf 
r.ater will be seen occasionally to fall from the 
routh. this is typical of the malady in the East 
3orlers and is quite a distinctive syrntor not; Muni 
is other ailrents. There are no dropsical s7.ellin7s 
about the heal or other parts of the 9oly. 
Nno white of the oye, or Sclerotic, is, in 
the healthy sheep, of rather a lark oluish colour. 
The conjunctiva which covers the surface shows numer- 
ous red veins which stand well- up. In sh er which 
have oeen ninin-; for sore tire, however, the white of 
the eye becomes aale olue or Alitish, while the red 
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veins are absent. 
he Ooniunctiva. 
In all forms of anaemia there is a tendency 
for the lining membrane of the eve-lils, or con. 
junctiva, ultira;ely to become pale an ble-lless. 
This is specially true of Pine where it often reaches 
unusually low limits. "hen visible symptoms of Tine 
nre first noted, the conlunctiva ,-ay be cuite normal 
in colour. As the dis,,ase progresses, however, the 
membrane becomes a faint pink and finally almost all 
tr..L.:c of colour lisaw)eal-s. The lenIth of time the 
animal as been pining can often be approximate1V 
leterminoi by an examinaAon of the conlunCtiva. 
It may be statel in passinq; that other 
vtsible membranes of the pininl animal, such as 
close of the gums, lins, and nos.rils, cl_so show an 
a-ar-ic condition. 
rhe degree of colour in the conjunctiva is n 
useful and fairly accurate guide to the condition of 
sheep. In the various experiments to be described, 
recorls were ''ept on this point. It was felt 
losiraole to have some kind of standard colour scale 
in order to take corparablo readings, and for this 
,;urpose the ordinary 4aemoglo)in scale r,f Vallevist 
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In the case of sheep in a thriving state, the 
colour of the conjunctiva is usually arouni 40 or 
over. Hill sheep in winter often tal2 oeloz this 
figure. Sheen whiuh have been pining for some time 
show a colour of about 30, while 'ba1 ninors 70 lown 
to 20 or unler. As there is sometimes a sli7bt 
variation in the colour of the left eve uorpared with 
the right, it is nocesaar7 take an average of the 
two roalihgs. 
rhe JiliT value of the scale is in enabling 
r a1ln7s to bo male at lifferent stagce of an exner- 
irent ani to rake comparisons between lifteront 
'KT). rirental rrrouos. It hfts been fount that an 
irprovornt in the conlition of pinin,, sheeP Is 
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gradually reflected in a higher colour reading. 
:ater and Vat ter a.; the Syes. 
A disc ,ar ge of ma '; er from the eves is often 
aresent in pining sheep, particularly in winter-', and 
is usually associated with lachrr ati.on. This 
matter arises fror an infla!rr!^a tory condition of the 
rocous ';lands causing an ire- °rased floe: of rrat;eria1. 
?_'he matter accum ulates on the hair at the anterior 
corner of the eyes and in the course of tire rakes a 
well -defined rark. As pinin7 continues, the ratter 
may extend all roanl the eves both above and oclow, 
and in extr'r,e cases ray seal un the eye itself. In 
bails pined 1o' bs this ray give rise to eye ulcers. 
atering a', the eyes and t! e acctrrrulat.ion of 
ratter is not exclusively a s7rrptorr e , inîn ;. It 
occurs in a mill four with any hill sheep under hard 
conditions resulting in the lowered resistance of the 
animal. Prolonged exposure to cold winds at high 
altitudes is a frenuent cause. Loll wet weather 
continuing for long perio ,s will also cause these 
syrrptorns. On tic; o;er hand, a period of dry fros y 
tweathe7 is beneficial and puts hill sheen in a 
t ariving state. their faces uecore whiter and 
glossier and any ratter tends to Iry up and fall 
away. 
Vatter caused ,Yy bad weather is seldom 
excessive in quantity.. ?,hero it saturates the hair 
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rif:,ht through to the skin, however, it is usually a 
sign of pining. 
The il lderYen. 
úothin ; is more characteristic of pining in 
adult sheep than the drawing up of the flank and 
bellY app ars Lo pe lue to interference with 
the .digestive processes and ix aria ply occurs at an 
early stage in the course of te r ̂ gela iy. he sheep 
lose the belly, or get "gutted ". They aro thereby 
completely altered in appearance. There is no 
arching, of the back and no indication of any painful 
.f'f ec ts. 
In the case of pining lambs or hogf;s a pro- 
portion of the;r instead of getting gu', te1, in the 
belly get pot-.r--llind. niese are the 7reedV feelers 
which continue to ingest large quantities of food 
and thereby suffer from a type of indigestion. 
iappetite. 
t'he gutted State of the belly which is 
typical of adult piners is associated with dirinififie1 
appetite. 'hero may be no decrease in food con. - 
sumption at the :)e inning of the ailment;; indeed, it 
is often suggested that piners always continue to eat 
readily. This is not so, however. .There is a 
gradual falling off until in the iat:t er stages the 
anirral is unable to eat at all. It ray exist for a 
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week or rore without feeding. A lirinished appetite 
following upon derangement of the processes of food 
assirilstion is a comma symptom of mineral leficicYn-' 
cy. 
The derangmrent of the s7ster, is accorDanied 
by several signs. A oadly pined aniral tends to 
lose portions of .food from the routh when chewing the 
cud. This collects as a. green deposit round the 
routn and is one of bto final syrptors. They arn 
shy to eat supplementary feeding such as hay or con- 
centrated foods and will not take readily to rinerai 
feeding. Phis is one of the difficulties in 
treating niners and points' to the irportance of 
DrFlrenting the trouble rather than curing it after in 
has arisen. 
ons'Apation. 
An iroortant :3:1Tflotor is that a certain degree 
of constipation is always nresent. hc only .xc.-,pt- 
ion is in early surer Then fresh grass is 
coring away and may cause disrr 00a. Pining sheep, 
however, are much less affected at this season than 
others, the rajsrity renaining dry. he ralady is 
termed a "dry" Dine to distinguish it fro r other 
vias:ing diseases which are accornaniel ay scourin,7. 
Shorld a pine belin to scour before it is too far 
gone, it is usually ta,r as a hopeful sign. 'he 
aniral ray 'take a tern for the oister thereafter. 
At the last extremity, the ninor usually 
scours on the point of death. 
rtesnirati-on. 
I ith the development of Pine, respiration 
slows -down end the breathing becomes rrore shallow. 
comparison between 20 healthy Cheviot sheep anal 20 
pining Cheviot sheep taken at, rest on the sacre :day 
was as follows 
ìespirations per minute. 
Healthy sheep - 72 
Pining sheep 44 
Lepeated tests have comfirr e.I teis result. 
in the case of fi:nzootic T ars sinus, on the other hanl, 
rilrer (3.0) states that the rate of respiration in . 
that disease remains normal. 
Ohe rate of respiration in pipers is little 
affected by any excitin causes, in marked contrast 
to the extreme aria ,)11ity in respiration when normal 
she 'm are .listuree.d. he animal s ,ms intent 
on husean.1ing its small store of energy to the ntmost. 
In the face of un tue exertie-n, tíìer: .'fore, the rifler 
lies :iown anl remains in an apearently passive state 
with little or no increase in the rate of respiration. 
some writers have referred to symptoms of Breath) ess- 
ness. :'here has been no confirmation of this in 
these tests. 
-Ahen pining sheep improve there is a gradual 
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increase in the rake of respiration. T'his is alrost 
a constant feature, and it has been found possible in 
these experiments to judge the progress of different 
groups fror the rate of respiration alone. 
Pulse. 
The rain feature of the pulse is its weakness. 
In some pining sheep it has been found to average 110 
oests per rinute, out in rrany cases it is so faint as 
to be scarcely perceptible to the finger tips. 
i'empera.ture. 
¡'he temperature rerains norral, uoout 104°17. 
In observations on a large number of pining sheen no 
disturbance in temperature was found. 
e 
'There is an apparent iirinution in the volume 
of blood which is seen frorr the small quantity 
produced when a pining sheep is killed. he animal 
does not easily blood from cuts, ani when tags have 
been inserted in the ears there has usually been no 
bleedino;0 thel;her there is actually a reduction in 
blood below the normal proportion has not oeen 
determined. [he blood volure is usually consilerel 
to JO regulated in proportion to Jody weight. Vith 
pining sheep in an emaciated state it is therefore to 
JO expected that the volume will be iiminiehed. ['he 
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subject, however, is open to investigation. It has 
a considerable bearing on the question of blood 
analyses. 
There is a gradual decrease in the number of 
Rel Blood Corpuscles. Fraser of Carbridge (33). 
.gives.the average number of red cells per cubic rilli- 
retre of blood in the adult sheep as 10.35 rillion. 
Stewart and Piercy of Newcastle .(26) found in an 
experirent that the average nerJer in a. group of 
healthy hill sheep as 10,52 million, while in a 
corresponding group of pining sheop it was 5.77 
million. This represents a reduction of 45 per cent. 
which is probably :rather an extreme example. 
The .percentage f fiaeroglobin usually shows a 
corresponding decrease. In the same exPertment, 
Stewart and Piercy ascertained the percentage of 
haemoglobin to be 11.43 in the healthy group of sheep 
corpared with 6,12 in the pining . group. 
hegarding 3lood Cells, or Leucocytes, 
it was found that there was a decreased proportion of 
Neutrophiles and ah increased proportion of Lympho- 
cytes and Ebsinophile Cells. Bhe total number of 
Mite 3lood Cells was sorewhat less than in the blood 
of norral sheep. 
Accorpanying the above changes there is sore-- 
tires a disturbance in the serur-calciur level of the 
blood and of blood Phosphorus. To refer again to 
Stewart and Piercyts experiment, serum .calciur in the 
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healthy group amounted to 9.2 milligrams per 100 c. e. 
of serum, an.i, in the pining 7roup 8.; milligrams per 
l00 c. c. The figures for inorganic Phosphorus were 
5.3:5 milligrams per 100 c.c. of blood in the healthy 
animals and 4.97 in the pining animals. A somewhat 
siril.ar result was found in experiments referred to 
in this thesis, 
Regarding ?locad changes in general, the blooi 
picture largely de*Jnds on the stage at which tests 
are rade. if pining has only newly developed there 
is not the sarre differentiation as at a later age. 
The Red Cell count and Haemoglobin ray in many cases 
remain normal even though cli.nic,al symptoms have 
developed. 
w,maciation. 
As the name suggests, pining is a wasting 
disease, though in the early stages there may be 
little loss in weight. It will be shown later, 
indeed, that a growing hogs may exhibit visible 
symptoms and still continue to make an increase in 
live- teirht. This phase, however, soon gives nlnce 
to a decline. L'ho loss of condition gralunlly goes 
on until a. stage of extreme emaciation is reached 
when the anima]. is merely skin and bone. In this 
state all organs of the-body become depleted, and the 
skin itself is drawn upon to furnish sustenance. 
he thin condition of the skin has been. alluded to 
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previously. 2he digestive tract is more or less 
empty and.the net result is a condition of extreme 
lightness in which an adult sheep can be lifted off 
the ground with comparative ease. 
The disease follows a slow lingering course. 
Sudden death is the exception and in such cases is 
usually due to. some other cause. the animal con- 
tinues to exist for months before succumbing. 
Post rorter,. 
Stewart and Piercy (26) found evidence of 
parasid_c gastritis in each of 13 sheep affected with 
Pine. 21he mucous membrane of the fourth stomach 
showed a thickened and roughened appearance which was 
absent in healthy sheep. In sore cases it V)RS 
slightly inflamed due to the parasites. 
17he stomach wall of pinin7 sheen was often 
irepsiCal and the Lyroh glands soft and likewise 
dropsical. °here was frequently much fluid in the 
abdominal cavity. According to Filmer (30) similar 
symptoms the above are commonly found in Enzootic 
rarasrus. 
he heart, was found by Stewart to be often 
flaccid and pale and surrounded ay fluid. In n few 
cases it was enlarged. Phe other organs appeared to 
be normal, there being no noticeable change in the 
liver except that it was small and pale. In both 
nzootic rarasmus and lush Sickness on the other hand, 
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the liver is stated to show marked fatty infiltration 
either of the whole liver or in localised areas. 
Stomach. and Intestinal Parasites. 
In the 13 pining sheep examined by Stewart 
and Piercy, infestation with parasitic worms was 
present in every case. :i'he numbers ranged from 
6,000 to 60,000 per animal. these wore chiefly the 
Lesser Stomach orm (Ostertagia circumcineta) with 
smaller numeers of the Larger Stomach '.'.orm(faemonchus 
contortus) and others. Stewart and Piercy concluded 
that pining is usually a form of parasitic gastro- 
enteritis. .!his is an interesting point as hill 
pastures on pining farms with their relatively high 
stocks of sheep lo carry a con iderable population of 
wore s. 
morn exporir=eritts carried out by the writer it 
seers unlikely, however, that worm infestation is the 
primary cause of pining. the disease has been cured 
and prevented in these experiments by rri.nute quantit- 
ies of mineral compounds which have never )een regard- 
ed as having any anthelrrinthic properties. Animals 
in a state of collapse have made spectacular recover- 
ies time end again without any change of pasture or 
other treatment. All iowestic sheep carry parasitic 
worms an i. it has been shorn that large numbers may 
often be present without apparent effect upon the 
health of the animal. Worms may hasten the onset ef. 
the 
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valady an1 may retard recovery in practice, but they 
are of secondary importance to the funlarental cause 
of the disease which is a nutritional deficiency. 
Surrary of Pinin7 Symptors. 
The clinical symptoms of Pine at an early 
period are set down hereunder as a guide to the 
-diagnosis of the disease on its first appearance. 
Early Syrrtoms. 
1. 'ather listless and lull appearance. 
2. L'ho step is rather slower than in normal 
sheep. 
3. The my and lustreless; dark 
or bluish on the outside of the fleece. 
4. tool sunken. 
5. Skin of the body bluish instead of pink. 
6 Hair on the face dirty. 
7. flair on the face starin. 
8. Eyes blinking when the sheop are allowed to 
stand- at rest. 
9. Eyelils constricted; t7.he eye orbit contracted. 
10. ratter collecting at the eyes. ?here ray be 
rio ratter in surer. 
11. Paleness of the conlunctiva if pined for some 
tiro; normal colour if lust beginning. 
12. Slightly gutted state of the belly. Tambs 
or hors rray be pot-bellied. 
13. Slight constipation. 
14. ")irinished rate of iration compared with 
other sheep. 
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Al]. of these syrptors ray not be present at 
the correncerent. Phere tray, for example, be no 
gutted state of the belly, the face ray be fairly 
clean and white, and the aniral ray be fairly active. 
If symptors 4, 8 and 9 are present, however, it 
would indicate Pine. 
Later 3yrptors. 
1. All of the foregoing syrptors present. 
2. Extrere dejection ani weakness. he apirals 
hang their heads. 
file animal lies down if driven hard. 
4. he neck ray be outstretched in walking. 
Profuse water and ratter at the eyes, in 
6. Skin on thighs and body extrerelhin. 
7. Skin of the body bluish or Showing a dirty 
brown scurf. 
S. Pallor of the conjunctiva and all rerbranes. 
9. Eye sunken anl dull. 
10. Loss of appetite. 
11. Extreme eraciation. 
Si _s of Recovery fror Pine. 
Ouring the course of treating large nwhers of 
pining sheep on different farms, special note was 
taken of the sins which indicate that sheep are on 
the real. These are set out in tabular form for the 
sake of clarity. 
h _iOGG KECOVE RING FROM PINE, DISERSE. 
Nole Rie -ri ns ci- 
an a. base c the eoo-r. 
.,..1.;1I-è -rou.nd the eye 
J 1Ok creo _e brighiness 4 t6e ere. 
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L. The belly begins to fill out. Iambs or - 
hogls which have been pot-bellied return 
to normal. , 
2. The ratter around the eyes dries up. 
3. A white ring appears around the eyes and the 
base of the ears, showing that the hair is 
beginning to clean up. 
4. in spring, the hair on the face and ears 
comes out if rubbed. 
5. -:rhe wool around the neck can be peeled off. 
'The wool of the body begins to rise. 
6. Yolk As secreted from the &in and begins to 
saturate the wool fibres. The outside of 
the fleece gradually becomes a yellowish or 
creamy colour. 
7. The conjunctiva and other membranes become a 
deeper colour. 
8. The animal trrpróves in vigour and activity 
ani holds the head more erect. 
9. The rate of respiration increases. 
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7. THE INCI Ci OF PINS II PHE 30R)ER6. 
Pining in the 3orders is rostly confined to 
sheep. The incidence under practical conlitinns is 
very variable. On 12- farrs fro' which figures are 
available the average incidence in 1935 as 3.0 por 
cent of the ewe stoc. In one case which care under 
the observation of the vrIter the incidence was 15 
por cent. It will be realised, of course, that 
every effort was rade on these fairs to prevent the 
diseap,e. 
There no preventive reasures are taken the 
case is entirely different. In experiments conduct- 
ed b7 the writer in throe different seasons in which 
¡Jheviot hoggs bred on the fan r were confined on 
pining land for several ronths without a change, the 






Pile average incidence of pinino, was 83 per 
cent. in no year did the test continue longer than 
four ronths. ir;h a longer period there would no 
doubt have been an increase. Phis result confirrs 
the ooinion of flock-masters that the majority of 
hill stocks in the East lorders would lie out within 
two yours if kept on pining land without a change. 
As regards the susceptibility of other stock 
to pining, cattle occasionally show it but the 
nurbers are seldom high. Tiortes are not known to 
take the disease. 
3reeds ofSheep. 
VAIllo all modern breeds of sheep without 
axception will contract the disease on pining land, 
there are lifferences in susceptibility among the 
breeds. It is not easy to assess the precise sus- 
ceptiAlity as this is bound up with the ssitabilitY 
of grazing conditions for a definite class of sheep. 
As far as the East 3orlors are concerned, the South 
of ,;cotland Oheviot is undoubtedly the most resistant 
of any oreed. his has been proved repeatedly av 
the experience of farmers, many of whor have discuss- 
el the matter with the writer. 
The South country Cheviot is corparativelY 
small and ratures somewhat slowly, and therefore 
males relatively smaller derands upon nutrition. 
They are adapted to the grassy typ of vogetstion at 
moderate elevations, and therefore are at home in the 
locality, waere indeel they have been )rel for gener- 
ations. They are full of nervous energy and are 
eKtrenely active in ranging o4or the ground. In 
this characteristic the treed is pro-er-inent. 
31ackface on the other hand is not so 
well suited ;,c) the grazing conditions of the area, as 
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the heather and other herbage associated in its )-st 
form with peat is not present to any extent it is 
tell.iknown experience that a hill farr which has 
carried only a second-rate stock of 31ackfaces ray 
carry a first-class stock of Cheviots when changed 
over to that 'reed. nail faces, while adapted ro') 
stanl exposure at very high altitudes, are o slower 
and lazier class of sheep under conditions in the 
.ast ¡orders. On the grassy slopes of the pining 
area they tend to lin oout more than Cheviots and do 
not obtain a change of beroage to the sane extent. 
Chis tends to hasten the onset of the disense . 
hc larger oreeds of Sheen such as the Half- 
Orel anl the North Countro Cheviot are definitely 
rore susceptible whether on hill-land or arable land. 
ney have oigger fraros,are more prolific,and produce 
a larger class of lap). Any deficiency in mineral 
nutrition more readily shows up. rhey reculre. 
tlier :fore, heavier land and a higher standard of 
feeding in winter. ;nose breeds are occasional3v 
run on hill-land in the 3orlers There there is 
sufficient araole oround to provide wintering in the 
form of a moderate allowance of roots and hay,, and 
the advantage of rotation grass in spring if require'. 
Sex 
While sheep of either sex are liable to Pine 
there is on the whole rather a greater tenlency' 
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among males such as wether lam )s an;3. tups. Pup . 
lambs, after weaning, are commonly found to be 
spec:ífalJ_y prone to the trouble. The male is 
stronger in thG one and requires a greater supply of 
rineY°ai material for normal growth. This is acc ent,- 
uatQ:I in the ,caso of young tups. It is in eresting 
;o note that on one farm) the only cases of pining 
occur in tup 1aMbs, other classes of sheep being 
invariably healthy. 
Incidence in Lambs a,ccorlin? ta Live-weight. 
it ray appear contradictory to the foregoing 
out it has been founi in these experiments that lambs 
below the average in live-weight are as a rule more 
susceptible, after weaning, than those which are 
above the average in live- weîht. It has been 
repeatedly found that the smaller lambs in a group 
have been among the first to pine and to take the 
disease in a more severe forer. Pwin lambs, girrrnervs 
lambs, and any badly -nurser lambs are in practice 
found to be least resistant. These lambs are nearer 
the order -lino of lehil.ity at weaning time. 
on typical pining farms all ages of 
sheep are lia ele to the trou;a7:4, the younger ages 
often show the hig,hr-sst, incidence. Indeed, on farms 
where pining-is of a rill typo the disease is rainly 
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confined to these ages, namely, lambs, hoggs and 
girr ers. 
i'he highest incidence is found arong lambs 
during August, either before or after weaning. As 
Ale lamb is obtaining less of its nourishrent from 
the ewe and more from the horbage, it consequently is 
wore liable to feel the effects of a deficiency. 
rany farrers have had the experience of keeping lambs 
back from the first sale at Mamie!: at the beginning 
of August with the intention of senling them to the 
second sale, a fo-stnight later. 'hose lambs have 
been visibly healthy and have continued to run with 
their mothers. They have becore so affecte'? with 
the disease in the Interval, however, as to be unfit 
for the sale-ring and it has been necessary to send 
them away for a change. Pining ray break out at any 
time during August with disastrous effects on larbs. 
All ewe-lar'm which are being retained for stock rust 
be given a change luring the rontt. 
:ho disease in older sheep is usually most 
prevalent where the anirals are in a reduced state as 
after a pad winter and spring, as will be referred to 
later. 
Ewes which get into very poor condition 
threOgh nursing larbs are also readily affected. 
ihese have been cured in considers_ble numbers during 
the course of this investigation. It is considered 
by many farmers that tkos fOrr of debility is rather 
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different from. true pining. There seers little 
doubt, however, frer the fact that the sare treatment 
has acted as a cure in both Oases, that it is the 
sane, or a very closely allied, forr of anaerin. 
Phe total narber of ewes treated by the 
writer for pining during the spring and surrer 
periods in the last three years was 113. These were 
located on 8 farms. Recover', took place in 103 
cases, the rerainder succurbthg to sore form of 
intercurrent disease. 
ne ype of Cheviot She2R. 
.0he problem with hill shc-n is how to improve 
the economic qualities and at the sare time retain 
sufficient natural vigour and hardihood. Some 
sacrifice in health and resistance to disease is sure 
to follow if the first is overdone. It is the 
opinion of many experience. that many local 
strains of the Cheviot have 'aware rather finely ired 
for cormercial requirements. Phis subject is con- 
stantly under discussion and is reco(Tised as one of 
the chief problems of present-lay breeding. 
As far as oinin7 is concerned there are one 
or two characteristics in Cheviot sheep which have 
been observed to have some reasure of correlation 
with the malady. 
A sheen which 2erries c fleece of gr,ret 
density and fineness such as is often found in East 
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3order Cheviots is rather more susceptible than the 
rougher-coated type. Evidence of this has been 
found in these expert- flits. Tho fleece of the tense, 
compact type is invariably short. In the case of 
hogs in wintor it has been found by measurement to 
be 2 - 21,1. inches long, corporel with 3 ai inches 
for rougher-coated sheep. In no well-ored aniral 
it gives an appearance of quality and finish ,hich is 
rost ai tractive. ')ualitv in this case, however, has 
pro)a)ly neon nushel rather far. Lambs )rod off 
this class of sheep aro poorly clad at birth and 
stand a relatively poor chance in bad weather compared 
with lamas carrying longer wool. For thriving 
purposes at all stages a fleece not too closely 
planted and of good length is regardei as the rore 
desirable for corrercial purposes. 
plentiful covering of strong hair of good 
length on both the inside and outside of the ear is 
essential. ears which are well-hairel inlicate that 
there will be a good covering on other parts of the 
body and also a lengthy type of fleece. 'here the 
hair is very short and silky on the outside of the 
ear there is often little or nano on the 'wale, and 
the ear is given a red anfloarance when seen fror 
certain aspects. This is invariall7 a sign of tender- 
ness arong the stook. Pho ear-covering, therefore, 
can be talcen as a pointer to the general character of 
the sheep. 
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If there is a trace of tan colour in the hair 
of the legs, ears, or face, this is regaried as an 
inlication of hardiness and resistance to nine, 
although these points disqualify according to pure- 
bred standards. The tan colour represents a link 
with the hariy ancestors of the bread. 
The development of Jone is closely associated 
with health ani vigour in live-stock. Oho better 
boned the stock are the rare likely they are to grow 
and thrive satisfactorily. Fine-boned sheen are 
often lacking in stawi.na and show a greater tendency 
to nine. Owing to the light, shallow nature of the 
soil, sheep raised in the East 3orders are inclined 
to be rather deficient in bone. This is a Tatter of 
common observation and reGovan and Smith (8) are 
quite wrong in stating that the sheep are as good in 
this respect as in other areas. 
These various characters generally go togeth- 
er Fine-haired sheep usually carry a short dense 
fleece and are often rather lacking in bone. this 
is the fine-bred type which is largely represented 
in the show-yard but upon the utility of which the 
commercial farmer has considerable doubts. 
6onforration. 
Little need be said on the question of con- 
formation. It has saretires been argued that to 
secure ewes of good rilking type something of the 
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wedge-formation is desirable in hill owes after the 
manner of the milk cow. This, however, leis to a 
falling off in oonstibl:tion. he animals tend to be 
narrow chested, lighter in the body, and loner in 
the leg, and are less able to withstand severe con- 
(litions. Phis is the typo that is most liable to 
pining. Veiny observations made luring the course of 
the investiTltions amply confirmed this point. It 
rust be remembered that tho ewe has to live herself 
in the first instance before she can nurse a lamb, 
and the oualities that ensure vigour and hardihood in 
the mother are of firs importance. The thick 
)locky type of eve is therefore necessary. 
In practice, the milking qualities of the 
eve-stock are maintained bw selecting the strongest 
and best of the ewe lambs for breeding purposes. 
These will generally be the progeny of the best 
milkers and those which are well suited to the grounl. 
If there should be a tendency towards the wedge-type 
this is counteracted by breeding measures. 
3eriols at which Pininry devela. 
Outbreaks of pining are to some extent 
modified by the system of management adopted. In 
the Cheviot area the periods are approximately as 
follows :- 
Lambs - August and September 
tioggs February to April 
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Ewes (a) Varch and April 
(o) June and July 
'nose periods may be regarled as coinciding 
to some extent with checks imposed upon the animal 
syster. In the case of lames the milk supply has 
been withdrawn in August. They are changed during 
the month and this usually keeps them going as hogs 
throughout the winter. At the end of winter, how - 
ever, following upon the comparatively poor quality 
of the fool supply, a tendency to pining may show 
itself. 
Ewes tend to improve in condition from August 
onwards, lue to the withdrawal of the lambs. 'During 
late winter, however, when they begin to get heavy in 
lamb the strain makes itself felt and pining ray 
occur in Yarch and April. There seers little doubt 
that this has a close connection with normal pine, 
although some farmers do not regard it so. Then 
spring conditions arrive with a supply of new grass 
on the hills, the ewes abtain a valuable change of 
meat which tends to put them into a thriving state. 
After suckling lambs for some weeks, however, the 
drain on the system is too great and the malady may 
appear in serious proportions in June and July. 
Effect upon Young Lambe. 
If the ewe pines early in spring, as during 
the month of rarch, the lamb will be 'born weak and 
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ray die. at birth. Should it survive it will be 
worth little or nothing. Should a ewe pine irred- 
lately before lambing the larb is usually strong and 
healthy but rust be taken off the ewe to assist her 
recovery. 'Ahere, on the other hand, pining takes 
place sifter a Zarb has been nursed for same weeks the 
lure is weaned off and ray fend for itself roderately 
well thereafter, though it will likely be of second- 
ary value. 
An outbreak of pining among ewes, therefore, 
has serious consequences in the depreciation of the 
lamb crop. A wether lamb is worth on the aTern7e 
about £1 in the norral way at weaning time. ILho 
progeny of a pined ewe may be worth no wore than 7/6, 
or tray be lost altogether. 
when a ewe pines, the lar) as a rule pjnes 
also. rery often the larb begins to pine before the 
ewe. J'he nrobaole explanation is that the quality 
of the rilk is inferior end brings aoout the onset of 
the disease. A reduction in the quantity of rilk is 
not alw9ys apparent in such cases. Such lambs have 
often been cured by the alrinistvItion of Iron cor- 
pounls, etc., without the supply of ril/- in any fem. 
phis aopears to afford evidence of a defect in the 
quality of the rilk. 
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pining tens to recur. 
Phe prevailing experience is that a sheep 
which has once pined is rare likely to take it again 
at a later eeriod. On account of this, it ls 
tires the practice to draft out ewes that have pined 
and soll there off so as to avoid a recurrence. it 
is thought that a weakness tends to persist in such 
sheep which is quite understandable if they have been 
much reduced in condition. On the other hand, the 
ewes cured in these aTpertmerts by mineral feeding or 
relicinal losing showed no greater tendency to nine 
in the following season. The strong and healthy 
nature of the lares of these ewes was indeed a subject 
for comment. 
Bought-in qimp.pine less. 
Sheep which are bought in are much more 
resistant than those bred on the ground. Phey are 
butter suPplied with mineral raterial, and the differ- 
ence in resistance is corronly stated to last for one 
year. (n one or two of the smaller farms a flying 
stock of eves is run on pining land and sold off 
after one or two years. No pining has occurred on 
these places since this syseer was adopted. One 
farm, much addicted to pining, and carrying a stock 
of 460 Cheviot ewes, had a new stock put on when the 
farm changed hands. Lhis was found to reduce the 
incilence of the trauole. Care has to be taken to 
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know sornething of the land fror thich the fresh stock 
are taken. If they have been bred on heavier land 
they do not do so tell. 
Phe question of acclimatisation bulks l arc ely 
in rrost shoop- farlring districts. In most parts of 
Scotland it is regarded as a first essential that the 
stock be bred s.nTl reared on the lrouni. ?he sheep 
spend their lives on the stare section of the crazing. 
Such flocks acquire a valute far a'bovo their sale-ring 
value. In the east 3orders, however, stock rore 
readily get accl.iiratised than anm,here else and are 
not liven fancy values. Noe hill land in rros ú cases 
is very accessible to sheep which appear to find the 
recognised very readily. The practice in the 
:district is not to run sheep on the sac o heft or 
hirsel throughout their lives but to change then^ 
about on Iif ferent ground accor :I.iní :; to age. rhos 
there is a recognised section of the fares set apart 
for _C';_s, another for f ir'ners, an_i so on. It is a 
comparatively simple mat .er, therefore, to introduce 
new lots of stock as occasion arises. 
the area is barely free fror hick infest- 
ation; Toupin Ill and other tick- borne diseases are 
therefore compar.ativeiv little known. Stock intro- - 
duced frow another area are therefore not liable to 
suffer f r or .iiseases of this type. 
In this particular area, therefore, it may be 
sail, that stock do not acquire benefit f.row acclirat- 
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isaf,lon as far as pining is concerned. The stoe1 on 
the ground is indeed rore liable to the lisease. 
Summts. 
1. The average incidence of nine disease in the 
affected area in the East 3orders is about 3 per cent 
of the ewe stock. Where sheep were kept on pining 
land without a change, however, the average incidence 
in three experirents was 83 per cent. 
2. All breeds of sheep are susceptible, but the 
South Country Cheviot is probably the most resistant. 
3. The younger ages of sheep usually show a 
higher incidence of the disease, larbs after weaning 
being most subject. 
4. Finely-bred sheen are probably more suscept- 
:Lae than the rougher bred type. A conformation 
that ensures vigour and constitution in the ewe tends 
to give greater resistance. 
5. In practice, ewes are rose liable to pine 
during Parch and April and in June and July. Hggs 
tend to pine in February. Yarch, and April. 
6. 3ought-in sheep aro less subject to the 
disease. This resistance may last for about one 
year. [there is no acclimatisation value in sheen- 
stock as far as nine disease in concerned. 
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8. FACTORS INFITMCING FIN8. 
The factors influencine; pine are many and 
varied and include anything that has to do with the 
health and well-being of sheep-stock. Trost practic- 
es in the area have a bearing on the question and it 
is necessary to refer to these in some detail. 
Phe Soil. 
Pining is largely influenced by the soil, 
owing to its effect upon the feeding quality of the 
herbage. Yore than any other single factor the soil 
has a dominant influence. The area in the East 
¡orders where pining is =Aerie is mainly situated on 
sol)s derived from Andesite rocks. Pees° soils are 
for the most part shallow and coarse in texture with 
wuoh unweathered material, they are loose and open 
and liable to drought. Large stretches of hill land 
have a covering of only three or four inches of soil 
resting directly on the rock. 
Areas of shallow land are recognised as being 
of poor feeding quality and chiefly responsible for 
giving rise to pine. Areas of deeper land with a 
finer texture are often found at lower elevations but 
may also be found high out. These are reckoned, as 
a rulo, to be richer in mineral material and to help 
in counteracting the relative poverty of the shallow 
eround. All the deep land, however, is not necess- 
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arily of this character. Tri the course of the 
enquiry it was found that pining was rest severe on 
those tracts whore tle soil was either very thin and 
coarse, or, Lf fairly deep, was unduly light and onam 
If situatel on a steep slope the trouble was often 
accentuated. Pining lanl may be separated fror 
healthy land by a stream or fence or aTT a line of 
demarkation in the herbage. these distinctions are 
due to changes in the quality of the underlying soil. 
Arable land is liable to nine lust as in the 
caso of hill land, if sitnatel on a similar type of 
soil. In fact it often tends to nine worse owing to 
the effects of increased aeration and leaching pro- 
luced by cultivation. On some arable fields, ewes 
and lares cannot be kept longer than three weeks with- 
out a change, otherwise pining may develop, If the 
arable land is superior in duality to the pining hil] 
ground, however, it will Provide s change for the 
ock and forr a valuable asset in dealing with the 
trouble.- 
Pinim; is not confined to the Andesite fort-- 
ation. It is found on all geological forrations in 
the 3order counties although not on such a widespread 
scale. A fey farrs here and there have particular 
hirsels affected. :herever the soil is thin and 
poor, pining may oe looked for. 
Further details regarding soil and geological 




Phe 1;ast iorder hills are covered with a 
grassy type of vegetation aril this is a prelaminant 
feature of the herbage of the pining area. 
On the shallow lanl the typical vegetation 
is an association of Agrostis with Sheep's Fescue 
in which Srooth Stalkel readow grass and Fluff grass 
are always rare or less present. Other species of 
plants are not at all frequent except ?Are Sent Grass, 
or Narlus, which often dominates considerable 
strotcnes. this shallow land is known as "sweet 
ground" fror the fact that the herbage never grows 
very rough an-1 is rainly composed of the finer 
grasses. It is kept short and leafy by the constant 
grazing of sheep. nose areas constitute the chief 
pining portions owin7, to their relative poverty, out 
at the same tire they are the rost attractive parts 
of the 'glazing to sheep. 
Deep-land vegetation is found on every hirsel 
and is of iifferent types according to the kind of 
grass rest prevalent. 2he areas are fairly well 
defined, and consist of :- 
(a) Areas with short leafy herbage of the 
Agrostis-Fescue type. Phis accounts for a very 
srall acreage in pining country. 
(o) Areas unier L'ufted [lair Grass. 
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(c) Areas under Volinia or Plying 3ent. 
(d) Areas under a mixed herbage of fufted Hair 
Grass, Yolinia, Spret Rush, etc.. 
(0) Areas under Feather groeing on TOOS. this 
is as a rule present in isolatel spots. 
Phe finer bottor grasses occupy a relatively 
srall place in the vegetation of the deep-land areas. 
Nevertheless, the feeling properties of these grasses 
is recleonel to be higher than on the shallow ground. 
The rain preoccupation of the shepherd is to get the 
sheep to work through the leer land for a portion of 
each de:7 in order to keep ther in health. 
he chief draw-baciz is often the relatively 
wall proportion of lee land that occurs among the 
pining tracts. Not only so, but there is usually 
only a small amount of deep land that is short-grazed 
and leafy and attractive to sheep. The sheep are, 
therefore, forced on to the sweet 7rouni which oines 
worst. Heather is almost entirely absent on many 
farms. It is felt that its presence would le a 
great help, out that it would not altoeether 
eliminate the trouble, unless growing on very leep moss. 
Particulars were obtained regarding the 
amount of deep-land and shallow-land on eleven pining 
hill farms with a total acreage amounting to 12,990 
acres of hill land. An approximate estimate was 
formed of the constitution of the graeings. 
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le,ails are as follows. 
CONSTITUTION OF HILL FARYS 
AfERAGE OF 1.1 FARVS(1,171 acres) 
Per Uent Per Farr 
acres 
Acreage of Deep-land legetation 269 23 
Acreage of Shallow-land legetation 902 77 
1,171 100 
Acreage of Heather 70 
Acreage of Voss 44 5.5 
On the average, therefore, 77 per cent of 
the hill lanl on these 11 farms is estimate to 
consist of shallow-lana vegetation, r,hile only 23 
per cent is deep-land vegetation. 
Heather is found on only 8.1 tier cent of the 
lani. For of the farrs have no heather at all, 
while three farrs have less than 25 acres. Its 
scarcity is largely due to the heavy grazing with 
sheep. ihe heather is partly on moss yut a great 
deal of it consists of lea heather of a poor type. 
Voss accounts for only 5.5 per cent of the 
total acreage. It is altogether aesent on five 
farr3s apart from the type of surface neat associated 
with rolinia, and the thin humus deposit that occurs 
under grass at high. altitudes. On only one of the 11 
farms is there any appreciable Quantity of draw moss 
(Erionhorur) which forms so valuable a part of the 
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grazing in many hill districts in early spring. 
The above estirate may be taken as fnirlv 
representative of the pining aren as a whole. 
A comp.aratively small nronortion of pining 
land may affect a whole group or hirsel of sheep. 
In one case, namely, The Arks, only 25 per cent of 
the land on one hirsel is roc!:oned to be pining out 
as this is the land on which the sheen tend to settle 
and feel rost, the whole of the flock is rade liable 
to pining. Tn such a case the fencing off of the 
unsound portion would restore the value of the 
grazing. Phis has been done elsewhere in several 
instances. 
Pining is influenced oy a combination of 
factors relating to soil and herbage. Phe presence 
of a limitel area of deep-land vegetation, an open 
rind coarse soil, the lorinance of Nardus over large 
areas, the snail acrear,e of heather and moss, and 
the relatively hi-lb rate of stocking, all tend to 
bring about a lmered staniard of rineral nutrition 
in the sheep. 
?urther particulars regarding Herbage aro 
given in a later section. 
Rate of 3tocTsring. 
it is believed oy many farrers that were the 
rate of stocking reduced the health of flocks would 
be benefitted and losses fror pine would be less. 
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¡there is no doubt that the pasture would keep cleaner 
under sra:t.ler stocks, and the suPnly of winter rout 
would be rroro aoundant. Phe spread of lar3a_as wou1.d 
also tend to be arrestei as zrentiont.ci, by Fenton (34) 
a,n;i other writers. It ray be noted that the nrE,seant 
high rate of Stoc:-ring hau t'.it3en in existence for. at 
least 150 years and has ±an<dou.hte:il,y caused a consider- 
able i.rain on the mineral resources of the soil. 
On the other hand, li7nter stoctrïng would 
allow ,he rough ground to increase and force the 
sheep on to the shallowc,r and more pining areas. 
For this reason, several farr,ers deliberately run 
heavier stocks than they otherwise would. Phis 
practice, however, would appear to be a last resource. 
.: ith ;he methods of prov.>nti.ng pining wor-ìeel out in 
the course of the experiments to be described later, 
such a means of control 'is now entirely unnecessary. 
Tess sheep and more cattle would be helpful 
although any great change in this respect is -'i.iffi- 
cL;lt on hill farrs. 
A specïal enquiry was rade regarding the rate 
of stoctting on i!;!st 3order farms and this, together 
with otaer details, is snowra in the undernote3 table. 
ehe fartrs form a large ani respre;senta.,ive group in 
the iis%r3.c';. 
-)sta relating to each farr included in the 
survey are given in A.ppendi.s. (I) ora page 246. 
RAH; OF STOCKING 
ON EA8T WENT'? FARMS 
No. of Farms surveyed 
Potal Acreage of Hill Land 
Total No. of Ewes, limmers, and Hoggs 
27,474 
23,1.34 
No. of .,;wes, lirrers, and Hoggs nor acro 0.843 
Lar .3 
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Crop, per cent (1935),(at cutting) 92.38 
The rate of stocking works out at 0.843 sheep 
(not including young lambs) per acre of hill land; or 
1.18 acres of hill land per sheep. 8 out of the 23 
farms have a stocking of one sheep or over 
vhilo14 farms have a stocking of less than 
Per acre. 
Compared with many other bill districts 
Scotland, where the stocking arounts to 2 acres 
sheep and upwards, the East 3order stocking is 
relatively high. It should, of course, be rerember- 
ed that the grains are very accessible, rock 






The high percentage of lambs on East Border 
hill farms is worthy of note. 'his subject will be 
referred to later. 
Effect of Heg. 
On an average of 30 hirsels in the area, he 
number of sheep per hirsel works out ab 28 score and 
8, or 568 sheep. represents the number of 
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sheep under the control of one shepherd. rho 
average area of these 30 hirsels is 678 acres. rho 
'Iirsel is usually divideq. into two or three hefts for 
convenience in herding and manageront, and care is 
taken that the land on each heft covers as lreat a 
variety of soil and herbage as possible. Inequal- 
ities in this respect are unavoidaole, however, and 
so certain hefts are more addicted to pining than 
others. In the same way, different hirsels are more 
subject to the malady than others. 
rhe sheep on each heft are confined to this 
particular area of ground, thouri not necessarilv by 
fencing. It follows from the foregoing that they 
will have a free run of anything from about 200 to 
300 acres. It will be realised, therefore, that the 
actual corposition of the iiet of hill sheep is not 
easy to arrive at. Information obtained by orlinary 
methods of sampling either the soil or the herbage 
ray be liablo to considerable error. 
tt cardinal principle in floc ranalement on 
pining land is that the herding rust bo thorough and 
efficient. the sheep rust be taken off the tops 
each rorning and set out into the deeper land and 
Trade to travel to the furthest limits of the grazing. 
In the afternoon, the natural instinct of the sheep 
is to work back and ascend to the highest parts 
aefore nightfall. In cases where the deep ground 1.9 
at the top and the pining ground is low down, the 
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sheep rust likewise be kept regularly on the rove. 
the sheep will not rake the ground by themselves, 
however often they do it, jut rust be constantly kept 
at it. 
It is ocassionolly the practice on pining 
farrs not to have the grazing diviled into hefts Yat 
to give the sheep the run of the whole hirsel. This 
increases the tract of ground available and thereby 
ensure a leter range of herbage ani rore exercise, 
."lis system is reported to be of special value there 
pining is severe. 
Exercise is essential en) an arount of 
owing that would be considered injurious to sheep 
in ordinary practice is hell 10 be beneficial on such 
land. Farrers believe that the bodily functions are 
kept in bettor order, and that plenty of exercise 
tends to keep plains; away. 
An examnle of what Tray happen when sheen are 
left to therselves for any lenath of time withont 
herding was quoted to the writer. 'luring the hay 
season, the shepherds on a pining farr were titharamn 
from their normal duties to assist in securing the 
crop. This was done for reasons of economy and also 
owing to the scarcity of casual labour. . ,ithin a 
few days, an outbreak of pining had begun, and when 
herding was resumed n consilera'lle number of ewes and 
Taros had to be sent off the farm for treatment. 
Me sheep had settled on the pining portions of the 
grazing, leavine; the deeper 3round untouched. 
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r3reerlingi rana,per ent. 
On many of the higher places in 3owmont Water 
and Kale ILater where pining is prevalent, it is a 
regular practice to wait until Cheviot ewes are turee 
years old before taking a crop of lames. No larbs 
are taken off girlrers. If limrers are orel from, it 
is found that it interferes with their normal develon- 
rent anl tenis to fn/our piping. Girrerst lambs 
are not so well nurse', there is 8 hioln percenta7e of 
small secenlary lambs, ani the value of the "raft eve 
Is lepreciate". It pays, therefore, to sell 3 crop 
ewes at b years old instead of 4 crop at this ape, as 
is the custom in better listricts. fhe practice is 
lictated ìy the character of the land. It is unable 
to live the recuirei growth ani bone levelonment if 
stock are rated too early. 
The general practice on pining farms in the 
area is to winter the ewe hoggs at home. They are 
changed off the farm for a month or thereby in August 
and again in February, so that it is not home winter- 
ing in the ordinary sense. Out of 26 pining farms 
fror T'lich particulars were obtained, 20 followed the 
a )ovo sIrstem, while 6 sent away the hoggs altogether. 
As far as pining is concernei, it would be an olvant- 
age to have the hoggs away on suitable grouni the 
whole winter. age total cost amounts to about 10/- 
per heal and represents a soun" investnent. 
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3eneficial ffects of Ohanrrino. 
On pining farrrs sheep cannot be kept for any 
considerable period at a stretch otherwise they oegin 
to do badly and develop the iisease. It is a 
rorarkaole feature that th,: disease can oe prevented 
:o a considerable extent sv regular changes to a 
Aifforent soil type. he soils to which the sheep 
go are generally situated on the Old Rel Sandstone or 
on the Carboniferous forrations, comvonly referred to 
as Freestone or Iirestone, respectively. 3eneficial 
changes are also rade Silurian and even to the 
'otter ty-nes of Andesite itself. The soil is the 
deciding factor. 
The farrs or grazing areas which are chosen 
for changing are often at no great distance awaV. 
in sore cases a neighbouriag farr, if outside the 
pining belt, is sufficient to work the Jesired effect. 
Sore far-ers rent grass parks in lo-Touni areas 
specially for the purpose, in a nurber of 
instances the farmer runs a low-ground farm as well 
as a hill farr. Tho essential point is that the 
soil be of bet6er Quality than that on which the 
sheep have been stationed. AS a rule the change is 
made to grass but occasionally t3 winter-change ray oe 
Trade to roots. 
Normally two changes per year are regarded as 
necessary where pining is severe. rhese periods aro 
not adhered to strictly by the calendar Jut depend to 
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sore extent en the conlition of the flock. The 
first sign of a check occurring in a few individuals 
is generally taken to indicate that the changing 
process rust be set in yrotion without delay. The 
recognised periods are :- 
(1) February and !arch for all classes of sheep. 
(2) August and Senterjer for Hoggs. 
(7,) Septerber and October for Ewes. 
A change of throe weeks duration is usually 
given to ewes and girrers. For larbs after weaning 
and hoggs in spring, a month is considered necessary. 
Shorter periods are occasionally wployed but are not 
found so beneficial or reliaale. 
IL suitaple change has a rarkel effect on the 
health and vigour of the anirals. Instances are 
frequently ouotei where members of the floc', have 
oeen so weakened oy pining that they have been unable 
to travel off the ground. ithin three weeks, 
however, they have Completely rocovered and have 
oeen brought back in a vigorous and thriving state. 
An essential feature is that all sheep on tile 
farr require to be regularly changed if the disease 
is to be effectively controlled. It is of little 
use sending away only those sheep which are visibly 
affected, as many others may develop syrrptors soon 
after. 
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li:ffects of Season. 
Contrary to what right be expected, a mild 
winter often has a debilitating effect on hill sheep 
in ;he 3orders. Phis is reflected in a less robust 
condition at lamoing time and a greater tendency to 
pining. in such a winter the ewes aro inclined to 
keep to the finer and sweeter grouni which consequent- 
ly gets dirty anl the animals are more liable to pick 
up parasites. The disease known as Blood-rot which 
is occasionally present on some farms has been 
ascertained by Stewart anl Piercv (35) to be due to 
narasitic worms in the digestive tract. Phis also 
occurs on the Scottish silo of the Cheviots and has 
been treated by the 17:riter by dosing with Sulphate 
of Copper. 
On the other hand, a winter in which there 
are considerable spells of frost ani occasional snow- 
falls tends to put hill sheep in a more thriving 
state ani they come out in fitter condition î.t lamb- 
ing time. In hard weather the sheep are compelled 
to range over the deeper ,00rtions of the grazing and 
thereby obtain a change of Collor on comparatively 
clean ground. The quality of the feeding on this 
ground is also better. 
The weather during the lambing period itself 
has an important effect. Hill lambing in the iast 
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3orlers begins on the 16th April in the lover 
districts and towards the end of the month in the 
ligher areas. If the spring is late there is an 
n)serwe of grass and the ewes and lambs suffer 
considerably. Special not were male of the 
weather during two different seasons an' these ex- 
arples ray be quoted to show the effects on pining. 
In 14,0 snow lay continuously on hill land 
fro r April 12th to 18th, and on the highest farms 
until April 25th. there was harl frost on 10 
successive nights lasting from April 12th to April 
22n1. Ewes laroel in the snow and the frost check:ed 
all growth of grass. :here were scores of milkless 
ewes snd ewes with bad udiers, while the malority of 
flecks got very run down in (enation. The result 
was the highest incidence of pining among ewes and 
lambs during the surmer that had been experienced for 
many years. 
ves characterised ay conditions of 
exceptional severity during the period before lam)ing. 
Snov began to fall on February 27th and thereafter 
there was a succession of heavy snow-storms through- 
out ?arch, with much drifting. rany ewes were ouried 
in drifts, and damage was done by the pregnant ewes 
straining themselves in the deep snow. Hill land 
was not clear of snow until early in April. Owing 
to the protection of the snow, however, the Tass 
came up green and fresh/and by the wit lie of April 
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there was a plentiful supply of young grass. 
Teather durin lanbing was exceptionally good with 
alrost an entire absence of frost althou0h there were 
some cold Jays in Yay. Pastures role excellent 
progress and the net result was that although eves 
were much reduced in condition at the opening of the 
lambing season they recovered considerably and rather 
less pining than. usual was reported 1urin7 the summer 
thereafter. It will be seen, therefore, that there 
is a difference in the arount of pining in different 
years. 
Pining often worse in a wet surrer. 
It is the experience of the ra5ority of 
farmers that pining tends to be worse in a wet surrer 
and less prevalent in a dry sumner. It might be 
thought that the position would le reversed, as it 
has been shown from investigations on the composition 
of hill pasture that the nineral content is roorer in 
a dry season (36). As a rule, however, this has 
only an iniirect bearing on the question. ihe 
explanation is that in a dry season the sheep ars 
better spreal over the grazin,:', while in a wet season 
the deep-land herbage grows too strong ani the sheen 
are rorci inclined to settle ol the shallower ani 
sweeter ground. 
Where the anount of deep land is very lirited, 
however, a dry surrer rny cause a definite shortage 
of keep and in that case there is u reater tendency 
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to nining)as right be expected. ruch depends upon 
the farm itself. 
212-0 influence of Cattle. 
rho East 3or1ors in corr-on with rost hill 
lisricts carries only a lirited nur)er of cattle on 
hill grazings. 'her) there is a propnrtion rÍ' 
arable land on the farm there are greater facilities 
for winter feeding and a bigger stock of weeding 
cattle can be run than on purely hill farrs. In the 
course of the surfav, a representative Iroun of tams 
was taken and particnlars ontained regarding the 
nurber of cattle grqzed on hill land in the surer glf 
1935. The group represents a fair sample of the 
area and includes pining and non-Dininr; rams. 
)articulars are sho!-,1 in the following staterent. 
Cattle surrerel on East 3order Hill Land, 1935. 
No. of Parrs 22 
Acreage of Rill Land 28,143 acres 
No. of 3reeding Cows ' 166 
No. of Calves 158 
No. of 3ulls, 3ullocks and Heifers 263 
NO. of acres ner 3reeding Coy 169.5 
No. of acres ner heal of Cattle Stock 47.9 
)etailed particulars of ech farr are given _ 
in Appendix (2) on page 247. 
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Fror the figures it will be seen that the 
stock of cattle works out 
/ 
on the average at i 
°reeding COW to 169.5 acres; or I heal of cattle, 
including young calves, to 47,9 acres. Galloway 
COTS forred the nrincipal stock, but on the lower 
places cross-3horthorn cows were frequent. 
It is little use comin-rs to any conclusion 
regarding this relatively low rate of stocking with 
cattle without first taking into account the Peculiar'. 
inies of the area. In most sheep farring districts 
the lifficulty in keeping cattle is the probler of 
vAnter keep. In the d;ast 3oriers, however, the 
nrobler is often one of surrer as well as of winter 
keep. fhe rainfall is comparatively light, the 
soils are shallow, and ruch of the hill land is 
liable to )urn in a dry season. The sleep land is 
regarded as a necessary provision for tires of 
drought as well as for winter use. In a dry surrer 
with any appreciable stock of cattle on these hills, 
ewes and lambs ray suffer consilernbly, and, in 
aldition, ray be deprived of their norral rese of 
winter fodder. The tendency on some of the drier 
farrn in 3owront ';,ater and v_al i auer is that pine 
disease ray increase in certain years following upon 
the influence of cattle,. 
t)attle increase the labour of shephords'who 
are already worin to full capacity. wore hay 
requires to be cut, and on purely hill farrs the 
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facilities are limited. Cattle break down opon . 
drains in the bottom land as was found at 3oghall ay 
Wilson (37). 
An Increase in cattle, therefore, requires to 
be carefully considered in relation to the farr 
itself attae 'Improve the herbage but an undue 
number is to be guarded against. farrer tries 
to keep on dae safe side with the aJvantage in favour 
of sheep and in some cases probably an undue margin 
of safety is allowed. 
Effect of Yanuring Hill 'Pasture . 
on only three farrs in the whole of the ?act 
3orders has any manuring been carried out on hill 
pastures, namely, at Yorebattle 'oodsile, and 
3totfiell. he most notatale instance occorrel at 
S'totfteld. rho late rr. F. S. Oliver of Nlgerston 
ranured 537 acres of stotfield Hill in 1927, the 
dre sing applied being 8 cwts. per acre of Potassio 
'ineral Phosphate. Phis had a marked effect in 
increasing ,hlte Clover, and the results are still 
visible. Cattle were run in considerable numbers on 
this hill ani greatly helped L,r) improve rough areas 
Infested with Nardus. ?he late rr. P. V. Pait who 
supervised the work stated to the writer that the 
manuring was beneficial to the health and conlition 
of the sheep and was reflected in an increase in the 
lamb crop, he manurinf;, he sail, also largely 
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abolished pining. 
Following upon the work at Stotfield, Vr. P. 
RiallEtriSOn, then tenant of 7oo1side, manurel consider- 
able stretches of hill Dan.' there with 5 cwts. per 
acre of Grohnd Vinera) Phosphate. No Potash was 
usel. 'his hal a notable effect in brining up 
clover and improving the feeling quality of the 
grazing. rr. Richarlson states that the ranuring 
prevented any tendency to pining in the stock. 
Hill land at Yorebattle Tofts was ranurel 
some years ago with Phosnhate and Potash. On 
account of the dry conlitions, the ranurin,4 employed 
was 3 cwts. aunernhosphate and 3 cwts. Kainit, per 
acre. the late rr. J. tioberton informed the writer 
that the treatment was thoroughly successful and ha) 
a mttr'wd effect in leepinl off pine. 
These are three examples fror the area which 
4ve evidence to shot that the application of mineral 
rpnures,and particularly Plaosphate,bas an influence 
In preventing or relucing pine. Improvements on 
similar lines could undoubtedly be made on many farrs 
in the locality. 
11;ffect of Linter Feedinl. 
The general question whether to feel hay to 
hill ewes in winter is much debated. No finality is 
ever reached because the conditions vary so greatly. 
In the East 3orders it is a recognised practice to 
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provide hny for the stock, because if the eves get 
relucod in condition pining is core nrevaient. In 
the severe snow storm of 1937 those farrers who lid 
not use hay had fairly heavy losses fror pining 
thereafter. 
2he feeAing of hay has no .)al conseauences in 
the ;1:ast 3orlers If use7;. ludictously. The ewes lo 
011 on the fine leafy heroage in the following 
surrer and rear their laros well. Ti fact, hill 
we on some farrs actually go on to roots for a 
spell in late winter. It in a different ratter in 
rough country such as in the Ilestern Cheviots. 
Raying in winter in this locality tends to nut the 
sheep off their norral beats and they are not so gaol 
at seeking) out the finer grasses in the pasture in 
su, Ter, which in any case are cornaratively scarce. 
In such districts the feeling of hay, except in tires 
of lire necessity, is ristalfc, an ray result in 
poorer returns fror the lam'a crops 
feeing of ree'r salt is largely practised 
)ut, while of oen-fit to the s;ock is found to have 
no specific effect against pininy,. Proprietary 
nineral liehs :lave aeen !;ricl in recent years Alt 
have not found much favour. Of lb farmers who used 
them., only 3 stated that they ha l found any appreci- 
abL) Oenefit against pining. The rerainder had 
various practical objections which they considered 
outweighed any advantage. 
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9, CONDITIONS DEPERVININGTHE VALUE OF CHANGING-LAND. 
Reference 'qaì already been rade to the bene- 
ficial effects that generally follow the regular 
changing of the flock for three or four weok3 to a 
different soil type. This constitutes the standard 
method for preventing nine in practice,. Farms or 
lands which ray be used for changing, however, are 
found to differ greatly in their value for the 
purpose. Scae inieed may have little or no prevent- 
ive value. They can roughly be divided. into three 
classes :- 
(A) Farms that will cure pining sheep, and that 
will prevent the disease occurring after the sheep 
return to their own gragings. 
(3) Farms that have no curative value but will 
prevent pining. 
(C) Farms that will neither cure pining nor 
prevent it. Ales° farms really belong to the pining 
category. 
The value of different farms or lands in 
proVenting pine mainly depends on the character and 
quality of the soil, and the subject is best con- 
sidered from that point of view. 
A. -First-class Changing Land. 
On many of the grazings in this category the 
sheep may visibly respond to the change while on the 
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ground. On the other hand, they ray show no benefit, 
par;icularly if. the herbage is in a less suitable 
condition than that to which they have been accustom- 
o l 1ho Shoop may actually return in a leaner sate 
than when they went away. Nevertheless, they 
tmeliately begin tc o forward and soon improve 
beyond. recognition. Farmers usually look for the 
rain benefit of a change fror the way the sheep go 
ahead after they return. 
Among Glass (A) farms ray be put, first of 
all, most of the heavier typos of soil such as clays, 
together with medium soils containing a good pro- 
eortion of clay or silt. ?he heavier the soil the 
better it is consiJered to be. A clay sell on '1"iee- 
stone is regarded as specially effective. Heavy 
land derived from Lirestone or fror the finer-tex- 
tured Andesitos is also good. 
the high value placed upon clay is in line 
with the theory that pining is due to a form of 
mineral deficiency. It has boon shown that clay and 
silt are the fractions of the rine-al part of the 
soil which are richest in the mineral elements 
reauired for the nutrition of crops and live-stock. 
Russel (38) has indicate' that; this is particularly 
true of certain A3nglish soils of a highly weathered 
type. Hendrick (39) working on North Scottish 
soils of a relatively unweathered type derived fror 
granite, found that there were certain differences 
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fror the English soils. Phe majority of constitu- 
ents, however, and particularly phosphoric acid and 
iron, were also nresent in greater quantity in the 
finer fractions. Regarding the availabilitv of 
'heso rinerals, Robinson (40) states that the clay 
fraction usually contains most of the chemically 
reactive colloidal inorganic raterial of the soil. 
this is well borne out in practice. 
Aobinson (41) alludes to the fact that under 
conditions where the entrance of air into the soil is 
irpelei, processes of reduction are prevalent. 
Ferric compounds are reduced to the more soluble 
ferrous state. Phis point; is alluded to by Aston 
(42) in connection with the occurrence of 3ush sick- 
ness in New 'Zealand. It may be that trace elements 
associated with iron are also made more available, as 
well as sore other of the major elements. This con- 
dition regarding the exclusion of air is present to a 
7reat extent on clay land, particularly if it has 
long remained undisturbed by cultivation. 
rho superior feeding-quality of -produce 
derived from clay is so well-known in practice that 
the ratter need not further be corrented on. A 
change from light pining soils which are all poor in 
clay, to clay-land is hell in the hicryiest repute of 
any change available in the locality. 
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Peat Soils with heather and Draw voss, etc. 
Peat soils of a suitable typo and producin7, 
Heather, )raw ross, etc., may also be placed in the 
first class for changing purposes. 
There are various qualities of peat, sore 
being comparatively rich in rinerai material zhile 
others are relatively noor. The rethol of formation 
largely determines the rineral content. U-asman and 
Stevens, ("motel by Robinson (43), fomil to,E-Yoor 
peat to contain 10 - 25 per cent of ash in the dry 
ratter. in the case of High-roor peat, the sare 
authors found only i - 2.2 nor cent of ash. 
Low-roor peat is usually formed in lepress- 
ions under water-loggei conditions, where silt, mud 
and flush water are washed in, thereby incorperatinT, 
much mineral material with the peat. Under ncottish 
conditions, these are often of an acid type (44). 
High-Yoor peat, on the other hand, is formed when the 
peat rises aJove the water table and the resulting 
veq,etation is mainly prolucel from the decayed 
vegetation of former years. The composition becomes 
nrogressively poorer. 
Glimatic-roor is the term 7iven by Fraser 
(45) to the type of peat formation that levelons in 
mountainous regions, as in Scotland, on the surface 
of mineral soll lue to hurii conditions. Phis peat 
also tenja to develop towards the High-Yoor formation. 
Climatic peat is shown by Fraser (46) often to have 
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a consi1eraile content of ash, sometimes as high as 
22 per cent. 
Peat, therefore, is of very varied composit- 
ion. he availaUlity of the mineral compounds is 
variaole, and depenis on such factors as 
aeration, decomposition, base status, leaching, etc., 
as 10scribed by Fraser (47). Practical opinion, 
however, is unanimous in sscribing high feeding pro- 
perties to herbage of a non-gramineous type (-Towing 
on most peat areas. Farmers find that it serves to 
balance up the feeding ootainel from grassy vegetat- 
ion 7,rowing on mineral soil. 3oth classes of here- 
ae on a hirsel or heft tend to make a first-class 
razing. The subject has not yet been fully worked 
out on the technical side for any particular area. 
Is the Cheviot region, most of the rain tynes 
of peat aro represented. in the pining area itself, 
however, it is mainly restricted to shallow Climatic 
neat associated with Volinia, and the thin layer that 
occurs under grass at high elevations. Isolatel 
notches produce heather, etc., as already alluded to, 
but their acreage is usually extremely small. In 
close Proximity to the pining belt, on the other 
hand, there are large areas of various classes of 
peat. ilnese produce heather, )raw ross, and assoc- 
iated plants. ,qae significance of peat in the 
present connection lies in its production of this 
class of horoago. 
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Heather (e;alluna vu? z;ar?is) has been shown by 
Lauder and Carrie (48) to provide a valuable source 
of Protein to hill sheep and also appreciable 
quantities of mineral matter, particularly lime. 
Thomas (49) working on zae1.l-,ma.nút;ed heather on 
shallow peat overlying sandy clay, in Northumberland., 
also found a comparatively hi4h content of lime. 
pram V og S ( ',riesThoruna ) was f'ound. by Thomas (50) to 
be particularly hi.gh in n'3esphori^ acid In the early 
spring, 9.n the soa].lá.ons, but very poor in lire. 
The mineral content of these plants, in addition to 
the Protein, is one of their great assets. 
practical opinion places the highest value 
on the class of heather that grows on comparatively 
deep peat, at least one foot in depth. Heather 
that grows on a shallow peaty soil, or on lea, seldom 
attains such vigour. The annual growth of shoots is 
small, and the feeding value is found to be poorer. 
Certain classes of lea. heather growing on Freestone 
soil, or on soils of a calà,yey nature, are, however, 
of value in curing and preventing pine and require to 
be included in the same category as heather growing 
on peat. 
It should be noted that the precise chemical 
differences in the composition of heather from 
different soll types still awaits l.eterrnination. 
A change to heax'.he.r. on comparatively deep 
peat is in high repute, either in autumn when the 
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new growth is in a succulent state, or in early 
sprin g. it is specially so if the pining farr has 
no heather at all. .0heviot sheep are not well 
adapted to this class of fodder by itself and ray 
show no improvement while on it. Nevertheless, 
when returned to their own grains they rake very 
satisfactory progress. 
a. Second-class qfling Land. 
Grazings or arable land in this Class are 
only effective for changing purposes provided there 
is no pining among the stock when they go there. If 
there is ay pining aoout them they ray begin to 
develop the disease when returned to their own graz- 
Jags. Owing to the demand for changing-land, a 
farmer is not always aale to get the typo of grazing 
he wants and may therefore have to utilise this class. 
Light sandy or gravelly soils in noor con- 
dition ray usually be placed in this category, irres- 
pective of geological forration. These soils are 
comparatively low in clay and hurus, short of lime, 
and are low In available vinerais. Such soils if 
under a grassy vegetation are of lìiiited use for 
changing. iris does not apply to heather, however9 
Heather on soils of this type is often of consider- 
able value. 
An instance in which a grass-change to soil 
of this type did not cure pining among hoggs care 
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under the observation of the writer. In the autumn 
of 1936, 132 eve hors were changed off pining, land 
to grass fields situated on the Old Red Sandstone 
formation. Pining was already apparent among a few 
individuals.. The fields were in a corparatiVely 
poor condition and the soil was fairly light in tex- 
ture. The hoggs were away for one month. Shortly 
after their return, pining broke out, and within 
three weeks a total of 13 per cent had become affect- 
ed. They were given rineral feeding, after which 
recovery took place. rile land had not been strong 
enough and the heroage had been unable to control 
Dining. 
C. Pining Land. 
In pracAce, cases occur where sheep are 
changed from one pining far r to another. This pro- 
duces beneficial effects of a temporary nature. 
Like all changes, it acts as a stimulus. If the 
progress of the sheen has been inclined to hang fire, 
it gives them a help forward. if there is any pine 
about them, however, it will not cure it. If they 
are healthy, it will not ultimately prevent it. 
Similarly, Dotting sheep on to roots on 
pining lani is not found altogether to elirinate the 
trouble. Arable land on Dining farms is, as a rule, 
limited in acreage and is therefore often worked on 
a short rotation. Only a moderate application of 
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manures is usually given. The condition of the 
crops produced is therefore poor as far as feeline 
value is concerned. 
Apart from lanl in the recognisel pining bell; 
there are certain areas of land of poor quality on 
neighbouring formations which behave in a similar 
raaner. 2hene also are neither of curative nor of 
preventive value when stock are changed on to them. 
This again raises the question that pinincy, is not 
confined to the Andesite formation but may be found 
in localised areas in other districts. 
While heather on deep peat and on Freestone, 
etc., gives all the advantages required for changing, 
heather on the usual type of shallow ;\elesito soil is 
not satisfactory. In places where it is found ir 
cuantitv it frequently bas an influence in helping to 
keep the trouble within boon's, but cannot be relied 
upon. Pining is found in these places in spite of 
hea'.,her. 
Deduction. 
It will be realised fror the questions 
discussed in the proceeding paragraphs of section 9. 
that pining can be controlled by regular changing to 
a type of soil and herbage which is better supplied 
with available mineral matter than that to Which the 
sheep have been accustomed. The high value placed 
upon heather which grows on peat still, indeed, 
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leaves room for technical enquiry before a full ex- 
planation of its status Can be arrived at What 
seems clear, however* is that an improvement in the 
general mineral content of the ration of hill sheep 
confers resistance against pining. The disposition 
to pining is rendered more acute if the general 
mineral standard is deficient. 
UhanpincP practice is liable to rodification. 
. - - 
Lhile the syster of changing the flock twice 
a year holds good where pining is severe, the 
practice is liable to modification according to 
circumstances. V:hero pining is not unduly severe* 
only one annaal change may be given. lioggs* for 
example* may be supplied with concentrates and hay in 
late winter instead of the usual change at this time. 
In other eases* where pining is of a very wild type, 
it is only considered necessary to have two changes 
in the life-time of the stock* namely* once as hogs 
and once as girrers or ewes. 
Some farrs consist of non-pining land as 
well as of pining land. Where there is a substan- 
tial acreage of arable land or enclosed grass of this 
type* the required change can regularly be given 
within b1110 far itself* without sending the sheep 
elsewhere. 
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Differences in stock in tapir response to changing. 
Different Glasses of sheep ray, in practice, 
respond differently on pastures to which they are 
sent. Enclosed pastures in low-ground districts are 
often in a rough state in auturn, particularly ,if .010 
season has been such as to produce a heavy growth of 
grass. Grazing of this type is not at all suitable 
for hoggs, which do best on comparatively short. and 
leafy herbage. it is mainly a question of fibre. 
A high content of fibre in the food of young sheep 
wakes the feeding unsuitable0 Ewes, 012 the o her 
hand, can rake headway on a more fibrous type of 
herOage. They have also acquired the faculty of 
selecting their grazing to a much greater extent than 
hogs and consequently can rake better use of the 
grazing. 
It may here be- rentioned that this principle 
is utilised in the East Borders in allocating the 
stocking of different hefts or hirsels. Pile rougher 
grazings are often set apart for eves and the hefts 
with more fine ground ray bo used for hoags and 
girrers. this again is liable to modification as 
the rougher grains are not so good for the young 
lambs running with the ewes. 
An instance showing the differential effects 
of changing was oosnrved in the autumn of 1936. 
Pue same fields wore utilised by a farmer for chang- 
ing both ewes and hogL;s. There was too much grass 
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on the fields owing to inadequate stocking during the 
summer. The ewes improved considerably on the 
ground and went ahead on their return. The hoggs, 
however, did not rake satisfactory progress and 
showed only limited benefit thereafter fror the 
change. It is necessary, therefore, to consiler the 
nature of the grazing as well as the quality of the 
soil when .selecting pastures for a change. 
Sheer) Worms. 
Were the cause of pining mainly connected 
with the prevalence of stomach and intestinal worms 
as suggestod by Stewart and Piercy (51), farmers 
would require to take great care to send their sheep 
to clean pastures or to pastures that had carried 
comparatively light stocks in previous months. f his 
is not so in practice, however. Clean pastures have 
advantages, but the sheep have usually to be changed 
on to grazings that have previously carried many 
stocks and where no special cleaning of the ground can 
be given beforehand. The benefits from such changes 
are well marked. Old pastures that are loresurably 
fairly heavily infected with parasites are found to 
answer well. So long as the soil is of the right 
type and the herbage is in a suitable condition for 
sheep, good results usually follow. 
The subject of parasitic infestation has 
already been referred to on page 50. 
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It is true that the changing syster usually 
benefits the home grating* In most cases no fresh 
stock ewe up to replace those sent away. The 
pastures therefore get a chance to clean and the 
grass freshens up by the tire the flock returns, 
phis undoubtedly is one benefit of changing but it is 
obviously due to other factors besides the question 
of parasites. 
The Cost of cheinzinz. 
Maile the practice of changing is usualiV 
successful in keeping the majority of the flock in 
health, it involves a good deal of expense and incon- 
venience. Sometimes the type of land required is 
difficult to get, and prices ray be high. On the 
average, the cost of grazing amounts to between 4th 
and 6d. per head per week, depending on the quality 
of the grazing and the locality* For a total change 
of six weeks annually, made up of two changes of 
three weeks each, the charges involved therefore are 
2/- to 5/-w per head. Transport in some cases may 
add ed. per head to this sum for each change. The 
average cost on eight farms, several of which had 
only one annual change, amounted in 1936 to 2/8 per 
head, for the year. This represents an annual 
charge of £i3 for a stock of 1,000 ewes and hoggs. 
10. ill'tlATMENT OF INING S1IE)4:1, IN PRA62ICE. 
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Vhe farmer in the past has concentrated his 
efforts on methods of prevention, and the syster of 
changing the floc', has been evolved as a practical 
solution. .here is no Corresponding system of 
curing the disease once it has arisen, apart from 
sending the affected sheep away. lee farmer has to 
do his pest in the circumstances. Ihen it does 
tweak out, therefore, farmers regard it as the worst 
disease affecting sheep in the area. On the one 
head, it is Jinole bo affect owes at the nursing sage 
and so give a severe set-back to young lambs. On 
the other hand, it may break out amongst lambs at the 
tire of the Auburn sales and disorganise the rarIcet- 
ing arrangements. 
arly recognition of the disease and prompt 
treatment are everywhere regarded as of first import- 
ance if pining anirals are to be dealt with success- 
fully. 'he longer the delay the more does the 
disesse sap the vitt,litv and produce a moribund eon- 
iition which is almost hopeless to treat by orlinary 
methods used bv farmers in the past. Should such an 
animal ultimately recover, its value is so deprecia-;- 
ed as to be worthless as a member of the flock. 
The value of concentrated foods produced 
elsewhere than on pining land is well known in pre- 
vention. Practically all farmers agree that any 
noox feeling will prevent pining if given for an 
extended period. Such fools as 3rans lried 3eet 
pule, 3rowers' lrains, Oats, and. Vaize, are in high 
repute. iinseed ae is considered to be ees t of 
all. No douot cakes in general are in this category 
partly on account of their protein content. Chore 
ar casos, however, where feeding with raize has not 
entirely prevented pining, and the impresnion ia 
been forred by the writer that this porticelar fool 
is not always reliable. 
Just as concentrated fools vill usually pre- 
vent pinine,, so thev are effective as a cure if given 
in time. A pininl sheep, if put on to concentrates 
in the early stages, will show recovery in three or 
four weeks. he great difficulty regarding the 
question of Concentrates, however, is that it is 
practicaele on the majority of hill fairs to use then 
either to hogs or ewes in ordinary practice. then 
such sheep oegin to pine, therefore, they have never 
been 61::custaeed to eat out of a box and so cannot ae 
rade to take this form of feeling however rych they 
ray require it. ro teach ther trey take many weeks, 
and by that tire they will bw far gone in pinin. 
he method is only open to those whose sheep have 
been accustomed, to the use of ,:oncentrates a some 
previous period. ?his also applies to the eeteing 
of pinin sheep on to roots Unless they have 
previously been accustomed to roots, it takes a 
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consilaraele time before they will begin to eat the. 
In tho majority of cases, therefore, the 
farrer has GO rely on grass as a cure. if heather 
of a suitable type is available in the neighoourhoe/, 
this also ray be used. 
On sore ferns there are enclosures with a 
better quality of soil than the hill land on which 
pining sheep will tend to mend if drawn out in tire. 
Clay land is of the greatest value Clay on Andes- 
Ito is :;ool. Oe one pining farm on the Andesite 
with seven enclosures, the only one that is known to 
have any value in turning pinors oonsists of a loamy 
soil with a clay subsoil and is situate' at a lower 
elevation* Phis enclosure is largely used for the 
purpose, but is rainly effee Ave in the early starr,es. 
he other enclosures are also used out concentrates 
require to be fed otherwise they are Quite useless. 
"here there is no lanl of a suitable nature 
on the farm, and where there is no hope of gettin 
affected sheep to eat concentrated food, the nining 
anirals require to be sent away. On sultaele 
pasture or grazings they rake a good recovery. 
On some hill farms, however, any sheep that 
develop pine eetween changes are rerely left to take 
their chance.. he larbs are taken off nor, if they 
are at the nursing stage, and in the course of tire 
a proportion of them may begin to Improve. he 
re:levity, however, r,.;o downhill and ultimately succumb. 
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Care requires to be exercised. In all Casos 
where pining shoep, or any other Sheep, are changed 
off the hill an to rotation grass, especially in early 
summer. he flush of grass is apt to cause digest- 
ive, iisturban,Jes an] there may be a consilora)le 
death rate if the change is male suddenly. In the 
same way, tle feeding of concentrates requires to be 
introduced gralually until the sheep have become 
accustomed to the new diet. 
he time reqeirel to effect a cure of pining 
in practice is aeout three to four weeks, if taken in 
the early stages. if treatment is delayed however, 
three or four months may be required. 
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11. THE INFLUENCE OF PINE IN VHS EAST 3ORDERS ON 
OMER DISEASES. 
Apart from nining, the as 3orders are 
relatively free Crow serious outbreaks of disease. 
Indeed, several diseases which are common in neigh 
Jeurin,4 areas are alrost entirely absent. Phe cor- 
paratively dry clirato ani free-draining soil tend to 
rake tae conditions healthy in many respects for 
sheep. Alert is the further advantage that under 
these coniitions it is possible to secure hay in 
reasonably good order in most seasons for winter 
feelin;. It is also well established that the 
changin_; of the ewes in autumn acts as a stirulus 
.hich often proves of value luring the rating season. 
dies e factors all tend to promote a fairly high rate 
of fertility. Ixdied to this is the fact previously 
rentioned that on several farrs girrers are not wed 
from, and so the production rate in respect of ewes 
acsually tupned is jlrproveli phis fact requires to 
Je borne in mind in considering average production 
figures for the area. 
iroadly Spea%ing, under conditions of ranage- 
rent in the areaithe pining tendency does not have a 
!narked effect in favouring the occurrence of other 
diseases. i.here are one or two excentions which 
arc pointed out later. 
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The Lamb CropLn the East 3orders. 
Practice varies in regard to the number of 
crops of lambs taken from hill ewes in the area In 
the survey nade of 26 farms during 1935, it was found 
that 5 crops of lames were taken on 6 farms, 4 crops 
were taken on 14 farms, 3 crops were taken on 5 farms, 
while one farm ran a flying flock of cast ewes. 5 
crops are normally taken off 31ackface stocks and 4 
crops off Cheviots. ?hose farms where 3 crops are 
taken rainly represent Cheviot stocks in which ginmers 
are not bred from. 
The percentage of lambs reared per ewe is 
high. The survey on 26 farns during 1935, which was 
quite a normal year, showed thar out of 17,638 breed- 
ing ewes, comprising hill stocks, the crop of lambs 
vas 92.38 per cent (Page 75). Alis was the perceet- 
age arrived at when counts were rade 'tyv farrers at 
cutiAng tire, and excludes losses among lambs during 
the first few weeks of life. The actual percentage 
of eirths, therefore, eould be represented ey a higher 
figure. 4,329 of the aoove ewes wore located on 
farms where ginrers are not put to the tup, and there-. 
fore these ewes do not include glreers. 
Regarding the actual birth-rate, figures are 
difficult to arrive at, as counts are not always made 
at lambing 
of his own 
respect of 
time. One farmer, however, who herds one 
hirsels, kindly supplied information in 
his total breeding stock of 800 Cheviot 
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ewes aril 'gtmers. tamers were bred from in this 
instance. Particulars of births on this farr are 
shown in tabular form for each of three years, toge- 
ther with the corresponding number of larbs at cutting 
time. 
Ewes. Lambs Larbs at Lambs at 
dropped. cutting cutting. 
tire. nor 100 
No. No. No. ewes 
1935 800 908 758 94.7 
1934 800 849 779 97.3 
1933 800 860 759 94.8 
'2he farm is situated at an elevation of 750 
feet, rising to 980 feet, and is much addicted to 
pinin3. Regular changes of the floc, however, are 
made twice yearly. 
In a Cheviot flock of 730 ewes running on 
rolorately pining land at an elevation of 1100 feet, 
rising to 1400 feet, 60 eves were without lambs in 
1936, while 16 ewes had twins. These figures are 
fairly typical of the farm in question. 
there rust he few hill districts which can 
show a higher percentage of lambs than the 2Jast 
iorders, where the average count at cutting has been 
shown to exceed 90 per cent. Losses between cutting 
and weaning are as a rule only slight. Re7iresent9t- 
ive figures are difficult to obtain for other parts 
of 3cotland. Certain eastern districts such as the 
Larrermuir ,;ountry would no doubt equal or even 
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exceea this percentage. In some western areas, on 
the other hand, as in parts of Argyllshire (52), 
the number of lambs reared may not exceed 50 per cent 
of the ewe stock. 
are Occurr.nce of Other Diseases. 
)uring the survey, an enquiry was made on 
pining farrs in. the ,tast 3orders into the occurrence 
of snoop diseases, in addition to pines he average 
results of this enquiry are shown in the table follow- 
ing and are referred to in secceeling paragrenhs. 
:they are everege figure for the two years 1934 and 
1935. In those years the feeling of mineral mix- 
tures, apart from the occasional use of proprietary 
Yineral licks, was as yet unknown in the area, and 
the figures, therefore, are not influenced oy this 
factor. C;orplete data could only be ootainel from 
12 nining farms as several farmers lid not care about 
disclosing full particulars. Partial data, however, 
relating to particular diseases was obtained from 
sore of thee.° farmers anl this is included where 
reference is male in the text. 
In all cases, the information was 1r,ot by 
nereonal interview with the stock-owner. In most 
instances, they were good enough to consult their 
record books for precise figures. These figuron, 
,herefore, in so far as they refer to such matters 
as the total death-rate in ewes and hoggs, and 
lameing returns, are of considerable accuracy. 1J1len 
it cores to the allocation of deaths and pathological 
conditions under ifferent heads the information is 
less accurate. Tho figures are as near as can be 
et 'for any area and will serve to give a general 
impression of the commoner diseases occurring in the 
district. 
Averase Annual -incidence of Death ani 
ease on 12 Pin lnu Farris In the iLast 39rders. 
Average of the twoers, 1934 and 1935. 
Total ''Itock - 11 634 Zwess. lirrers,t. 
Tota1.0eath Rato. 
Eues and Clirrers 3.12 per cent. 
Hoge 4.01 per cent. 
Death fror Pine. 
(excluding amasi .34 per cent. 
P42.21.1222. 
(oxcluding larks) 2.27 
Tup Eild Ewes. 4.01 
Abortions 2.78 
Braxy in Hog7s. 2.22 
Lamb Dysentery. 
(per 100 owes) .88 
Grass Sickness la Lambs. 
( per 100 ewes) 1.15 
Liver Fluke. 
(Deaths) 





Ohe average annual deatb rate in &NOS and 
glimmers for the two years 1934 and 1935 was 3.12 per 
cent. On 22 farms, incluling those ln the above 
table, the figure was 2.47 per cent. 2hose figures 
eear out the fact that the Jistrict, although pining, 
does not have a high 1eath rate. In parts of :,est 
Uotland, a death rate in ewes of around 10 per cent 
is not uncommon (52). 
he same remarks apply to hoggs. The average 
annual ieath rate was 4.01 per cont. Hoggs were 
wintered ut hie in 10 out of the 12 farms out vere 
chansai in autumn for three viees or thereby in all 
cases. The comparative healthiness of the grazings 
in winter for hoggs no doubt largely accounts for the 
practice of bome-wintering. 
Pining. 
Oeaths fror pine are small. The protracted 
course of the disease usually a) lows an opportunity 
to give treatment with some success. 
The incidence of pining has already been 
discussed (page 54). The figure of 2.27 per cent 
given in the above table relates to the whole flock 
(cxcluding larbs). he figure of 3.0 per cent 
stated previously on page 54 refers to the eve stock 
only. The practice of changing hoggs immediately 
after weaning is so well establithed ,ihat corpara- 
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tively few hogs become affected. 
V,wes. 
fup-eild ewes represent one of the chief 
sources of loss, the fi,T,ure being 4.01 ner cent. It 
is generally distributed on all farms. 2o some 
extent it is counteracted by the changing of the ewe 
stecl: in auburn and thereby promoting an improvement 
in bodily condition vthen the tups out in November. 
Such a long period often elapses, however, between 
the change and the commencement of tupping that the 
beneficial effects on fertility may have largely 
1isan3earo1. On the farm with the highest incidence, 
namely la per cent, which is much higher than the 
average, the ewes were changed in August for only two 
weeks. The effect :ovil in this case be largely 
lost by tupping time. 
It seems clear that pine disease may often 
tend to have a more or less lirect influence in 
giving a fairly high proportion of tup-eild ewes. 
the somewhat lower state of vitality of the stock, 
particularly in severe weather at tupping time, would 
naturally have this effect. 
&bortiln. 
Shepherds have sometimes stated during the 
enquiry that there is more abortion on pining places, 
particularly if a check is received about two months 
L1.3. 
after pregnancy. One or two shepherds stated that 
ewes which abort early may be reported as tup eild. 
it is probable that there is some truth in this but 
how much is Jorrpossible to say. 
'This question apart, one would have expected 
to find a fairly clear correlation between abortion 
and pining. ?he figures for the two years under 
review, however, do not show a high incidence of the 
trouble. On I farms the regular practice of chang- 
ing the ewes in February or 7'arch was carried out, 
and this no doubt was beneficial in the latter stages 
of pregnancy. no highest individual loss was 5 per 
cent. 
3raxv. 
An outstanding feature disclosed by the 
survey is the definite connection between pine 
disease and the incidence of braxy. 3raxy is 
largely absent from the area. Out of 16 farms with 
2,862 ewe hogr;s, which wore all wintered at home after 
the usual change in August or September, the average 
loss was only 61 hoggs, or 2.16 per cent. No vacc- 
ination or other preventive treatrent was practised. 
"here was no Ornxy at all on 6 of these farms, and 
the highest loss at any farm was 5 per cent. 
Several farmers who did not live precise figures 
stated that their losses were very snail. 
his is an example of a disease which is of 
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little or no consequence on the majority of pininp; 
farms, waile it is present to a considerable extent 
in noip;hbouring districts at a sirilar altitude. 
O.he explanation would appear to be that the stock on 
pinin.7; land are not as a rule in that progressively 
thrivinal., state which favours braxy. Bleeding was 
practised in alien days in sore Border districts and 
no doubt the tendency to anaemia acts in the present 
case in a somewhat similar tanner. 
Lane ,Wsentery_. 
Lamb Dysentery is common in many 3order 
districts out at the tire of the survey in the East 
Borders only 10 out of 20 farms reported losses. In 
one case the loss of larbs, reekoned on the ewe stock, 
amounted to 5 per cent. Farmers are fully alive to 
this insidious aiSef e, and preventive measures aro 
fairly widely employed. ,ontrol by vaccination of 
the ewes or Inoculation of the laros, however, is the 
exception rather than the rule. 'A only 3 farms was 
this rethod practised, while on 9 farms the adminis- 
tration of Lamb )ysentery t'owders was in regular use, 
apparently with success. Ohese are proprietary 
compounds and are hell in high repute. Phey are 
oelieved to suit certain farms, while in other cases 
only vaccinablen or inoculation are successful. 
12here appears to be no direct correlation 
between this disease and pining. The fact that stock 
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run fairly thickly on the grazings right be presumed 
to favour it. 
grass Sickness. in Lambs. 
11-lis is an entero-toxaeria whioh generally 
affects some of the best lambs from about, three to 
eight weeks old. It is also 'known as pulpy kidney 
disease.. Vale lambs are most subject. Lambs off 
older ewes are mostly affected as they get more milk. 
It is mist prevalent in seasons in which the grass 
cores early, providing flush coniltions of herbage to 
the young animal. The germs are )e]ievel to be 
normal inhalitants of the intestina3 tract but only 
Jim certain favourable conditions for their develon- 
rent are set up do they multiply an prove fatal. 
It will be seen from the table on page 110 that this 
disease was responsible for sli7,htly heavier losses 
than Lam.) )ysentery. It was present on all farms 
in addition to the 12 farms Where special enouiry 
was made. A check to the animal anoears to be help- 
fol in preventing the onset of the disease. sore 
farmers, therefore, out and dock their lambs as soon 
as an outpreak occurs, and this hellos to stop further 
losses. 
he disease is allied to Lamb 'bysentery, the 
causal organism being reputed to be a strain of 3. 
welchii (53 and 54)* hose farmers who have vacc- 
inated or inoculated against Lamb .)ysentery find that 
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the lambs are rendered less liable thereafter 'to 7,rass 
sickness. his Wes not, however, entirely prevent 
it. 
'2ciether lames on pining land are more liable 
or less liable to grass sickness than lambs on non- 
pining places is a matter that would require data from 
both types of places for an answer. Recent work in 
New Zealand (55) suggests that there is some correl- 
atien between the nutritional status of the ewe at 
lambing and the susceptibility of the lamb in early 
life. In Now zealand, however, the disease appears 
. 
to be most prevalent in slow-thriving lames, while 
docking and castration tend to precipitate the disease, 
rhis is quite contrary to experience in the Cheviots, 
and seems to show that the disease there probably 
takes a-different forTP. The matter must remain for 
the present undetermined. 
Liver Fluke. 
Losses from Liver Fluke are negligiele. Only 
two farms showed any large number of eases, the great- 
est loss being 4 per cent of the total stock of ewes 
and hogs. 12 out of 19 farms reported no losses, 
either in 1934 or 1935. The disease is confined to 
areas of wet land, he dry conditions in the region 
as a Whole largely rulo out this particular disease. 
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This is a virus disease affecting the central 
nervous system of sheep and is carried by the Sheep 
Tick (Ixodes ricinus). Out of 28 farms in the pining 
jolt, only two reported the presence of this disease 
and that only in a very slight degree, causing an 
occasional death. Tick-lorne fever is unl?,:nown. 
Ticks were observed .17 the writer in one of the above 
instances. On 4 other farms out of the 28, ticks 
were reported to be present to a very slight extent 
on certain parts of the grazings but they do not give 
rise to louping ill or tie- eorne fever. In these 
gases the ticks are presumably free from infection. 
2he conditions in the East .orders do not 
appear to ee favourable to the development of ticks, 
although they are present in large numbers in the 
-astern Cheviots and on farms not far distant from 
OF 
the ninin7 area, causing heavy losses. Losses fror 
5 - 10 nor cent from louping 111 occur on one farm 
lust aordering on the pining belt. In view of the 
constant changing of sheep, infection could hardly 
fail to become widespread were there not certain 
factors unfavouraele eo these organisms. The pining 
tendency in the sheep is, by itself, unlikely to have 
any deterrent influence - rather the reverse, for 
ticks are numerous in some of the poorest hill 
districts in the iorlers. On the other hand, the 
soil conditions on pining lend probably present 
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limiting factors to their establishrent. Cameron 
(56) has pointed out that where the ground is dry and 
well-drained, the tick will fail to Decor() established 
even when it is repeatedly introduced. He further 
states that it flourishes on lamp, ill-drained hill. 
pastures with an acid soil and covered with a rank 
growth of grasses. Farmers find that old rough 
heather also encourages them. 'Phase conditions are 
much less prevalent in the ast 3orders than else- 
where. 
It may be concluded, therefore, that the 
absence of ticks and louning ill ray be definitely 
correlated with the nature of the pining area itself. 
In other words, the conditions of soil and herbage on 
the Andesite forration,.on the Scottish side at any 
rate, are unfavourable to the establishment of the 
tick pest. It is of interest to note that in other 
parts of the 3orders where particular farrs are 
affected with pining, it has been found that loueing 
ill is often absent. 
Lung Vorw. 
This is present on a few farms but to what 
extent was not ascertained in the survey. the 
symptoms resemble pine in some respects but differ 
from nine in that the gait is stiff and stilted, the 
back is often slightly arched, scour is more or less 
present, especially in hoggs, and the breathing is 
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accelerated. Coughin7 is not always present. In 
bad cases, a frothy discharge is seen 'around the 
nostrils, and a fetid smell can often be detected at 
the nostrils. 
severe infestation was observed on two 
pining farms, ooth of which had a certain proportion 
of wet land and, incidentally, had the largest losses 
fror liver Fluke recorded in the survey. On one of 
those farms, part of the land is pining and part non- 
pining, separate flocks being run on each section. 
he non-pining part has, if anything, the greater 
amount of wet land. Sheep on the nining land have 
always shown a greater number of cases of lung worm 
and more severe symptoms of the disease than those, on 
the non-pining land. The debilitating effects of 
pining are in this case held to render the stock more 
subject to lung-worm attack. 
Stomach and Intestinal Zorms. 
This question has already been referred to. 
There is little doubt that a trace of pining among 
stock reduces their resistance to these parasites 
which may therefore contribute to the onset of the 
ralady. The actual part played by worm infestation 
in the aetiology of pine, however, has probably been 
exaggerated in the past. It is significant that no 
farmer in the area considers that worms have any 
lirect connection with the disease. 
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2ESERTIY Toxaemia. 
It is commonly stated that this disease is 
confiaul to lowland flocks. Ewes carrying twins on 
hill forrs in the East S3or1ors are, however, suolect 
to it, though the percentage of ewes in the twinning 
category is not high. Several farmers in the 
listrict have been aware of this disease for many 
years. A farmer with a life-long exnerience of the 
area stated that rest of the losses in ewes efore 
lamoing occurred after a severe winter with owes 
carrying twins. iince preventive measures against 
pining wore introduced on this farm, losses from this 
cause have been reduced* 
Summary. 
It has been shown that unler conditions of 
management on pininq, land in the East 3orders, the 
productivitv of ewes is fairly high compared with 
some Scottish areas. Mere is, however, room for 
improvement. )eath among ewes ani 1)0gri;s is cor- 
naratively light. 
From the enet,iry into the prevalence of 
various diseases on pining land, there emerges the 
finding that the incidence of araxy is extremely low, 
while louninf; ill is practically non-existent. 3oth 
these conditions are directly connected with the 
aetiology of pinin/. .he relative freedom from 
oraxy is largely due to the rather lower standard of 
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vitality in flocks on pining land. he a3sence of 
louping ill is lue bo unfavoura3le ground conditions 
for the rultiplication of the sheep tick. 
As regards the debit side of Aning, the 
nurber of tup-eild ewes teals to increase on pining 
land, and probably some adverse influence is exerted 
on the rate of abortion. Mat this is so is support- 
ed oy the fact that roasures which have been success- 
fully introduced by the writer for the control of 
pine disease have also boon effe.tive in reducing the 
nurber of tup-eill and aborted ewes on hill farris in 
the pining area. 
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12. GEOLOGY AN1) SOILS OF PH E PINING AREA. 
Acoording to 'Pach and Horne (57) the 
Southern Uplands of Scotland and the Cheviot Hills 
form the remnant of an ancient plateau which silo- 
seouently became hiahly deauded and moiified bJ 
geological intrusion. Phe plateau consisted origin- 
ally of a large nass of Silurian rocks of sedirentary 
origin. 2his Silurian platform )ocare buried under 
younger deposits. 'hroughout the ages, however: 
these younger deposite have been gradually removed 
over enormous areas anl now enpose the original 
foundation of Silurian rocks in the Lsrr'ermuir Hills 
and the hills of Poeb1eshir and SelkirkshAre. 
In the Cheviot Hills, with which we are 
mainly concerned, the Silurian platform is still 
largely buried under younger strata. in the East 
3oriers it only cores to the surface in a few irreg- 
ular natches. One of these occurs at the head of 
Thle Tater, forming most of the hill land of the 
farms of Upper Uynlhope and Nether 7vnlhone. 
Another occurs to the west of Edgerston by Camptown, 
Elgerston Rig, and rerviuslaw. A third patch runs 
from Oxnar in the direction of Jrailing. the 
majority, though not all, of the farms on these 
tracts of the Silurian formation aro free of pining. 
the great mass of rook which now overlies the 
Silurian over the greater extent of the hills of the 
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East 3orders is the Andesite, or,as it was formerly 
termed, the Porphyrite formations (58). lhese 
rocks represent a great lava sheet which was poured 
out at the surface during the Lower Old Red Sandstone 
ages Geike (59) states, HMIs volcanic nile, 
consisting mainly of bedded anlesites which rest 
unconformably on the upturned edges of 'onlock shales 
and grits (Silurian) present a most typical display 
of the lavas of the Lower Old Red Sanlstone. He 
further states that the thickness probably amounts to 
several thousand feet. 
The Andesites begin in the vicinity of Garter 
3ar and run eastwards through Yetholm. fhe total 
distance is approximately 16 miles, with an average 
width from the Scottish 3order of a)out 6 miles. 
rho area mainly consists of hill land. All out a 
small part of the East 3orders is, therefore, compos- 
ed of this formation, and with certain exceptions 
this also constitutes the pîninc belt. Portions of 
the tapper Old Red Sandstone occur among the Anlesito 
at lower elevations )ut these are of limited extent 
and are generally pining also. 
Immediately to the west of the pining belt 
lies the Garboniferous formation out this is largely 
free of pining except in a fey localised places. 
Glacial Action. 
rost of the area shows traces of severe 
glaciation, No drift naps have, however, eeee. 
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produced for this part of Scotland by the Ordnance 
Survey. The hills, particularly at lower elevations, 
generally present a steep cliff-face to the west or 
south-west where the oressure of ice has worn_ther 
away. Of glacial debris, however, the rerains are 
not always abundant. .Chey often forr a shallow 
covering on some of the lower flats anl slopes, and 
ray oc found as fairly deep deposits.in hollows and 
aloe water-courses. 2he raterial, however, appears 
to consist mainly of Andesite drift. Powards the 
western part of the area There the 4pper 011 Red Sand- 
stone abutts on the Andesite, traces of sandstone 
material have been carried eastwards for a mile or 
two on to the Andosibe. Chis can be seen at rIilles- 
knowes and at Swinside Pownheal. here the Silurian 
lies adiacent to the Andesite, the land to the east 
ray have had Silurian or other drift snperteoosed, as 
at Renaieston, Upper Sarieston, and Cleuchoile. The 
soil here is heavy clay and these farms are not 
On the other hand, the enlesite melt' in 
this locality is much harder and finer in texture, 
and shows a relatively small proportion of pheno- 
crysts. :oc: of this type tends to ;produce a heavy 
type of soil. 
l'a'ting the area as a whole, the soil, over 
very large sections of the qnlesite appears to have 
arisen direc tly fror the underlying rocle. In other 
part, it consists to some extent of irift material, 
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probably mainly derived from Andesite. 
Composition of typical Andesites. 
Aí.desites belong to the Intermediate class of 
extrusive igneous rocks, being neither very acid nor 
very. basic. Geike (58) gives the approximate 
composition from various centres in the East 3orders. 
Details of the percentage composition are set out in 













,)2.29 63.38 59.44 59.82 62.81 60.70 
Al2 03 17.03 15.77 16.15 16.96 16.40 17.98 
Fe203 .93 .73 1.05 .20 .55 .66; 
,, 
Fe0 2.44 2.65 2.83 6.57 3.27 2.58 
N`n0 .21 .08 .37 .15 .81 .20 
CaO 3.92 4.44 6.70 4.73 4.46 7.07 
MgO 2.71 1.88 2.46 2.84 1.64 2.20 
K20 1.14 1.88 3.18 2.63 3.60 3.57 
Na20 3.20 4.54 3.7r..) 3.04 3.02 2.95 
H20 .29R 4.69 3.35 - 4.04 3.45 
H2SO4 .37 - - race - - 
'Loss 4.81 - - 1.98 - - 
sites. 
x This is CO2 (sic) . 
Duncan's -Dubs and Rennieston are non - pining 
The analyses disclose some variation in the . 
proportion of basic matter at different centres. 
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At flaitton hild, flr exarple, there is apnroxirately 
double the arount of lire and potash in the rock 
corpared with Jocdawfoot. All centres have apprec- 
Ladle quantities of iron. This gives a character- 
istic pin'lish or Poldish colour to the surface of 
many of these rocks and also to the soils of the area. 
iron content is specially noteworthy in view of 
the association of iron corpounds with nine disease. 
ifhe rooks have the typical porphyritic 
structure showine4 a ground-rass of compect raterial 
in which are set isolated crystals, or phenocrysbs, 
of Plagioclase felspar, Jiotite, eta. he colour in 
fresh exposures varies from a )1ackish grey to pink, 
or eluish pink. Near the surface this alters to a 
deeper pink or to a reddish colour. Phore is often 
ruch staining and kaolinization. The rook usually 
exhibits a somewhat coarse-;7ained texture and is 
often referred to ay farmers as "spotted rock" or 
"oastard rock". This is also tue to the amygdaloid- 
al struowre which Geie states is the rost oharaoter, 
istio feature of these rocks as a whole. he stear 
vesiclee are filled with farious corpeunds such as 
quartz, agate, oaloite, and zeolite, 1:iving a spotted 
appearance, particularly at or near the weathered 
surface. In coarse sarplos they are a)out 4 rr. by 
4 rri. he majority of fresh saroles have been 
fonnd by the writer to effervesce to a moderate 
extent when treated with hydrochloric acil. ohe 
ferro-ragnesian constituent is occasionally lietite. 
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Samples of rock from rililesknowes, Jedburgh, were 
Classified oy )r. Carpool' of the loology Departrent, 
3dinburgh University, as 3iotite-Andesite. 
The coarser textured Andesites sometires 
weather into nolular frarronts with a rounded or 
cylindrical shape owing to seepage water and frost 
action setting up decorposition. In sore places, 
deoosits of this broken rook are found to sone lepth 
forming natural "quarries". The raterial Is carted 
off by farrers for use as gravel around their prerises. 
torr "rotten rook" is often applied in view of 
this oecularity in weathering* 
From the pastoral and agricultural uoints of 
view, the main significance attaches to the texture 
of the partiOnlar variety of An . desite. The writer 
exarined sarples fror all over the area and has been 
Dole to correlate pining with this feature to a 
considerable extent. rhis part of the survey ray ')o 
surrarised by stating that on those farms where 
pining is worst, the rock is usually rore coarsely 
granular and more easily shattereA than in less 
affected Places. It gives rise to an open gritty 
soil from which the finer material is readily '-ashed 
away. here pining is less severe, the texture is 
finer, the rock is harder, and the soil to which it 
gives rise is heavier. On the hardest type of 
Andesite pining is aosent. 
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Physiographic features in relation to Pining. 
It has been shown (GO) that 3ush SiciTness in 
New Zealand is associatel with light, open soils at 
high-1.1.1'1;3 locations which are elevated above tie 
permanent water-taole and therefore roviie favonrable 
conlitions for soil aeration an' leaching. Large 
flats of land at these alltitudes in New 7,ealanl are 
most affected with the malady, he greater the 
elevation of this type of land the greater the tent- 
ency to the iisease. lodlen and Grimmett (25) 
apnliel the New Sealand analogy to the Uheviot region 
mlt thereby have fallen into error. There is not 
neces5!arily any such connection )etween pining anl 
elevation. Indeed, the higher lying land on many 
farrs is least affected with pining. Phis is true 
of The Arks, Cocklawfoot, hounam rains, riillesknowes, 
and others. 
larious factors may come Into play at high 
elevations, and provide better soil conditions than 
lower ion. Ullman° peat, for example, is produced 
rare realily owing to the more humid conditions, and 
this teals to act as a filter v,hich modifies the 
action of leaching. it also sup,dies colloilal 
material which reduces the aeration of the soli con- 
stituents after the manner of clay. rany of the 
grassy last iorier :tills have a thin layer of climatIc 
Peat or horus, one or two inches thick, above the 
1,000 feet level4 leyond this height, therefore, 
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soil uoniitions as far as pining is concerned ray 
tend to improve with increasel elevation. 
Aeepest and finest texturei soil is often 
found in the upper reaches of --ny farrs, arounl the 
mum-heals. In these places the clIttin7 action of 
burns, streams, anl surface weer is smaller. 'here 
is no great sweep of water to carry away the covering 
of eoil eoil erosion is much less active. 
One may carry the ratter a stage further and 
visualise the land features of a typical valley as a 
whole. it will be founl,as a rule, that in hill 
country as one ascends the valley from the lower and 
middle roaches ';owards the watershed, the oetter is 
he land, ani the sounder and healthier are the sheen 
farms. Elie best farms will oe found at the heal of 
tho valley itself. here are exceptions out the 
general principle holds good. It is true of the 
rajoriby of valleys In the 3orders, including 3orthe 
wick tl_ter, 3w,ront 4atert the Tale of ]J3ttric',T, 
Eskiale, Jed later, Kale Water, and Peviotclale. It 
also pplies in many Highland areas, of which }len 
Affric is a notable example. Phis phenomenon is 
partly explained by the fact that as one nroceels 
downstream froM the source, he valley ecores more 
deeply trenched, the gradient of the valley sides 
increases and this quickens the nrocesses of leaching 
and erosion. The covering of soil therefore )ecomes 
thinner ani coarser, the herbage is inferior and 
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liable to burn, and the stock are not so healthy. 
In the upper reaches, on the other hani, there are 
often greater areas of deep land even on the slopes, 
and there is a Much better mixture of all classes of 
herbage. he conditions are more favourable for the 
formation of peat mosses which produce lraw moss and 
heather of the best type. 
From what has been seated, it will be apparent 
that pining is more likely to arise in a severe form 
at middle and lower elevations on the Andesite. 
hi s is generally so, though the shallowness of the 
land over the area as a whole is a more pronounced 
feature than in most 3order valleys. 
Soil Structure. 
On ;ypical shallow land which is so prevalent 
on the Andesite, the soil structure is of the most 
rudimentary type. A profile taken on the upper 
slopes of Peg Law, Jelburgh, where many of the experi- 
ments Tith sheep were carried out as referred to 
later, is described below. 
(1) Soil on the upper slopes of Pe F Law, Jedburil. 
UNDERLYING ROCK Andesite. 
PARENT 'MATERIAL Andesite. 
. TOPOGRAPHY ANO roderate to steep slopes, 
ELEVATION 700 900 ft. 




tZGRI pr IOU 
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Agrostis and Fescue. Well grazed. 
1. 1.2" Vegetable debris and 
fibrous mat. 
2. i-P Black Amorphous humus. 
3. 1.4" Dark rellish brown layer; 
coarse, gritty, and 
friable; stony; roots 
present. 
4. Rock. 
The above profile way be taken to represent 
the upper slopes of individual hill tops at elevations 
up to about 1,000 feet. 3eyond this elevation, the 
layer of humus tends to increase, or the humus way be 
incorporated with the soil. 
These shallow soils appear to be bone dry for 
the greater part of the year. Nevertheless, they 
carry an exceedingly dense covering of leafy herbage' 
which only seriously burns in a dry summer. 
A typical soil profile at the bottom of slopes 
where a deeper soil has formed is described below. 
(2) Soil at the base of Peg Law, Jedburgh. 
UNDERLYIN4 ROCK Andesite. 
PARENT VAT PETAL Silty matter from Andesite slopes. 
Perhaps some glacial drift. 
TOPOGRAPHY ANO Slightly sloping; 
ELATION 600 ft. 
RAINFALL 40 ins. 
NAINAI-E Fairly free; flush. 
UE:GaATION Aira caespitosa. 
PROFILE 1. OP Vegetable debris and 
DESCRIPTION fibrous mat* ' 




A profile taken 
is as fo]lows. 












31ack amorphous hurus. 
Fine silty loar; dark 
slaty colour; fairly 
corpact; roots. 
3luish clay; rotled 
red, particularly along 
root channels; corpact. 
Rock. 













Vegetable debris and 
fibrous rat. 
Black amorphous hurus. 
3. 6..9" Dark red-brown layer; 
coarse, gritty, and 
friable; roots. 
4. Light reddish-brown 
layer: mainly stone wita 
earthy ratter; very hard 
and corpact. 
5. 36" Light red rotten rock; 
(yellow or orange on ex- 
posnd surface); readily 
shattered with Dick; 
fragments 2 cr. by 1.cr. 
6. Rook._ 
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On another location, at Upper Chatto, the 
rot;en rock was of a brownish-grey colour, this toeing 
more typical than the red colour in profile (3), 
described above. 
On locations under /"olinia at iirìlesknowes, 
the profile was 4" black amorp'lous hur'us; 3" light 
brown fibrous peat with earthy mat ter; 4-5" retlish- 
)rown loam; 12" bluish clay, very corroact. In one 
or two places in this Irolinia area the clay layer was 
bleached a whitish or greyish colour. 
No no-isols have been observed on the Anlesite 
and it seems unlikely that they are present to any 
extent. 
Iron pan or "tear band" occurs in a few places. 
It generally contains a good deal of stony material. 
It can Oe.seen at a depth of 10-15" under peaty land 
with a rolinia type of herbage at Hiccalton and at 
3rowndeanlaws, and under peat with heather at Edger- 
ston 'rafts. he impeded drainage in these areas loes 
not appear to have any ameliorating effect on pining. 
Analyses of 7=ininf/ soils. 
God'ien and Grimmett (25) investigated the 
composition of pining soil from a typical area in the 






(on soil dried at 1000C.) 
per cent 
Fine Gravel 15.75 Nitrogen 0.45 





Fine Sand 15.82 Available P20,, 0.023 
Silt 18.16 Total K 0 2 0.45 
Fine Silt 11.40 Available K 
2 
0 0.024 
Clay 10.0 Total CaO 0.061 
Voisture 8.94 Vg0 0.45 
Loss on Ignition 
ratter soluble 
11.16 Total Fe203 
Citric 
2.60 
in dilute H 01 0*96 Soluble FeO 
e 3 
0.052 









Lime Requirement 0.521, CaCO3,, 
(equal to 2tons 18owts CaO per acre) 
the outstanding feature of pining soil is the 
small proportion of clay and fine silt. obese soils 
are dry and light anl sublect to excessive aeration. 
They form a. poor foundation for the stock-raising 
enterprise. 
The analysis, shows a moderately good content 
of available phosphate and potash. Hendrick (61) 
gives the figure of 0.01 por cent of available 
material as usually representing the lower lirit of 
fertility for these constituents. In neither case 
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Jo these figures reach this limit. 
Lae soil is rather low in lime, with a Lime 
Requirement equivalent to approximately 2 tons 18 cwts 
per acre. There are many soils, however, with a 
somewhat similar lime requirement, which are not 
affected, with pining, 
The figure for available iron shows that this 
constituent is present in considerable quantities and 
indicates that the causo of pining is likely to be 
found elsewhere than in an iron deficiency. 
No analyses of herbage are given by Golden 
and Grimmett, 
inc characteristics of arable soils on Andesite. 
The soils on arable districts on the Andosite 
are characteristically dry and early. ['here are no 
special problems in crop Iroving. They provide some 
of the best barley soils in the Borders aul are also 
well adapted for-roots. Rotation grass is usually 
good' both Red Clover and. White Clever growing freely 
with ordinary manuring and treatment. Harvesting, 
even at elevations of 600 - 800 feet, is usually in 
advance of low-ground districts in the neighbourhood. 
There appears to be little about the cropping results 
in the area to suggest any particular deficiency 
except in phosphorus, which, however, is a common 
deficiency of farming land elsewhere. 7:hile the 
land grows remarkably good crops, consilering its 
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mechanical constitution, the farmer is well aware 
that the produce is lacking in elements necessary for 
the full maintenance of health and growth in live- 
stock. 
Pininq In other districts in the Border Area.. 
It may here he appropriate to make reference 
to the occurrence of pine disease in other districts 
in the Border Counties, apart from the East Borders. 
Broadly speaking, the disease may be found on any 
geological formation and in any district. 2here are 
two ways in which the disease is manifested in these 
localities. 
In the first place, it may take the form of a 
regularly recurring disease and involve the changing 
of the flock on somewhat the same system as in the 
East Borders. ?here are many hill farms in this 
category. On some arable farms also, constant 
Changing between different parts of the farm is 
necessary. A small pining belt of this nature, 
which includes hill farms as well as arable farms, 
lies on 'Basalt and Delerite of Carboniferous age on 
the ridge west of Jedburgh of which Dunian Uill is a 
prominent feature. Dunian and Black Law hills are 
volcanic bosses of Olivine-oDolerite (62). Some 
portions of the Old Red Sandstone adjoining are also 
pining. he hill of Ruberslaw in the, near vicinity, 
Which is a type of 'Basalt with volcanic agglomerate, 
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is prone to a mild type of the malady. ne Silurian 
formation in many districts of Roxburlhshire an 
Selkirkshire affords many examples of hill farms 
where the disease regularly recurs every season. 
Phe farms are viieiy scattered. Preatment with 
rineral feeding was suceessfully introluced during 
the nast four years ev the writer on 
F, farms on the )oiorito, 
2 farms on the 011 Red Sandstone, 
9 farms on the Silurian. 
in the second place, pining is found in some 
districts when the sheep have got into a reduced 
state, as after a hard winter, A proporlAon of the 
ewes may show severe symptons of anaemia. It may 
occur in some of the best localities, as in the 
Lammermuir country. It is also fount on some arable 
farms oe the Old Red Sandstone as well as on the 
Silurian. chis is a snoralic type of the malady 
dependent on the season and the general standard of 
nutrition, and while the exact cause may not 30 
identicel with Fast lorler pining it is significant 
that it can )e )oh cured and prevented by the same 
treatment. It has been found that mineral feeling 
alone, without any supplement in the way of protein 
or carbohyirate is sufficient to prevent and cure the 
conlition. 
Apart from the rocoenised types of pining 
referred to above, there is also a form of incinient 
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anaeria or nining which is prevalent arong ewe flocks 
on all classes of farrs and on all soils. ewes 
cormonly appear to get into a slightly anaeric state 
ring pregnancy, although not always reaching the 
clinical stage of oining. it is also found among 
poorly nursed larbs an1 srnuil lares after weaning. 
In a large nueoer of cases, a very rarlred resnonse 
has been obtained fror aonlying mineral treatrent as 
for ordinary nining. On some 40 high-ground and low- 
7round farms in this category, located on art form- 
ations in the 3orler Jounties, rineral feeling has 
been inoroduced ay the writer with great benefit to 
the stock. 
It seems clear, therefore, that nine disease, 
whether of the enderic, the sporadic, or the incipient 
type, is a much rore insieions and widespread ralady 
than has hitherto been supposed. In the 3orders it 
is associated with soil conditions of a poor type and 
also of a molerately good type, in practically every 
district. he evidence fnrnished by this survey, 
which has oeen conducted An one of the best farming 
regions in the country, seers to suggest that these 
varioes forms of pine disease are probably widely 
lis;ribetet elsewhere. 
he pining belt in the rast 3orders is mainly 
situated on the Andesite, or, as it was formerly 
called, the orphyrito formation. 
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Small portions of 
the Old Red Sandstone and Silurian formations are 
included in the area, and nany farms on these sites 
are pining also. 
!hero Ls a correlation between pining and the 
texture of the Andesite. the coarser grained 
varieties are moat affeoted with the dissase. 
Physlographic features of the area require to 
le in,:erpreted with caution. Pining tends to be 
worse at middle and lower elevations in hill country, 
ra3ner than at higher altiwdes. 
Pining soils on the hnlesite are lilbt, and 
show a low content of Clay and fine silt. 
611erical analysis of these soils apnears to 
iniicate that there is no lack of avtlilable iron. 
Linini; of the enlenic type is found in local- 
ised areas on most geological formations in the ¡order 
Qounties, in addition to the ìSt 3orders. 
sporadic type of pining which is dependent on seasonal 
and nutritional conditions is liable, to occur in many 
districts. A form of incipient anaemia, akin to 
pining, is also common. Phe same mineral treatment 
has been successful in dealing with all of these 
conditions. 
It is Suggested that pining in one foin or 
another is common in all parts of Scotland. 
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13. !'AP SHOWING THE PINING AREA IN THE EAST BORDERS. 
During the course of the survey, inforration 
was ootalned fror farriers and shepherds as to the 
exact extent ani location of all pining land in the 
Nast .iorders. Jhis was nlottel on Ordnance Survey 
sheets on the scale of 6" to the nil°. From the data 
ohtainel, a map of the pining area on the scale of 
to the mile has been drawn out and is shown on page 142. 
the area marked out on the rap includes all 
land where pining is endemic and where shifting of 
the sheep-stock has to be carried out in order to 
keep the animals in health. Ohe fl7ing of a arecise 
boundary was not always easy, as there are many bIrdea. 
lLne cases where, °wino; to the traproved state of the ' 
land under arable cultivation, pining may not show 
itself. 
hilo the boundary given on the rap delimits 
the pining area, there are, nevertheless, tracts with- 
in the area which are free of the malady. It is not 
Possible to rark these out with any accuracy on a map 
of this scale. For the same reason, the degree of 
nining, whether moderate or severo, is not s'elown. 
For details relarding these points in any particular 
locality, reference may be wade to the Ordnance 
Survey sheets prepared by the writer. 
AS no geological map of the area is available 
on the scale of e to the rile, it has not been boas- 
iole to include a geological map in this thesis. 
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14. SOY 30CANICAL ASPEOPS OF 192 PININ1 AREA. 
Cori elation with Pinine. 
Reference has already been wade on page 72 to 
the general constitution of tynical hill grazings in 
the pining area. On an average of 11 hill farms, it 
has been shown that 77 ner Cent of the lane is -stir- 
ated to consist of shallow-land vegetation. Heather 
on deep moss is nlrost entirely absent. Mere is no 
louot that a constitution of this kind in any nart of 
the country, taken in conjunction with continuous and 
fairly intensive grazing oy sheep for long periods, is 
likely to favour pine disease, in one form or another. 
in some instances, the quality of the soil will be 
sufficient to coenteract anything )ut a mild tendency 
to the disease. In the East lenders, however, the 
deficiency in the land is such as to precipitate the 
malady in an enleric form. it will be noted that the 
nuality of the soil îs the n;overning factor. 
An increase in the proportion of loop-land 
herbage in a hirsel or heft visually )rings about a 
corresponding reduction in the tendency to pining. 
Particelarly valuable are flush-land herbage and the 
vegetation of deep alluvial flats. rest valuable of 
all is heather on deer moss, the importance of which 
has already been pointed out. it is the exception to 
find this on the Anlesite, out in one or teo hirseis 
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it occurs at a high altitule, and these grazings are 
almost entirely free of pining. 
On the other hand, the occurrence of a high 
proportion of Narlus in a sheens 'grazing rav sometimes 
go along with an increased 9isrosition to pining. It 
tends to force the sheep on to the shallowest and 
Poorest land. Again, the prelorinance of 3heep's 
Fescue over Agrostis on the sweet -Prouni may point to 
rather poor soil conditions and indicate sore connect- 
ion with the ralaiy. 3racken is not directly associ- 
ated with the probler, out on one or two farrs it is 
present to a serious extent and interferes with tne 
grazing of sheep. 
bpart frorr these tendencies, there is little 
of a botanical nature that can definitely Je associ- 
ated with pining. 
Nardus. 
Nardus stricta, or Yoor Vat Grass, is liable 
to invade rnah of the drier and shallower ground 
which carries. the Agrostis-Fescue type of vegetation. 
A 20 per cent incidence is common, while small areas 
ray contain 50 per cent and upwards of this plant. 
It is very irregular in its occurrence, depending on 
grazing conditions and the lie of the ground. There 
grazing is most intense it disappears altogether. 
On the deeper ground, Nardus is largely 
suppressed by Aira caespitosa, Folinia, and other 
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strong- growing species, particularly here these are 
deeply tufted. It asserts itself, however, wrong the 
short thin type of 1Rolinia. 
"hî1e ardus constitutes a pest on hill. 
;razings, the accounts of its prevalence an9 abilitt, 
to spread which appear in the litez -.ature are not 
always )orne out in practice. Fenton (34) states 
that close grazing by sheep eliminates the competit;ioa 
of surp'ounding herbage ani allows the inedible Nadu s 
to :_develop. He further asserts that it is always 
worst where sheep grazing is intensive. :phis latter 
statement, however, needs some qualification as it 
rather tends to imi ly that the plant will be most 
prevalent on those areas where there is the heaviest 
concentration of sheep. The contrary, however, is 
the case in the Last iordeas. In a grazing amounting 
to 292.5 acres, which was surveyed by the writer, 
details of which are given later, 44.3 per cent of the 
sweet groun :i was entirely devoid of Narlus. The 
reason was that °razing was most intensive on those 
parts. The resultin-r turf was so dense and leafy and 
so continuously cropped and rnanure.i by the sheep that 
tae plant was unable to gain a footing. Phis co- 
incides with the e;perienc e of most farr^ers in the 
area. 
The term "Nardus dominant" frequently appears 
in the literature without data to show the actual 
occurrence of the plant. One is left in doubt as to 
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the exact significance of the title. A grazing ray 
appear to have a consilerable amount of Narc3.ns, while 
actual measurement ray show it to oe rather a su)- 
ei1lary species. fa one Case, where ''arlus vas a 
very nrominent feature of the vegetation, and whore 
',ho writer roughly estirated it to account for one- 
thin of tae ground surface, the average of a large 
nurber of line-froquency estimations showel that only 
17 per cent of the ground was actually occupied by it. 
he opinion has been formed that much of the land in 
the district which carries Nardus has e somewhat 
similar inclience. Although such places show up 
white in autumn and winter, it woull not )e strictly 
correct to call the herbage of these areas °Narlos 
dominant'. Agrostis would pro)aoly account for a 
higher proportion of the herbage than Nardus. 
The Occurrence of araci-ten. 
It is the exception to find 3racken encroaching 
on hill ground in the a.st 3orders to anything like 
the extent that occurs in seta of the northern and wes- 
tern parts of '3cotland. With the help of farmers and 
shepherds, an estimate was rade of the acreage of 
3racken on 14 farms in the area. These farms cow- 
prised 27 hirseis and extended to 16,844 acres of hill 
land. it was found that some 3,518 acres, or approxi- 
mately 20 per cent of the land, is actuallV covered at 
the present time. This includes both thin and thick 
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3racken. Particulars are set out in the table below. 
TA3LE SHOV:ING ACREAG2 OF 3R10KEN 
ON 14 PINING FAIS IN THE AS 3O1DER3. 
No. of Hirsels 
Petal Acreage of Land 
Acreage of 3racken 





















tt 11 ti 41...50% n 3 
it tt n 51..65% ti 2 
II IF IT over 65% n 
27 ...1..." 
It will be seen from the table that on approx- 
imately one-half of the 27 hirsels there is either no 
3racken.at all or an acreage not exceeding 10 per cent 
On these grazings, t4erefore, there is no bracken 
problem, as the small acreage could readily be dealt 
with by systematic eutting. 
On the reraining hirsels, and particularly on 
5 of them which contain over 40 per cent of 3racken, 
the problem urgently requires to be tackled. A 
public demonstration was arranged in the district by 
the writer in 1935 when two types of cutting rechites 
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were nut to work. The results showed that the 
plant could be suppressed at a moderate cost per 
acre by taking a definite section each year and 
cutting it over three tines or thereby. he all in 
cost amounted to about 1/3 per acre for each cut. 
The land in most cases is fairly accessible to 
tmplerents. 
It 7ould be a ristake to regard the whole of 
the 3racen area as wore or less lost to sheep. 
Yueh of Is is thin short Brac'-en trough which sheen 
readily pass. In a dry surrer such areas raintain 
their herbage in a fresher state than on places where 
there is no corresnonding cover from the sun. The 
rain drawack is that the Tass is less Eole to with- 
stand autumn frosts. Fror an examination of many 
areas and the e/ilence supnliel by farmers, it is 
estimated that less than 50 por cent of the bracken 
land is inaccessible to sheep. 
3racken is only found on the drier and rather 
shallow parts of hill land, and ends abruptly on the 
edges of the ieoner and roister ground. It is 
associated with the Agrostis-Fescue type of herbar40. 
It is also one of the great competitors of Nardus. 
Narius is a light-deranler and cannot tolerate the 
shale of 3racl'en. there the covering is thin, a 
beautiful clean srlarl of grass is prolucel below it, 
fror which Narlus is entirely absent. 
2hore is no lirect correlation between ninin7 
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and 3rack.en. ';ore of the worst pining hirsels have 
less than 5 per cent. It contributes to the ralaly, 
however, on some of the more heavily infested Places. 
Jnler the headings which follow, it is 
intended to make short references to each of the major 
types of -slant settlements founl on hill grazins in 
the pining area, apart from the occurrence of Narlus 
and 3racken. 2hese are usually well defined, the 
vegetation of the deeper ani roister ground stanlinq 
out in high relief, while on thinner and drier ground 
the herbage is mainly reducei to bottom plants. In 
the normal way, sheep on typical hefts in the TiAst 
Borders have a run of from 200 to 300 acres which 
includes many different types of herbage. A short 
description, therefore, will give some idea of grazing 
conditions on Dining land. Plant associations on 
hill land have been described for other areas (63), 
but more from the botanical than frer the pastoral 
point of view. 
Areas under Volinia . 
olinia cacrulea, or Flying 3ent, frequently 
forms the dominant constituent over areas of deep or 
moderately deep land where drainage is bad and water 
tends to lie stagnant. A peaty layer is formed to 
some depth from the accumulation of vegetable debris, 
and this tends further to impede the drainage. 
Surface drains and ditches get blocked up with the 
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withered foliage and flowering stems ,fnich are carried 
away by the wind. In the 3orders, the plant is 
usually referred to as 3ent, 
. Associated with Volinia is Aira tlexuosa, 
which is winter-green and affords a slight amount of 
sustenance. 2here also occurs a thin sprinkling of 
Sweet lernal Irass, some struggling plants of Mae - 
berry (4accinium Yyrills), and Heather (0a)luna 
vulgaris). ':here o1inia is not too deeply tufted, 
Stool 3ent (Junaus squarrosus). may be plentiful, i!Thile 
on the wetter portioneer's Hair Grass (Scirpus 
caespitosue):ray ocour in patches. On shallower soil, 
Volinia grows more on the flat. It is thinner and 
shorter and ray be accompanied by a cool deal of 
Nardus. 
Volinia itself lies back to the root-stock- in 
winter and provides no winter grazing of any kind. 
he only herbage of value on this land at that time is 
the thin sprinkling of other species associated with 
it. Apart from this and some young growth In early 
summer, the tracts of Volinia form the most useless 
of any section of vegetation in the East 3orders. tt 
is not eaten by sheep except in the very early stages 
and comes too late to be of mach assistance. In some 
instances, it is cut for hay but is unable to stand 
repeated cutting. 
rho approximate composition of a nu r e 
Yolinia area was estimated by 30 line-frequency 
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leterrinations taken in April. 
following results. 
?nftS of rolinia 




olinia untufted, with 
subsi1iary species 
Phese gave the 







ih r) soil profile is that given on page 133. 
Oho soil under Yolinia is often some of the best In 
the grazing. Drproverent of these areas would spread 
the sheep anl would represent a clear gain to the 
grazing in nutrition and hygiene. 
Heathr. 
Heather may occur on mineral soil A.th a 
slight almixture of humus, or with a thin covering of 
one or two inches of humus, when it is known as lea 
heather. It never grows strongly in such places and 
tends to be suppressed by sheep. 'Heather growing 
among rolinia also suffers from the onslaughts of 
sheep. In the absence of any large proportion of 
heather from the grassy hill-land of the East 3orders, 
reliance has to be placed upon Airs caespitosa and 
rixed Deep-land herbage for winter grqzing, together 
with a supplement of hay. 
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Areas under Aira caespitosa. 
ln leen-land areas where the surface is liable 
to flooding, out in which the water loes not lie 
stap:nant, the laminant herbage is Aira caesoitosa. 
It is the main inlicator of deep-land oe mineral 
soil. 'here the conditions are wet for lonT, periods, 
hushes may become plentiful. qira caes-eitosa also 
ocors where flush conlitions prevail on any contour 
and on any depth of soil, out it reeuires deco land 
for proper development. 
vAneteen line-frequeney determinations of the 
vegetation, taken in April, gave the following 
results. 
per cent of surface 
'tlufts of Aira caespitosa 25.28 
Agrostis,Fescue 5.0 
Rushes 2.78 
Partly bare ground and some 
eottom herbage 66.94 
100.00 
Phe tufts had an average depth of' 8 inches, 
above the surface. In summer, the strong foliage 
covers most of the spaces between the tufts. There. 
was a slight amount, hoeever, of eottom herbage 
composed of Agrostis, Heleus, Anthroxanthum, Poe, etc. 
Pine soil profile on one of the sites is given on 
page 131. 
Aira caesnitosa is lay far the most valuable 
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niant in stormy periods in winter. Vbe plants are 
never without young green shoots, while the outer 
leaves retain a green shank several- inohes long. 
Frost appears to soften this coarse material. the 
root-stock is succulent and edible. When snow is 
deep it can be scraped away from these tufts í,ore 
easily t;han anywhere else. [ grazing with a good 
Pr07,ortion of this class of herbage is well fortified 
to withstand a severe winer. 
Vixed Deer,-1E511aqxpaato 
There drainage Is of an intermediate character, 
being slightly impeded, one gets,. on deep land, a 
rixed herbage composed of Aira caespitosa, tufts of 
Agrostis-Fescue, olin±a aerulea. Nardus stricta. 
Juncus articulatus (3pret Hush). JunCus squarrosus, 
and a bottom herbage of Agrostis, Holcus, Anthox-- 
anthum, Poe, eto. In this case the soil generally 
shows a surface aCcurulation of hurus to some dent. 
Thirty-two line-trequency deterrinations, rade in 
April on typical areas, gave the undernoted average 
results. 
per cent of surface 














This is one of the most valuable classes of 
land, as it provides ,a variety of herbage at all 
seasons. It is particularly useful in winter. 
AAE211.10.22I140222L2/12t2RLanlaal 3elvi-:10eP Land. 
- The Agrostis-Fescue class of vegetatiOn as a 
whole usually occupies by far the largest proportion 
of the land on hill grazings in the East 3orders. It 
will seldom acaount for less than 50 per cent of a 
heft or hirsel. For pastoral purposes, three rain 
types ray be recognised, according to the character of 
the soil on which it is produced, namely, (1) deep 
land, (2) seml..deep land, and (5) shallow land= They 
ail occur under oomparatively dry soil Conditions 
where there is free drainage at all seasons. - They" ' 
also represent the areas which tend to be most grazed 
by sheep. 
On deep land, this class of herbage ray either 
be closely grazed like the sweet ground on shallow 
soil, or it ray get into rather a rough tufted con- 
dition. ouch depends upon the proportion it occupies 
to the rest of the grazing. The herbage itself 
eontaine rather a higher proportion of Agrostis and a 
leas proportion of Sheep's Fescue than on shallow soil 
The Agrostis-Fescue vegetation on semi-loop 
land grows stronger and rougher in summer than on 
shallow ground, with a Iruell greater proportion of 
flower stalks. The tufted habit is a noteworthy 
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feature. It can readily be distinguished by these 
characteristics. Along with rough herbage of a 
similar type On deep-ground, it provides a reserve 
both of summer and of winter fodder. In periods of 
hard frost, sheep can often get green herbage free of 
frost by working in this ground. he shalloW-lanl 
vegetatien may be quite useless at such times. 
A distinction is nedessary between these: 
different types, otherwise a clear idea of the 
character and potentialities of a grazing cannot he 
obtained. 
The Agrostis-Fesoue Vegetation of the shallow 
ground is dealt with in considerable detail in suo- 
oeeding paragraphs.' 
Agrostis-Fescue on hallow land. 
nis constitutes the sweet ground, or fine 
ground, from the short leafy herbage it produces. It 
ray also be found.on deep land, as already mentioned. 
- but only to a small extent in the East 3orders. The 
use of the term "sweet ground" is hereafter reserved 
exclusively for shallow land, unless otherwise stated. 
Sweet ground or fine ground is the prelominant 
feature of the herbage of hill land in the pining area. 
It oc,3urs an shallow ridges and knowes and On many 
hill slopes' but nay occupy large tracts of the 
grazing irrespective of contour. The heriaRge rsinly 
consists of the Agrostis-Fescue association, Out on 
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areas rendered moist by flush water Aira caes,,itosa 
is sometimes found thoulh the plants are small. 
Nardus may be prevalent, as already noted, on portions 
which are less intensively grazed by sheep. All the 
sweet ground is mach matted, showin7; 1-1i inches of 
living fibre and roots where grazing is close an(1 
regular nenat va7 increase to as ruCh as 8 inches 
In rougher places. 
Corron tendency on parts of the sweet ground, 
usually on the flat tops of hills, is for the herbage 
to assure a tufted or tussoery habit. $orr,e 50 per 
cent of these areas ray be covered with rounled 
tussocIrs 12-18 inches across, and rising about 6 
incbes above the surface. Ltere Is a very deep mat 
underneath. the berba7e consists of 3heepts Fescue 
In the centre with a fringe Of Agrostis and Poa around 
the margins. The herbage is less well grazed than in 
the intervening spaces and 80 the laver of surface 
fibre grows upwards each year. these clumps provide 
shelter for the herbage greying between and also act 
as a reservoir for water. Any distuxDance in the 
way of "improvement" would destroy the accumulated 
vegetation, and the underlying layer usually consist- 
ing of no more than 1 inch of soil ou1c1 probably be 
washed away. 
['here is usually a fair amount of winter 
graing on the sweet ground up to the turn of the 
Year, particularly after a growthy autumn. in hard 
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or snowy weather, however, it is inaccessible to sheep, 
3otanical -,;orposition of Pinins Sweet Ground. 
The botanical conposition of the sward on 
pining land was ascertained in some detail. The 
rough and ready method of percentage frequency was 
discarded in favour of the percentage weight method* 
Samples were taken fron the open hill on different 
parts of Peg Law, Jedburgh, the top of the hill, both 
tufted and trntufted, and the siles being all included* 
no elevation was 650 800 feet. Nardus is almost 
ntireiy absent from this hill, and any samples 
showing the plant were excluded. The depth of - 
fibrous was i-4 inches and the soil covering 1-4 
inches. he soil profile is stated on page 130. 
The conlitiong and the nature of the herbage are 
typical of much of the sweet ground in the East 
3orders. 
Four samples were taken in July 1935, eight - 
sarrples in July 1936, four samples in April 1937, and 
one sample in July 1937. The first four samples 
were of cut herbage, each taken from half-a-dozen 
places. The remaining samples were turfs. Each 
sample was separated into its different constituents 
and weighed. try ratter esttmations were made of 
the oonstituents of eight lifferent samples. 
he following statement shows the average 
composition of the sward. 
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30PANIpAL GpMPOS:ITION OF PINING STEEP GROUND. 


















Poe pratensis. 9.28 8.22 
HolcuS mollis 4.01 Z.77 
AnthexanthuM oloratum .54 *52 
Airs caespitosa 1.61 2.92 
Luzula campestris 1.55 1.40 
Galium saxatile 1,08 1.02 
Yiscellaneous: Trifoliur 
repens, Rumex acetosa9 
.56 .04 
- Campanula rotundifolia. 
100.00 100 (JO 
The analysis showed that by fax the greatest 
proportion of the grazing was composed of Agrostis 
and Fescue, these species together contributing 82.11 
per cent tó the total herbage, in terms of Dry Vetter. 
the relative proportion of these two grasses varied in 
different samples. In eit cases there was more 
Agrostis than Fescue, while in nine cases Fescue was 
in the ascendant. Only a trace of Agrostis canina 
was present, j2hero was also only a trace of other 
Fescues besides Festuca ovina. 
1 ?8. 
Pea pratensis accounted for 8.22 per cent, 
while iolc:us roll1s lave 3.77 per cent. 'hare was 
little or no Y kite Clover. Crested :dog's Fail was 
entirely absent. 
Phe amount of green ross ([Tvlocomiurr) was 
estimated in most samples out is excluded from the 
a)ove taule. iNhen reckonod in with the other 
constituents, it amounted to 11.92 per cent of t ̂ e 
total. )r;,r otter. 
An outstanding feature of the herbage was the 
.aigh. ,.proportion of leaf and leaf -bud, and the relative 
aasence of flowering stern. Separate wei ghin gs of 
leaves and flowering stems were made in all cases* 
In the 13 samples which were taken in July, 95,.5 per 
cent of the green weight of the herbage was ,leaf, and 
only 4.4 ±aer cent was flowering stem. ;:items were 
short, s5.3in:ly, and green at the tire of wei, haine). 
'he se figures well illustrate the dense sward of 
foliage which is produced on the sweet ground by the 
constant gratin,., of sheep, 
Density of 2ua°f on Sweet Ground. 
The turf forms a dense carpet of foliage on 
the sweet ground even in places where it mar rest 
almost -.ireecly on the solid. rock. Southerly expos- 
ures, however, on these places suffer from drought. 
A count was made of the nuxr .)er. of .shoots 
occurring in 3.29 square feet of herbage comprising 
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seven turfs. his showed 4,425 separate shoots of 
different species with leaves attached, each hhoot 
eeing_considerei capable of producing a flowerine, stew. 
he density therefore amounted to 9.30 shoots per 
Square inch of surface. Festuda ovine provided Iv 
far the greatest numer, followed w Agrostis. 2he 
average density of the turf as regards leaf-bearing 
shoots is shown in the undernoted diagram. 
fee weight of the shoots in July was estimated 







Agrostis vulgaris 852 85.11 9.98 
Pestuca ovina 2,646 88.90 3.36 
Pea pratensis 182 13.30 7.30 
Even in the case of the larger shoots, namely, 
those of Agrostis, 100 of them at the period of 
maximum growth in summer weighed little wore that one- 
third of an ounce. 
It will Denoted, from the foregoing that the 
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her cage of the sweet groun1 is relatively fine in 
character, and consequently extremely attrac:ivo to 
sheep. rhes© da ea fully explain the urge exercise? 
upon sheep to settle and feed on this shallow pining 
ground, particularly those sheep which are in the 
opening stages of the malady. 
It is curious how the view rhos creo: into 
the rore popular literature that sheep will always 
seek out the type of grazing necessary to ?veep them- 
selves in health. If this were in Iced tree, rest of 
the proaiems of the sheep-farmer would disarpear. 
Chore would be little need for shepherding throughout 
the greater parts of the year. the fact is that hill 
sheep will look for a change of her3a ;e in their own 
interest only to a liîritel. extent. Orr (64) 
analysed grass from `eaten" and "uneaten" 'hßii pasture 
ani concluded that the sheep left the f3nneaten" 
herJa.ge 3ocause it was r,00rer in mineral matter. 
phis, 'io eve.r, is only one factor in the question and 
ray oe entirely over -ruled from the sheep's point of 
view by other consid ,rations. It is si:enificant that 
in the figures pu elished 3v Orr the "uneaten" her.aage 
contained rore fibre than the "eaten ". nhe habits of 
the grazing animal, however, cannot be interpretel 
from chemical data -lone. rho per page must ae in a 
sultaole form, otherwise sheep will neglect it. Fine 
ovate' hay, for example, from o11 exhausted meadows is 
usually preferred to the highly rrineralise:d Yet 
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relatively coarse material from low-ground farms. In 
the present instance, the high palatability of the 
sweet ground, its relative dryness, its bareness, the 
accessibility of its lawn-like surface, will always 
attract Sheep irrespective of mineral content. 
Yield of aTA1Rps acre on Sweet GrounA. 
Given suitable conditions of moisture, the 
yield Of herbage from this type of land is consider- 
able. Two enclosures, which together amounted to 87 
square feet, were fenced off on the middle slopes of 
Peg Law in order to arrive at an estimate of the yield 
of herbage. Ohere was 1 inch of mat, 4 inches of 
soil, and the exposure was easterl 7.. Cuts were made 
in July and Septeroer 1937. IUhe weight of -Dry Tatter 
was ascertained. 
Green V,eight fTLILtter 
per acre.. per acre. 
tons 
1937 









1 14 5 13 
The composition of the herbage may be taken 
as approximately similar to the average composition 
tv en on page 157. 
Mile admitting that the plots were relatively 
small and that the year 1937 was comparatively wet, 
the point emerges that large stretches of shallow 
pining land at elevations of around 1,000 feet produce 
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a yield of herbage comparable to good pastures in 
arable districts. It may be mentioned that this 
particular hill regularly carries two ewes with lambs 
per acre in summer. The explanation probably is that 
this kind of ground has always been intensively grazed 
and manured by sheep for generations. The accumui . 
ate d rat with its great range of fibre, or stolons, is 
captOle of storing up considerable reserves of food 
raterial at certain periods. he produce largely 
arises from 'manurial residues which are partly taken 
from other sections of the grazing. Probably only to 
a small extent toes the herbage core directly from the 
soil itself. .his is certainly the case where the 
soilcovering reaches vanishing point but the herbage 
still goes on producing. 
Green Winter Herbage on Sweet Ground. 
Green meat in winter is of much values partic- 
ularly for the pregnant animal. Apart fror contri- 
uting an element of succulence to the diet and its 
valuable laxative properties, it provides a source of 
Carotene from which Vitamin A Oan be synthesised (65). 
This Vitamin is often lacking from the diet of stock 
housed in winter. 
Observations on this point were made on the 
herbage of sweet ground on Peg Law. The herbage of 
the sweet ground renains vegetatively active in winter 
to a greater extent than on other sections. Samples 
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were cut from open ground that was being grazed over 
in the usual way. Dry ratter was ascertained of both 
Mae green herbage and the withered herbae in the 
samples. 
1936 1937 
Dec. 50th rarch 30th 
Green Ilereage 
)ry ratter 2( 27.4 16.2 
VAthered nerearIe 
Dry ratter 72.6 83.8 
100.0 100.0 
The herbage at 30th dates was entirely 
composed of foliage and shoots, without flowering 
stems. It was from 3-5 inches long in December, 
while in Varch it was 2-4 inches long. About 30 per 
cent of the ground, however, was then entirely bare. 
There was hard frost and much snow throughout rarch. 
It will be seen from the table that the vegetation 
retained a consilerable content of green material 
throughout the winter, irrespective of weather. 
At the end of December, 27.4 per cent of the 
total herbage was green material. There was a total 
of 12 cwts, per acre of Dry ratter on the ground. 
3y the end of Varch, the proportion of green herbage 
had become reduced to 16.2 per cent, while the amount 
of Dry ratter per acre ',1ad fallen to 5 cwts. not 
including moss. Vuoh of it consisted of rather 
fibrous material probably of little- value to sheep. 
It will be seen, therefore, that hill sheep on 
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grazings of this kind are never at any tire deprived 
of a supply of green.hereage so long as the ground 
remains open. In hard weather, some green reat can 
be obtained in the deep land. 
the composition of the green herbage in 
December and in Varch was ascertained in terra of -DrY 
Tatter. 
COMPOSITION OF GREEN HER3AGE. 
Dry "atter. 
)ec. 30th -arch 30th 
Agrostis vulgaris 32.35 30.4 
i(-estuca ovina 38.58 50.0 
Doa pratensis 27.63 14.4 
nolcus mollis 1.2 4.2 
Tusula eamnestris .24 1.0 
100.00 100.00 
All species were eell represented in the green 
herbage of sweet ground in winter, 2ho above 
analyses seer to hear out that the green herbage of 
loestuca ovina and Holcus is not so readily eater as 
that of Poa and OTestis. 
As regards winter-greenness generally, the 
young shoots of most species are able to withstand 
the winter, whereas much of the mere mature hereage 
of the previous season 3ios Jock. Such species as 
Aira caeseitosa, Aira flexuosa, and Festuca ovina, 
however, retain the lower portions of most of the old 
leaves intact. Juncus seuarresus and Luzula 
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campestris are, of course, almost entirely winter- 
green. olinia ana Juncus articulatus, on the other 
hand, lisappear altogether. Newton, quoted by 
Yarshall (66), found that winter-green tissues have 
the faculty of transforming the free water of their 
sap into a gel, or colloidal form, which does'not 
nroluce ice crystals at low temperatures. Some of 
the above hill plants are able to adapt their mature 
herbage to winter conditions in this way to a much 
greater extent than appears from a casual examination 
of the surface of the grazing. 
Ipring !;erbage on Swt Ground. 
Some Observations were made on the composition 
of spring herbage on this land. Samples were taken 
from the 20th to 22nd hnril, 1937, while hill lambing 
was in progress. 2he season was earlier that usual 
for grass. the outstanding feature was the rise in 
the proportion of Pea pratensis which is one of the 
earliest of grasses. In the fenced enclosures, the 
shoots of Poa pratensis were from 3-5 inches long on 
April 20th; Holcus 3-44 inches; Festuca ovina 2-3 
inches; and Agrostis 1N-3 inches. This corresponds 
with the relative earliness of growth of these species, 
details of which were recorded over two seasons. 
Regarding the proportion of Dry Matter contri- 
nuted by Pea pratensis in spring, samples which were 
taken on April 20th from the fenced enclosure here 
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the herbage was uneaten showed that 30.2 per cent of 
the total green herbage was composed of this species. 
Lho average of 7 determinations from the open hill at 
this date gave 20.17 per Gent. These omparel with an 
average of 8,22 per cent in spring and summer, as 
stated on page 137 It is apparent, therefore, that 
Poa pratensis, while it is a minor constituent of the 
sweet ground in summer, is one of the most valuable in 
spring when new grass is of paramount importance. 
It is proeaoly not the most palatable of species, out 
fills an Important place. 
'. hen the sweet ground cores away, the 'leer) 
land also comes away. Aira caespitosa is indeed 
earlier than any sweet lsni herbage. The deep .,reen.% 
however, is much encumbered, by debris from the 
previous year which tends to delay the growth of rruch 
of the oottom herbage as far as providing a supply of 
meat is coneerne:t. !'ernal lra.ss is prominent 
at this tire. Volinia in 1937 remained completely 
dead till ray 13th. In some years it is much later. 
Vhis plant is useless for any productive purpose at 
the period when it is most required. 
Gonsiderable prominence has been ,given to the 
composition and characteristics of the vegetation on 
sweet ground. Pile reason is that this kind of land 
more readily lends itself to record and o )servation. 
It also represents a larger proportion of ground on 
ninincr farms than any other section of the grazing. 
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The Herbage of a Ton-Fining Farm. 
Enough has been stated in the proceeding parts 
of this section to show the general characteristics of 
the herbage on pining land. In order to make a cor- 
parison with non--inin7 land, a farn was selected lust 
across the pining boundary. It lay at a sirilar 
altitude and ranged rore or less -ithin tie sere 
centours as the pinin7 grazings already referred to, 
and the grazing described in detail on page Ph° 
vegetation was preloninantly grass with a number of 
patches of heather well distri)uted throughout, 
growing on ross. The heather acreage was estirated 
to account for 14 per Cent of the land. The under- 
lying rook was the 0a1clferous Sandstone series of the 
Car)oniforous forratien, and the soil was a fine silty 
loan. /iewed from a distance, there was nothing 
about the vegetation to inlicate in what catelory the 
land right be laced as far as pining is concerned. 
The stock remain on this grazing without a change 
throughout their lives. Pining is un'alown. 
3otanical analyses v,ere trade of the herbage of 
the sweet ground on this far. three samples of out 
herbage were taken in july 1935, and five turfs in 
3uly 1936. the constituents were separated and 
weighed green, and the )ry ratter calculated. the 
undernoted table shows a comparison between this 





Sweet Ground iround 
-)ry "atter Dry Matter 
Agrostis vulgaris 34.37 50.67 
Agrostis canina Trace Trace- 
Festuca ovina 47.74 19.33 
Other Fescues Trace ?race 
Poa prat ens is 8.22 10.13 
Hole us mollis 3.77 12.19 
Anthoxanthum oloratum .52 5.19 
Aira caespitosa 2.92 
Luzula campestris 1.40 .14 
Galium saxatile 1+02 .40 
0erastium triviale 1.86 
Yiscellaneous "4 .12 
100.00 100.00 
Flowering stems 
per cent of total 'herbage 4.4 4.6 
?he botanical analysis showed that while the 
sweet ground on the non-,Aning land comprised. an 
Agrostis-Fescus association, it included a higher 
pr000rtion of broad-leaved species, namely, Agrostis, 
Rolcus, and Antholcanthur, than on pining land. 
?here was a ruch smaller proportion of Festuca ovina. 
rhe small proportion of the herbage reoresented by 
flowering stems was similar to pininm, land. 2he 
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above corposition, however, is sirilar to that found 
in sweet ground on the deep land on pining farrs. 
rho rost that can be said about these analyses i that 
shallow pining soils are generally associated with a 
fairly high proportion of Festuca ()Ana. 
As regerds the proportions of different 
classes of herbage, the acreage of sweet ground was 
ruch less than usually occurs on pining farms. the 
acreage of heather could not 3e taken to acconnt for 
much difference as many pining farrs show more. 
Phere was more Tflixed deep-land vegetation, however, 
and more of the herbage associated with Aira caespit- 
osa. real distinction between the two farrs was 
the character and depth of soil. 
rho sweet ground mentioned aoove was on deep 
land,' not on. shallow. Instead of the thin open soil 
of the pining land, the soil-structure in this case 
was - 1-2 inches vegetable debris and fibrous rat: 
4-5 inches brown silty loam; 10 feet bluish clavs 
strea'<el red in the upper levers. In some parts, 
there was 4-5 inches of black humus supertmposed on 
the soil, or partly nixed with it. While pining 
farrs generally have a higher proportion of shallow 
land, this farr was deep all over. 
in conclusion, it may be said that the herbage 
is rainly of value as an indicator in so far as it 
reflects the character of the soil, the proportion of 
different classes of soil, and the soll-water relation- 
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shlps. Features that will generally iniioate that 
pine disease in an endemic form Is unlikely are :- 
1. Over 30 per cent of heather on deep moss. 
2. A high proportion of the sweet ground on deep 
land of good quality. 
3. An abundant acreage of Wixed deep-land herbage, 
and of Aira caespitosa. 
Somewhat similar conclusions were arrived at 
ay YacGowan. ani Smith (8). 
Summui. 
1. ':ith the exception of heather on deep mass 
there is no class of herbage, as such, which is 
sufficient to act as a safeqaarl against pining. ?Lae 
decisive factor is the soil itself. 
2. 2he proportion of different classes of yer,et- 
ation resent in a grazing ether than (1) will afford 
sere clue as to whether pining is likely to he severe 
or moderate. 
3. there there is a high proportion of shallow 
land with ruoh Festuca ovina, severe pining may often 
be looked for. 
4. Nardus and Bracken may tend indirectly to 
favour pining on some farrs. 
5. A classifical,ion is given of typical plant 
settlements on grazinls in the nining area. 
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6. 3otanical corpositions on a percentage-weight 
basis are given for shallow pinin2: land carrying the 
Agrostis-Fescuo association. 
7. Observations are recorded reP;arding yield of 
herbage, turf density, winter and spring herbage, and 
the herbage on non-pining land. 
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15. THE.COUSTITUTION OF A REGULAR SHEEP'S' Gele17,ING 
IN THE PINING AREA. 
V,;hile several surveys Of the botanical content 
of hill pastures have appeared in the past, there has 
so. far been no attempt in Scotland to form an'aecerate 
estimate of the area corprised within a regular sheens' 
grazing by different plant settlerents, anl the part 
they play in the economy of the grazing. this can 
only ee done ey actual measurement. Without sore 
conception of the precise areas covered, little idea 
can be ferried of the range of grazing available to the 
Sheep in practice, and, in partieular, of the amount 
of Tieter grazing' It must be remembered that the 
dominant factor in sheepehusbandry is the amount and 
character of the winter herbage on the ground. On 
this depends the rate of stocking and all that arises 
from it. Grazings that differ widely in this respect 
ray be passed Over without comment in the ordinary 
survey. Too often the survey becomes an end in 
itself, instead of a part of a much wider proeler. 
In such cases, it largely ceases to 'le of practical 
,Agnificance. 
The survey recently made of the erassland of 
Vales (67) will serve in some reseects to illustrate 
this pint. Stapledon, while s-7;atine at the outset 
that the enquiry was concerned only with the agri- 
cultural uses of land (68), rakes no reference at all 
to the nart played by any of these hill pastures in 
the sheen-farrin.1 enternrise of V,ales. rand improve- 
ment, however, cannot adequately be considered apart 
fror existing practice. If it is suq,gestei that the 
herbage alone was under consideration in this survey, 
the internal evidence of the )ook ray be exainei to 
see how far it satisfies the essentials of a scion- 
Ufic inquir,7 in this province. 
In the first place, the classification of 
plant conrunities (69) boars little relation to 
pastoral use. 2here is, for example, no distinction 
drawn Jetween the well-known typs of A7rostis-Fescue 
pastures as they occur in hill districts. There is, 
therefore, nothing to indicate what proportion of 
these pastures ray partake of the nature of sweet 
1roun1 and what proportion is rough ground. ?his 
inforration is essential if any ilea of the notential- 
'ties and value of this class of herbage is to be 
obtained. Further, the character, depth, and quality 
of soil on any Agrestis-Fescue areas which were rapped 
is not stated. V,Ithout such Imowledge, the herbage 
alone cannot be regarded as a sure guide to the scope 
for tmnrovement. 
2here is no reference to a plant of importance 
in hill gmmings and which gives character to large 
areas elsewhere, narely, Aira caesnitosa. Any 
rention of this snecies is entirely (witted from the 
book, hooker (72) states it is found "[forth to 
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Shetland ascends to 3,000 feet in the Highlands". 
It would be strange indeed if it were not to be found 
in Wales. 
the specific-frequency method of estimating 
)otanioal composition, which is of doubtful valun for 
pastoral purposes, was used throughout. No percent- 
age-weight determinations nor any estimates of Dry 
"atter are given. 
Phe constitution of typical sheens' gratings 
in various districts is not referred to. 
he main work of the survey was carried out by 
oeservation from motor cars (70), ani oy transocting 
sample areas on foot. The results were afterwards 
transferred to maps on the scale of 6 incaes to the 
mile, but large areas yore dealt with on the scale of 
1 inch to the rile. naere is no record of anything 
in the way of measurement Anyone who has manned 
vegetation in hill country willrealise the wide margin 
of error involved )y such procedure. It is certain 
that without detailed examination of the ground and 
accurate measurement from fixed points7vegetational 
types will, frequently be shown to occur on places 
there they do not exist. 
aeference is made to the Ordnance and Geolog- 
ical 3urveys, and it is inferred that more widespread 
grassland surveys in this country would oe desirable 
(71). It may he contended, however, that no survey 
unless accompanied try accurate measurement and unless 
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lone on the scale of at least 25 inches to the rile 
Is worth serious consideration. it sears to be 
forgotten that the land is well surveyed already by 
farmers and shepherds. What is required is some 
thing that will co-ordinate and extend this knowledge 
on a scientific basis. 
rhe Constitution of a Pininp Grazineleseribed. 
A regular grazing, or heft, in the pining area 
tas selected anl surveyed in the sumrer and autumn of 
1936 and in 1937. he grating comprised 292.589 
acres of hill land and carried a stock of 260 South- 
country Cheviot ewes. area was completely 
enclosed either with stone dykes or fenees, all of 
which appeared on the Ordnance Survey map except in 
one case where a fresh line had to ,)e constructed. 
Details of acreage were also given on the van. *ith 
the help of an assistant, the whole of the herbage 
features within the area were examined in detail and 
measured off with a chain and a 100 foot tape. ale 
data were transferred to Ordnance Survey sheets on the 
scale of 25 inches to the mile, or 1 inch to 208.33 
feet. Notes were made relating to the character of 
the soil, and a number of soil profiles were taken. 
i'he grazing extended from an elevation of 575 
feet at the lowest point o 1,090 feet at the highest, 
forming a long and fairly uniform slope, rainly in a 
westerly direction. here was a roie-ate gradient 
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all the waylwith sore flat land lot'l at the top and at 
the bottor. It had the shape of a log's leg, and., 
taking the average distance from one one to the other, 
it was 1/ riles in lenth. The area was well watered 
elf several streams. 'Mere were no rock exposures or 
care serfaces anywhere, the whole of the eround being 
entirely covered with grass. he sweet or shallow 
ground 000urred at various points throueeout the 
grazing, poth at high and at low elevations, raking 
the herding of the ground a ratter of some difficelty. 
Phe grazing had fornerly eeen of a larger size, eut a 
nieoe of bad nining land at the bottom had been fenced 
off,with Jenefie to the stock. :here were no cattle 
on this grazing. 
rhe sheep receive no supplerentary feeding of 
any 'elnd in winter, except a supply of hay when snow 
is leep or frozen hard. Phis norrally occurs for 
about three weeks each winter. Larbine begins on the 
16th of April, be which tire there is generally some 
new groute on the sweet ground and also on the rougher 
portions. In some seasons, however, it may partly be 
destroyed ay late frosts. 
Further details regarding the pastoral sea us 
of this grazing are given hereunder. 
Rate of Stocking 0.88 ewes or acre 
ilamb Crop, at cuttine 94e5 per cent 
qross outp2t_per acre £1 0 : 4 
(Lambs, ')raft wes, 'hotel) 
J,. r I 7. 
Rent of Grazing, £- : 7 : - per acre 
21,2Aherd's '!Jaf!les : 4 : - per acre 
Changing of Flock : 2 : - per acre 
This is a. grazing with a comparatively high 
rate of stocking and a large output per acre When 
compared with most sheep-farming districts In Scotlanl 
It is, however, typical of the better class of farms 
in Uhe East 3ordera where gtmmers are bred. from. The 
figure of kl 0 : 4, per aere ropresontinp: output is 
the average of the two years, 1938 and 19371 for 
Prices actually received for lambs, draft ewes, and 
wool. 
On the other hand, the charges are correspond 
ingly high. Rent and the Other items mentioned total 
13/- per acre, or 14/7 per ewe, but these charges are 
only part of the costs involved. They do not include 
such items as the cost of taps, the provision of hay, 
and the wintering of the ewe hoggs which go on roots 
for three months each winter. The figures illustrate, 
however, the comparatively small margin left to the 
farmer after paying all expenses even in comparatively 
good years such as 1936 and 1937. It is necessary to 
add that within the last six years there have been 
several seasons in succession when the returns oarely 
covered expenses. 
The botanical constitution of the grazing is 
set out below. 
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THE 30TANICAL CONSMTTION 
OF A REGULAR SHEEPS' GRAZING, 
OR HEFT, IN THE PINING AHEA. 
(1) Agrostis Fescue. 
Acres 
Sweet ground on shallow land 136.340 46.60 
(1-5") 
Seri-deep (5-10") - 26.315 6.94 
Sweet ground on deep land 
(10-409+) 15.145 5.18 
(2) Aira caespitosa. 
.ira caospitosa on soni-deep land 1.074 .37 
(6-12") 
Aira caespitosa on deep land 4.393 1.50 
(12.!40"+) 
(5) 11"ixed Deep Her'oage. 
Yixed Deep on sami-deep land 7.762 2.65 
(8-12") 
Vixed Deep on deep land (12-40"1.) 31.834 10.88 
(4) Yolinia. 
16.148 6.20 rolinia on seri-deep land (8-12'') 
olmnia On deep land (12-30"+) 49.288 16.84 
(5) Rushes. 1.845 .69 
(6) Scirpus-Spha7nun. .445 .15 
(7) Heather. 
(8) ')raw Poss. *Via 
Total 292.589 100.00 
3racken Acres 
Thin 10.044 
Phick 1.366 .47 
total 11.430 :87 
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The soil profiles are in most respects similar 
to those described on pages 130-133. The vegetation- 
al types, their composition and yield, are those 
referred to on pages 142-166. 
raking the whole area of this grazing, there 
emerges the fact that 136.340 acres, or 46.6 her cent 
of the whole, consists of the Agrostis-Fescue associ- 
ation growing on 1-5 inches of soil resting directly 
on solid rock. This is a pining grazing partly due 
to the large extent of shallow ground. any neigh- 
)ouring grazings, however, nave a higher pr000rtion 
than this. 
The large area of Tolinia, covering 23 per 
cent of the area, tends to force the sheep on to the 
Shallow ground in simmer, he proportion of sweet 
ground on deep land is too small to supplement the 
shallow ground. There is a corn a)sence of 
heather and )raw Foss. 
The occurrence of 's:ardus is of inerost. On 
those portions of the sueet ground which are most 
grazed by sheep it is entirely aesent. raking the 
sweet ground on shallow land and on deep land, 67,008 
acres, or 44.3 per cent, were found to be completely 
free of the plant. Phis does not include sweet 
ground under bracken which also is devoid of ]Tardus. 
As regards winter grazing, it will readily be 
realised that the sweet ground with its yield of 
winter herbage of somewhat similar amount to that 
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stated on page 163, along with the semi -deep and deep - 
lani, vegetation, are together sufficient in an open 
;inter to carry the stock through with no supplement- 
ary feeling of any description. In periods Of hari 
weather, however, lasting for any length of tine, the 
relatively small proportion of tep -land, herbage ant 
the absence of heather mare the provision of hay 
essential. In the V. estern Chevios,s, on the other 
hanl, there are grazings so constituted that the use 
of hay is almost; unknown. 
An Interesting point arises regarding the 
stocking of the sweet *,round. The concentration of 
the sheep on these areas is o)viated as far as ess- 
ible by herding, but, as the shepherd has three 
separate hefts to 1.00?`. after, the moverient of the 
sheep .:an only ae partially controlled. It is 
estiratel that, in the summer months, three -eear tern 
of the grazing time of the sheen will. usually )e spent 
on the sweet ground, eoth shallow and -.eep. "his is 
equivalent to a concentration of 1.22 ewes per acre. 
As a considerable part of the time, however, is 
actually spent on those portions free of Nardus, 
namely 67.008 acres, it follows that the concentration 
on these areas will probably exceed 2 ewes with lames 
per acre. ?his establisos the fact that on certain 
parts of the gratings of hill sheep the rate of 
stoc king is very similar to enclosed fields in low- 
ground farms. The mere fact that a very large 
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acreage is open to the flock does not always ensure an 
equivalent distribution of the animals. r..any 
diseases of sheep which are as2ociated with inensive 
'methods are therefore just as likely to occur on 
certain types of hill fares as under seri-arable 
con1itions. 
Dmproverent of the qrazing. 
The judicious use of cattle would help to 
Trprove sore of the rougher portions, and particularly 
Tolinia. As a public road runs through the grazing 
for a considerable distance, however, this rethod has 
been found troublesome in the nast. 
mae shallow ground is highly productive, 
yielding well over 1 ton of "In/ ra';ter per acre. It 
is difficult to see how this can be increased econor- 
icallN. It is rather a question of o)taining a 
better quality of herbage by stirulating white clover. 
Phe application of ranures such as 3round Yineral 
phosphate and Potash has already yielded good results 
in the district. Strips could be treated here and 
there. The semi-deep land it be dealt with in a 
similar ramier. with perhars some harrowing in this 
case. 
Any tampering with the deep land carrying Aira 
caespitosa, or the 7!ixed Deep type of vegetation, is 
not advocated. This land is of rore value to the. 
grazing as it stands than under any class of herbage 
that ril§-rt be introduced. 
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rolinia land_ is most susceptible to improve- 
ment. Something on the lines carried out by rr. 
Allan, Auchenleck, Kirkcudbrightshire, and described 
by Young (73), would. probably meet the case. Pho 
surface would require to be burned or cut over, 
ranurel, limed, and seeded with cleanings. The cost 
of such treatment is estirated to be about £3 : 10 
per acre. As the improvement would last for 5 years, 
the annual charge woull be 14/- per acre. If 20 
acres were done, this would impose an annual Charge of 
11.21 per acre over the whole grazing, or 12.91 ner 
ewe. The auestion ray be asked, would the improve- 
ment of 20 acres, which after all renresents only 0.7 
per cent of the area, increase the value of all larbs, 
numbering 245, by at least 1/1 per heal? Then all , 
things are consilered, it probably would.. lt would 
require to be lone, however, in s,:rips in order to get 
the sheep spread out and prevent the fouling of the 
irproved area. There is no lout it would be of sore 
value in counteracting pine disease. 
If 40 acres were done over a period of years, 
would this add over 2/ per heal to the value of the 
lambs? this is proolematical, but the project would 
be worth trying. It rust be reremoerel that the soil 
under rolinia in this grazing is good, and its improve- 
ment would. represent a considerable gain to the area. 
It would probably oe best, however, to run the same 
nnrrber of stock as at present, not to ilicrease it. 
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Stocking is already high, and the improverent of -deep- 
land herbage would only partially relieve the high 
concentration on the sweet ground. Pile improvement 
of these Volinia areas would be equivalent to a slight 
reduction in the rate of stocking which would be all 
to the good. Along with mineral treatment for pine 
disease, it would make the changing of the flook 
unnec es sary. 
fhe tmproverent of hill-land lies entirely in 
the hands of the farmer. if he feels doubtful about 
future prospects in the industry, it is not likely 
that such projects will advance much beyond the experi- 
rental stage. On the other hand, he will more readily 
adopt measures by which nutrition and health ean be 
improved oy administering feeding materials direct to 
the stock rather than to the soil. In the East. 
:3orders and neighbouring districts, results of a 
spectacular nature are being obtained in this direct- 
ion, at trifling cost. The experiments by which this 
has been brought about and by which the control of 
pine disease has been effected, now fall to be 
deecribed. 
almr a r 
1. It is desirable that grassland surveys be more 
closely related to pastoral conditions in the areas 
dealt with. 
2. A regular sheepst grazing in the East 3orders, 
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amounting to 292.589 acres, was surveyed in detail. 
A description is given of its botanical and pastoral 
status. 
3. Sug7estions are made regarding the improvement 
of this grazing. 
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EXPAIIMENTS ON THE CONTROL OF PINE )ISEASE. 
16. THE EFFECT OF A YIXTURE OF rINERALS AND VIPArINS. 
In order to ascertain the effect produced b-r a 
mixture of rinerals and vitamins on sheep oonfined on 
pining land, an experiment was instituted in consult- 
ation with Professor Snearer,at riddlesknowes, Jed- 
eurgh, in November 3934. After the experiment was 
arranged, the Animal -Aseases Research Association 
collaborated with the work and defrayed one-half of 
the cost. 
in this experirent, 40 cheviot ewe hoggs, which 
had aeon 'red on the farm and which were intended to 
form part of the regular breeding stock, were 1ividei 
into two groups of 20 each, and individually tattooed 
on the ear. They were put to graze on allacent 
fields of rotation grass at an altitude of 800 fee;. 
he soil was of a light shallow nature typical of the 
Andesite, and much addicted to pining. rho hogs 
were fed u basal ration of dried beet pulp, supple- 
mented with hay when necessary. rhe test proper 
began on. January 4th 1935. 2he feeling of the groups 
was as follows, per head per day. 
rIrouo (1) 4 ozs. 3eet Pulp (molassol), 
1 oz. Vineral and atamin Fixture. 
3roup (2) 4 ozs. T3eet Pulp (molassed). 
No Yinerals or litarins. 
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Phe mineral mikt«re f'e l to lroup (1) was - 
36 per tient Crude Oxide of 'Iron 
27 t9 Steamed 3one Flour 
27 " Salt 
10 It Arachis Oil (1250, Iitamin A, per c.c.) 
(1.250, Iitarin !), ner c.c.) 
All feeling materials usc_ì throu bout the 
experiment were weighed and mixed by the writer. 
Each Say ̀s feel for each ;coup was weighed up in 
separate gags. (Minn' to the mild winter and the 
confinement in the enclosed fields, the hog-1.s .developed 
a ten..ency to scour. Plain beet pulp as therefore 
su )stitutel for the molassed variety from January 25th 
onwards. Phe experiment terminated cn ray lath 1935. 





Group I rroup II 
?"ineral Group Controls 








Increase 19.37 Increase 17.85 
For individual weights see page 248. 
hogs in the Mineral Group early estab- 
lished their superiority. 3etween January 4t'ß and 
February 21st, 12 of them increased in 1 ive -wei ht, 
the average increase for the whole group being; 1.67 
lbs. per heal. the control Jroup, on the other hand, 
3.87. 
showed an average decrease in weight of 1.89 lbs. 
luring the same period. Only 6 of them showed an 
increase in weight. 
On February 21st, the Control group was 
considered to.be on tho verge of pining, which was 
confirrel when the results of blood tests taken on 
February 25th were male available. Owing to a heavy 
fall of snow at this time, however, it was leered 
necessary to Increase the feeling, and so the leet 
pulp allowance was raised froze 4 ozs. to 6 ozs. per 
head, per day. , ay was also provided. This contin- 
ued till Vareh 7th. ?be control hoggs had by that 
time improved, the extra feeding having apparently 
staved off pining. Phis was unfortunate from the 
point of view of the crtperiment. Thereafter, there 
was no sign of the disease, and the experiment was 
liseontinuel on ray 18th. 
throughout the test the T"Ineral group were 
much superior. they were fresher and more active, 
and were much better than the farmer's own hoggs which 
were being winterel on roots, 'gay, and concentrates. 
they grow stronger in the one than the controls, anti 
were eetter developed in the heal. Farmers who 
examined aoth groups in June valued the mineral hoggs 
at 3/- per heal more than the controls. thereafter 
they could readily be picked out in subsequent years 
from the rest of the flock. hile the amount of 
minerals consumed was far greater than was found 
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necessary in subsequent experiments, the results showed 
that Cheviot hoggs can stand large quantities of this 
type of mixture Athout any undesirable effects. 
TATect of rinorals on 3courinz. 
The rifleral and vitamin vdxture had a rarked 
effect in reducing the amount of scour. he numbers 
affected in each group were recorded fror tire to tire. 
Jan. Feo. !arch April ray 
14th 21st 21st 9th 3rd 
!Amoral Group 5 6 7 5 3 
Controls 10 14 12 12 5 
the Control Iroup bad a greater number of 
scouring hogs and more of ther were badly scoured. 
They were in a weaker condition. One of thew lied in 
April. There were no deaths in the rineral Group. 
Ilood isLirnations. 
Tn order to ascertain the condition of the 
blood An the two groups, samples of blond were taken 
fror 6 sheep in each group on February 25th, 1935, by 
'7)r. H. aryerre. The results were :- 




25 12.12 5 8.90 
27 11.35 9 9.08 
33 10.55 13 9.64 
36 9.24 14 9.65 
37 9.08 18 , 8.34 
39 10.70 20 9.08 
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tiTineral Group. Controls. 
Haerorobin Haemoglobin 
Average 10.60 Average 9.11 
This showed an appreciable difference between 
the two groups, the blood of the control hogs being 
poorer in Haemoglobin by same 14 per cent. 
Average figures for other blood constituents 
were :- 
Tineral Group. 2T1.1E222129J2. 
mg. per 100 0.0. mg. per 100 0.0. 
Serum Calcium 9.4 9.25 
Inorganic Phosphorus 5.2 3.5 
Organic Phosphorus 5.4 4.5 
There was therefore a narked difference in 
favour of the Yineral Group in both inorganic and 
organic Mhosphorus. Serum Calcium shovel little 
change. 
leight of Vool. 
Phe wool from both lots was weighed at 
clipping tire, but no appreciable difference was found. 
The average weight was 3.37 lbs. of washed wool from 
the mineral hoggs, and 3.47 lbs. from the control 
hoggs. ehere was anDarently no check to the growth 
of wool during the course of the experiment. 
While there was a striking difference in the 
appearnce of the two groups of sheep, the main 
purpose of the experiment was not fulfilled. Pine 
disease did not actually develop. 
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10 The feeling of a mineral and vitamin mixture 
to hogs enclosed on pining land was markedly bene- 
ficial to health and growth. 2he condition of the 
3:Leod was improved. 
2. Phe use of concentrated food in the form of 
beet pulp, at the rate of 4 - 6 ozs. per head ner day, 
appeared to act as a preventive of pininl. fikle 
belief of farrers in the efficacy of concentrated 
foods for this purpose receives support from this 
experiment. 
3. in experiments designed to ascertain the cause 
of pino disease, the use of concentrated foods should 
be discarded. 
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17, EXPERIMENTS TITH IRON COMPOUNDS ON EWES. 
As the rineral rixture used in the previous 
experiment had produced marked effects upon the health 
and vigour of sheep on pining land, it was resolved to 
carry out further tests to see whether the caUse of 
pine could be attri6uted to a deficiency- of any one of 
these minerals, or elements associated with them. As 
iron is of iwportance in the treatrent of anaemia, it 
was arranged to conduct tests with iron corpounds4 
1. Iron and Ammonium nitrate. 
In the simmer of 1935, an outbreak of pining 
occurred among ewes at riddlesknowes. »no groups of 
four ewes were drawn out and inlivilually marked. 
One of the groups was given iron and armoniur citrate 
at the rate of 3j gms. ner head dailv for one wee't, 
and every second day thereafter for to wecIrs. she 
iron salt was administered in the form of a liquid 
lose male un with an equal ouantitv of water. The 
other group recoivea no treatment. 3oth groups were 
enclosed on grass fields of a nininz nature. 2he 
sheep had been pining for some weeks and were in an 
emacjat I state. most of the 3ambs were also 
affected, as will oe seen from the ac3ornanying 
photograph. 
2reatment bean on June 8th, 1935. there was 
little change during the first ten lays. 7ithia a 
j1ccth1 ClieNiKA: Ewes ona- 
Zrune Skity- 1996. 
- 
intng Cheviot:: Ev.-ies CNT1 Lámb s _used in t is pevirnenGxurra 
-1,,isk list less cco-r- Icis eyes peri-Iiii7 alc)..ecl.. sun Kw n wool, i 
ILA rn 1>S r...5cisreci and pin i yin. 
1 
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fortnight, however, there was a definite turn for the 
betterand within three weeks all pining symptoms had 
gone. The lambs also recovered and rade satisfactory 
progress. On the other hand, the Control Group 
elbowed no improverent either in the ewes or in the 
larbs. A comparison, of the weights of both groups 












1 73 90 2 59 68 
3 77.5 87 4 52 57 
5 68 68 7 94 97 
6 61 66 8 66 68 
Average 69.87 77.75 67.77 72.5 
Increase ... 7.88 lbs. increase 4.73 lbs. 
It will be seen therefore that the Preatel 
Group male a considerable increase in 1Lre-weiht. 
the Controls also increased, probably due to the fact 
that they were on rather better pasture. 
3lood tests carried out by Or. H. Dryerre 












1 11.0 10.3 2 R.7 7.7 
3 ' 4.5 9.3 4 11.0 5.9 
5 7.3 7.8 7 - 8.6 
6 9.1 9.1 8 - 7.0 
Average 7.97 9.12 - 7.3 
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From July 3r1 onwards, the Untreated Group 
were given doses of iron and ammonium citrate as above 
described. The animals made a satisfactory recovery 
from the disease in about three wee:s. Pile weights 
recorded on July 3rd and on July 19th when recovery 
was well under way, were as follows. 
No. July 3rd July 19th 
lbs. 
2 4 68 79 
4 57 66 
7 97 109 
8 68 85 
Average 72.5 84.75 
Me average increase was 12.25. lbs. 2wes 
Nos. (2). (7) were clipped weighing, 
eub this is not taken into account. 
he recovery in weight gives some idea of the 
enaciatel condition of the sheep in their original 
pining state. As a matter of interest in this 
connection, it may be stated that 8 healthy ewes were 
run. off the hill and weighed on June 13th, and their 
weights compared with the 8 pining ewes, The average 
weights were :- 86.8 lbs. for the healthy ewes, ana 
68.8 lbs. for the pining ewes, - a difference ef 18 
lbs. per heal. 
2. Iron and Armoniur Citrate and Crude Oxide of Iron. 
A group of 20 pining ewes and 20 lambs were 
used in a further experiment at Viddles'rnowes. They 
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were given four daily doses of iron and arronitnn 
-:itrate, and thereafter received 4 ozs. of beet pulp 
and oz. of crude oxide of iron per head per day. 
These quantities were increased by 20 per cent to 
all ow for the lambs. No salt was added. l'he test 
began on 5th -July, 1935. nthin a fortnight- there 
were Trarked signs of recovery, and by ;Tuly 28th 
recovery was considered to be °armlet°. he lambs 
began to rend even before there were visible signs in 
the ewes. 
3. Crude Oxide of iron. 
On ;Tuly 22nd, 1935, 5 pining ewes with lambs 
were taken off the hill and given 4 ozs. of beet Pulp 
and oz. of crude oxide of iron per head per day. A 
little extra was added for the lambs. As the ewes 
hai been accustomed to eat concentrates as hors, they 
readily took to the oox feeding. Recovery was rapid. 
they were put back to the hill cured,21 lays after 
treatrrent correnced. 
The pen entag,e composition of the crude oxide 
of iron used in these tests was -FOOr, 5P.51; 
A1,0,, 16.95; 3i02, 7.93; L'102, 7.65; Itn0, f'.14; 
CaO rgO, 0.9; Na20, 5.75; iis203, 0.008; Loss on 
ignition, 2.57. ?his was the composition supplied 
ey the rakers. 
Since these early exe6.-;riments were carried out, 
a large number of ninin7 sheep have been successfully 
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treated by the writer either with iron and ammonium 
citrate or crude oxz:le of iron. A total of 193 
pinin sheep have oeen dealt with (not including 
lambs), of which 184, or 95.4 : per cent, recovered. 
Phe practice has ')cen widely adopted eV farmers in the 
district. It is found that the cure remains -effect- 
ive for many months. 
In order to test the posy i'Dii.ity of keening 
sheep on ninincr, land without a change for a protracted 
-)erica.,, 16 ewes at Yiddieskn.owes were individuali7 
ear- zrarkei and retained on their regular çrazin 7s for 
two years, namely, fror! October 1935 to Octoeer 1937. 
Courses of crude oxide of iron were given in place of 
the usual changes. Phree of those ewes were nini.ng 
when treatment Began. All sheep remained in a 
healthy and thriving state throughout the period. 
Crude oxide of iron has coon found very 
effective as a preventive of pine disease as well as 
a cure. It is now largely employed for this purpose. 
It will be sufficient here to give the results of tests 
conducted by the writer on hill hefts on three differ- 
ent farms. A mixture composed of equal parts of 
crude oxide of iron and salt, without any other 
material, was put out in. ;(axes on hill land fror 
January to 7a.v. no disease among ewes in sumr-er 
thereupon almost entirely clisapeeared. The results 
are set out below. A comparison is rrade with 






1934 No mineral used 25 
1935 No mineral used 32 
1936 7reate1 none 





1935 No rifleral used 12 





1936 No mineral used 5 
1937 Treated none 
2iummary. 
1. Iron compounds are of snecific value in curing 
and preventing pine disease in the East 3orders. 
0 Crude oxide of iron is as effective in 
practice as iron and ar(oniur citrate. 
3. DTprovament in the condition of Dining sheen 
wes noi-ibeable in 10 - 14 days. Tyecovery was 
complete in about 21 days. 
4. Ewes treted periodically with iron compounds 
have been kept on pining land for two years without a 
change. 
5. he disease has been largely aholishei where 
iron compounds have been used as a preventive. 
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18. EXP&RIVF1NTS ON HOGGS tIPH IRON AND COPPER ,JorpouNos. 
In 1935, it was felt neceseary to arrange a 
large-scale controlled experimerit in order to test 
thoroughly the value of iron compounds. It was also 
desirable to know what part, if any, was played by 
copper in the etiology of pine. rinute traces of 
copper are usually present In iron salts. An experi- 
ment was accorlingly arranged at Yiddlesknowes. The 
t'-olo of the work, with the exception of blood 
sampling, was carried out by the writer. 
60 "top" Cheviot wether hoggs which had been 
bred on the farri, and which had no visible symptoms 
of pine about them, were divided into to groups of 
30 each and put to graze on r'eg Law, which is ruch 
affected with the disease. 3oth groups ren together 
throughout the experiment and received no feeding of 
any description except what they could pull. The 
conditions between the two groups were therefore 
eractiJally identical. Ail the animals were 
separately numbered with ear tags. !'reatment began 
on 19th August as follows :- 
Group (1) _Created with iron and ammonium citrate. 
Group (2) No treatment. 
The administration of the iron and awrionium 
citrate was on similar lines o that already described, 
49 r4ms. being given over a period of three weeks. 
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Effects of Iron Preatront. 
In spite of the excessive hanlling to which 
they were subjece:el, the dose:i group male sbeady 
progress. Two of the hoggs, hoverer, lied of 3raxy. 
Pwo hogs developed symptoms of nine in. October, )ut 
..rcovered when -r,iven additional loses. ?hereafter, 
all animals in the group remained entirely healthy 
though they remained on Dining land without any 
supplementary feeding from August till Feoruary, a 
period of six months. 
rhe control group, on the other hand, began to 
show signs of the disease withìn a few weeks. This 
gradually spreal until all out four animals were 
affected. chere were 4 Diners in Septem)er, 13 in 
00tober, 2 in egoverber, and 26 in )ecember. Ohe 
incidence, therefore, was ultimately 86 per cent. 
hey exhipited all the usual symptoms of the malady 
and several of then got so weak and emaciated that 
they were on the point of collapse. 'Phis part of the 
experiment was aeoordingly discontinued on v)ecember 
7th. 
Ten of the pining control hogs were there- 
after treated with iron and ammonium citrate on the 
lines already descrioed. In spite of the severe 
nature of the weather and the fact that all artificial 
feeding was withheld, they rade steady progress an-1 
werewali recovered within 5 weeks. Mese hoggs 
presented the phenomenon of steadily losing condition 
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and at the same time rapidly improving in health. 
the fool shortage on the hill land was acute. They 
lost on the average 9.83 lbs. between December 7th and 
February 6th. ¿ye colour, however, improved from- 
30.4 to 33.1 over the same period. 
.he average weights recorded during the rain 
experiment were as follows :- 
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
22nd 12th 26th. 21st 7th 
Treated Group 46.2 48.7 58.7 58.5 59.4 







A complete record of the weighings is given 
in Appendix IV, page 249. 
It might have been expected that all pining 
hoggs would have lost weight.. This was not so. 
Those that had only a mild attack retained their 
appetite nnd so continuel slowly to increase. 
Haemoglobin. 
Samples of blood were taken by Dr. Dryerre 
from 5 hoggs in each group on November 5th. he 





Pining Hoggs 8.34 
unl-eu ea Group. 
1)ec-T: 1935. 
Son-r: 1s 193. (i ogg. s l"Yeo.l éd w,1A7 -ron o nd 
eirr,rnon'urn ctl"rolé incl...ding sorne, ci Ile above group, 
All Etogs weYe con¡ined_ on pnng i.ar,d since H4gvsr. 
iLoYe l0ld bYi hl' c.rpea-ronce 1 an.d clean ?cice. 
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There was a lower Haemoglobin value in the 
)lool of the pining hoggs in all cases. On December 
9th, blood from the remaining hoggs in each group was 
tested, not including the healthy hoggs in the pining 
group. For blood figures see Appendix Y, page 







There was not always a clear-cut difference. 
rany of the pining hoggs appeared to have a Haemb- 
globin value little below normal. Ten of them hal 
10 per cent of Haemoglobin or over. These usually 
had only a mild form of the malady. 
There was a close correspondence. between 





Very badly pined (10 hoggs) 8.5 47.6 
3a1ly pined (6 hoggs) 9.7 57.83 
Slightly pined (10 hogs) 10.13 58.3 
Healthy (4 hoggs) not 64.2 
testel 
Colour of Con'unctiva. 
Records were made during the experiment of 
the degree of redness in the lining membrane of the 
lower eye-lids. The colour-scale shown on page 41 
DECEMBER 16/1 1935. 
}k«n N°- 94-7 
Nole the lisieess ana e®K pPpa'rcnce. 
.JFèn1RRy 18,E 193Cì. 
Jios? N? 94.11 eCQveveci ¡corn Pine one mor 1.1 
r 
aiI LrentmenL" i-ron on am mont.m 
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was used for the purpose. The average comearative 
figures on 7)ecember 7th were :- 
E'reated Group 31.2 
Control Group 29.4 
here was a fairly close agreement between 
tne individual readings and the percenT;age of11E09mo- 
;lobin as ascertained by )r. )ryerre. Individual 
figures are given in Appendix V, page 250. 
Pernerature of ifo3. 
in order to find whether there was any differ- 
ence between the groups, the temperatures of all the 
hogga were taken on -leceroer 7th. Indivilual figures 
are given in Appendix J, page 250. he average 
results were :- 
freated Group 104.27e F. 
Control Group 104.80 F. 
?here was no evidence of any febrile distur3- 
ance even among the worst pining hoggs. 
..;ffeots on Wool Growth. 
Approximately six months after the- experiment 
began, namely, on February 6th, observations were made 
on the winter growth of wool in both groups. ['he 
results showed a moderate increase in the .2reated 
Group 'Jut a much smaller increase in the Control 
Group. he data recorded were :- 
Treated Iroup 
(average of 27) 
6ontrols 
(average of 25) 
Farmer's Ewe Hoggs 
(average of 40) 
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No. of 







The Treated Group, therefore, grew 25 per cent 
more wool than the untreated. As four of the worst 
of the untreated hoggs had been removed to Yorelun 
and were not included in the above measurements, the 
lifference between the groups must have been actually 
greater. any of the control hoggs had such severe 
stops in the wool that they would probably cast their 
fleece in early surrer. 
he farmer's own hoggs had received their 
usual change to lowland pastures in August, followed 
by wintering fc; home on roots. and concentrates. They 
naturally lid much bettor than the experimental hoggs, 
which during the latter part. of the experiment were on 
a starvation diet. The slight stop in the wool of 
some of the farmer's hoggs was lue to a check in 
)ecerber. 
Pinincr in relation to live-wei,ght. 
An examination of the data recorded in this 
experiment erings out a definite correlation between 
the incidence of pine disease in hoggs and their live- 
weiht. The points are summarised below. 
(1). in the Treated Group, the only two hoggs which 
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developed pine (though afterwards cured) were the 
smallest hoggs in the group. 
(2). The two smallest hoggs in the untreated group 
were among the first to show symptoms of the 
disease. 
(3). Of 13 pining hogs on October 26th, 10 had 
peen below the average weight of the group at the 
commencement of the experiment. 
(4). The four hogs of the untreated group which 
never developed pine were all above the average 
weight of the group, and included two of the three 
heaviest hoggs in the group. 
the first record'of individual weights was 
taken on September 12th. ar tags could not be 
inserted before this owing to flies. 
It seems clear from this expertment that 
small hoggs in any section of the flock are more 
liable to pine than those which are stronger and 
better developed. he expertrental animals were 
"top" hoggs and were, therefore, further removed from 
any bias towards pining at the carmencement of the 
experiment than any other groups which could have 
been selected. 
EFFE0T3 OF COPPER. 
As copper is 'mown to Je of value in the 
metabolism of iron in the animal body, an experiment 
vas arranged to ascertain its effects on pining sheen. 
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Eleven pining ho ggs fror the control group already 
rentioned were used for this test. 
As the iron and armontum citrate which had 
been used so successfully contained 0.001 per cent of 
copper, and as 49 gms. of the iron salt had been 
administered, the arount of Copper ingested was approx. 
irately 0.5 rilligramres. It was -tecided to give 
each of the pining hoggs ten times this quantity of 
copper, namely, 5 milligrarmes, in the forr of copper 
sulphate dissolved in distilled water. Treatment was 
given in 14 doses over the period December llth to 
December 31st, 1935. The hogs continued to run on 
Peg Law. 
There was never at any tine any improvement 
in the state of these hoggs. Instead of making 
progress like the group which was being treated with 
iron and ammonium citrate during the same period, they 
rather tended to pine worse. They lost more weight 
than that group)and the colour of the conjunctiva fell 
to still lower levels. A comparison of the con- 









Fuller details are given in Appendix 11, 
page 251. 
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It was apparent, therefore, that the 
adrinistration of copper had entirely failed to 
produce any effect upon the pining condition. These 
hogs thereupon were put on to iron and armoniur 
citrate, when they slowly recovered. Phley continuel 
all the tire on Peg Law. 'ho average colour-of the 
conjunc"tiva rose from 26.0 on January 15th to 31.8 on 
February 6th. rhe live-weight, however, still 
further declined owing to the severe weather and the 
absence of suitable food. 
)isCuss in. 
it was astonished by these tests that pine 
lisease is a form of nutritional anaeria which can be 
cured and prevented by the administration of iron 
salts. It appears, therefore, to have a close 
similarity with bush siemess in qow Zealand, enzootie 
marasr-us in Testern Australia, and pining diseases in 
sore other countries. nose conditions also usually 
yield to treatrrent with iron compounds. 
he precise r8lo of iron in th; present case, 
however, was not clear, for several reasons. Golden 
and Grirrr'ett (25) have shorn that pining soil from 
the East 3orders contains large quantities of 
available iron. It could also he seen that the land 
on which the hogs in the experiments just described 
were confined had no lack of Iron, as considerable 
amounts of hydrated oxi-le of iron could be o)served in 
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the drainage water. Underwood (74) had shown at 
this time that the liver, kidney, anal spleen of sheep 
affected with eneootic rarasrus have a higher concen- 
tration of iron than normal sheep. Phe animals 
examined had no difficulty in absorbing ample qUanti- 
ties of iron from the food, out the utilisation of the 
iron was defective. He concluded that eneootic 
rarasrus was not dne to iron deficiency. It seemed 
as if pine disease in the east 3orders rieht possibly 
)0 in the same category. 
If any mineral substance were responsible, it 
appeared probable that some of the trace elements in 
the iron comeounds used right furnish a clue. Phis 
oossAbilitv was strengthened by the fact that in 
practice a change of pasture for three weeks is 
usually sufficient te serve as a preventive of the 
disease for many months. Further, it had been found 
in the experiment with 30 treated hogs that the 
normal dosage of iron hal not been sufficient in the 
ease of two of the holgs to prevent the onset of the 
malady. Additional doses, however, had had the 
desired effect. It seemed unlikely in this instance 
that the extra amount of iron given to the animals was 
responsible for the result, as the quantity already 
consumed was very large. 
he possibility of copper tieing a responsible 
factor had peen duly tested on Peg Law, out the 
fin dines were entirely neative. Phis test had shown, 
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however, that pine disease Is different from "salt 
sickness" in Florida which Neal and 3ecker (32), 
quoted by Orr, have shown to respond to cooper treat- 
ment in the presence of iron. It also demonstrated 
that "leckaucht" in 7olland (27) is in a different 
category from pino as the condition responds to copper 
therany, with or without iron. 
Mile these ratters were being speculated 
upon, attention was drawn to reports of work carried 
out in 1934 in Western Australia (75), and in New 
?,caland (76), in which iron-free extracts of hydrated 
oxide of iron, or limonite, had been found to cure 
the form of the disease ln those countries. The use 
of cobalt 'had been tested in South Australia (77) 
with favourable results on two sheep. Tosta with 
cobalt, manganese, nickel, and zinc were later 
OondUctod in S070 detail in Testern Australia (78), 
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as a result of which cobalt was found to give positive 
results. 
Wany of these tests, however, had been carried 
out with single sheep or groups of two sheep. An 
experiment with seven sheep was employed in one of the 
final tests at that period In Western Australia, but 
there was no corresponding control group. It was 
therefore difficult to know what the precise signifi- 
cance of these experiments might be. While these 
findings were of much interest, the exact cause of 
pining in the east 3orders remained undetermined. 
§urrary. 
1. Pine disease is a form of nutritional anaemia 
which can be Cured aml prevented by the administration 
of iron salts. 
2. The administration of copper has no curative 
effect upon pining sheep in the East 3orders. 
3* :he anaemia in pine disease is different in 
nature from "salt siekness" in. Floridt. qr0 "lecksucht". 
in Holland. 3oth of these-conditions are reported to 
respond to copper. 
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19* THE INFLUENCE OF PHOSPHORUS. 
While there was a possibility that pine 
disease might be controlled by one or other of the 
rinor nutritional elements, the writer felt it desire 
able in the meantime to test the effect of an element 
which bulks largely in the nutrition of stoe, namely 
phosphorus. it seamed unnecessary to attribute pine 
disease to some obscure cause Tithout firSt determin- 
ing the effect of some of the majer elements. likOsiftr 
These and all suesequent experiments were 
carried out independently by. the writer, the whole 
expense being oorne by him. 
There were several reasons which suggested 
that phosphorus night play an important part in 
increasing the resistance of animals to the malady if 
not as a direct cure. These are surrarised as 
follows. 
1. The feeding of any form of conoentrated food to 
sheep on pining land is believed by farmers to 
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.prevent pine disease. the phosphorus content of 
grains ani seeds is usually high. 
2. The fact that young growing sheep are more 
susceptible seemed to indicate a connection with 
some of the bone-forming elements. 
3. gxperience in the district, notably at Stotfiells. 
A.gerston, had shown that manuring the hill land 
with Ground Tineral Phosphate had a considerable 
influence in reducing the incidence of pine. 
4. The blood of pining sheep and cattle frequently 
Shows a low content of phosphorus. 
While much of this eviience was indefinite, 
it lid seem at least to justify some effort at 
exploring the question. Accordingly, tess were 
arranged at ?iillesknowes In the summer of 1936. 
Preliminary test with Phosphorus. 
A preliminary test was Carried out with 4 
pining ewes, and 4 pining lambs which had been 
peviously taken off their mothers. All sheep were 
confined on pining land and got no supplementary 
feeding. treatment began on July 17th, 1936. 




Crystalline di-sodium phosphate 
Na2HPO4, 12 H20. 
Ewes - 2 gms. per head per day. 
Lambs - i Tm. per head per lay. 
17 loses spread_over 3 weeTcs. 
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ithin a fortnight, a visible improvement was 
noted, though it was more apparent in the ewes than in 
the lambs. Phe tmproverent continued, and 'with the 
exception of one lamb, which died, all sheep were well 
recovered by the middle of August. They continued to 
go on satisfactorily thereafter. 
a!,X p Grin en t with Phosphmsan112m 
It was arranged to conduct a controlled expert- 
rent with phosphorus on a fairly large scale, commenc- 
ing in August 1936. Forty Cheviot tioggs, bred on the 
farm, were employed, and these were put to graze on 
Peg Law, which had been used for the tests in the 
previous year, already _referred to. he hoggs were 
livided into the following groups. 
group I - 20 hoggs; dosed with. 2 rs. per day of 
crystalline di-so1ium phosphate, trade 
up in distilled water; 17 loses given 
per sheep, August 7th to August 28th, 
1936. 
group II - 20 hoggs; no treatment. 
The di-vsolium phosphate was of 3.P. standard, 
the limits for arsenic and lead being 0.0005 per cent 
in each case. Two samples of the salt were specially 
tested for cobalt by Ir. J.F. Thcher, Aberdeen, but 
were found to contain no trace of this element. 
the hoggs represented part of the second draw 
of lambs and were therefore not quite so strong as 
those used in the previous year. Five pining hoggs 
were included in each group, two of theP in each group 
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being much affected with the malady. The dosed group 
started at a disadvantage, being lighter in weight on 
the average. They also had rather the worst affected 
hogs, one of than lying a week after the experiment 
began. 
At the end of the dosing period, the treated 
hoggs looked worse and seamed to have got a check. 
However, within two weeks of the cessation of the 
daily handling and dosing, they rapidly iwproved and 
continued thereafter to go forward. !wo of the hoggs 
which had been pining diel, Jut the remaining piners 
in the group steadily recovered. 
the untreated group began to go hack in 
Septerber, one of them dying luring the menth. There 
was a considerable increase in pining in the group. 
On September 28th there were 15 pining hoggs, making 
an addition of LO piners in the group since the experi- 
ment began. Four of the hoggs, however, remained 
entirely healthy. 
The average weights recorded'Auring the period 
are set out below. Details are given in Appendix VII, 
page 252. 
1.1g '71-'a Sept. 28th Increase 
lbs, lbs. les. 
Treated Group 35 40.3 5.3 
T.Tntreated .aroup 36.2 39.68 t".4..48 
L'he colour of the conjunctiva on Septerber 
28th was :- 
 ano rJ. .La cry. 
-a5 o asID au ici o sasn-o0 ay1 aA.at.vrn 
1-1 i1vAs -1 uaw xacÌxa urous 
1-kggn.8C7 a.0 './Yd Z D 
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Preated Group 35.7 
4ntreated Group 33.1 
Details are given in Appendix III, nage 252. 
Phere was a narked contrast Jetween the 
groups on Septerber 28th. The treated group were 
all improving and mending, while the rajority of the 
untreated group were going the other way. 2hey eoull 
realily be picked out by the dark and sunken appear- 
ance of the wool and the dark unhealthy colour of the 
face. It was felt unnecessary to continue this stale 
of the experiment any further, and, accordingly treat- 
rent was given to the control group. 
2he control group were given the same naterial 
as aefore, except that 5 grs of liesodiur phosphate 
eere adrinistered, per lose, instead of 2 gms. Phis 
was lone because the opinion had been formed that 
loses of 2 oils. were rather srall for curative 
purposes. 17 doses were given. rhere was clear 
evidence of the tmproverent of the pininr; hogs. 
ithin 12 lays they began to change for the better, 
ani by October 21st all pining syrntows hal gone. 
Their faces cleaned up, their eellies filled out, the 
wool began to rise and there was a narked gain in 
vitality. Phere was an annreciable change in con- 
junctiva value. The curative effect was much nor° 
rapid ani pronounced than in the case of the pining 
'10ggS in the original group, no doubt owing to the 
larger loses given. It was apparent from these tests 
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that di- sodium phosphate was lust as effective as 
iron and ammonium citrate. 
bile most of the boggs wore sold at the end 
of oc tobt r, one hog c of the originally treated group 
and five hogr;s which had been ttreaed in the control 
group were retained on Peg Law till the end of 
December. No feeding; was supplied. .'ße'ì' all 
remained in a vigorous and healthy state throughout. 
The following particulars were recorded of these hoggs. 
1936 
October 1st 
:)ecem ber 8th 
Live-E ei t Conlunc tiva 







These hoggs remained on the farm for one year 
without a change, namely, until September 1.937. They 
showed no signs of pining. 
In the following year, a test was conducted 
on pining hoggs at Swinsido Pow?':lt.E'^c''. Di-sodium 
phosphate 3. D.1.=i. , A.R., was used in this case. All 
hoggs were in an advanced stage of the malady, never- 
theless, the treated group made steady progress while 
the controls showed no improVer+ent. 
Results fror'. the use of Phosphorus in practice. 
The influence of Phosphorus compounds in 
preventing aril curing; pine disease in practice was 
tested on a fairly large scale on several farms y 
the feeding of Steamed '.3one Flour,, along with an equal. 
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v4eight of salt. No concentrates or other minerals 
were 4ven. The material was weighed out by the 
writer and a record was kept by him of the amount 
consumed by the sheep on Farms A. and 3. mentioned 
below. The shepherds estimated that 95 per cent of 
the animals ate the mixture. In all cases it had a 
marked effect in reducing pine disease and in improv- 






1935 No rifleral used 30 
1936 No rinoral used 26. 
1937 Treated 4 
Amount of mineral consumed. 
(Nov. 22nd, 1936 - April 5th, 1937) 
per heaJ 
ozs. 
Steamed 3one Flour 7.5 
Salt 7.5 
FAR? 3. 
No. of Piners 
Ewes Lambs 
1937 Untreated (320 ewes) 20 30 
1937 Treated (300 ewes) 6 2 
ATrount of mineral consumed. 
(Tan. 14th - July 1st, 1937) 
per head 
ozs. 
Steared 3one Flour 7.9 
Salt 7*9 
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The land on which the two groups of ewes on 
Farm 3. were running was not reckoned to be ruch 
lifterent as regards pining. Judging from Sale 
results, the shepherd estimated the value of the 
treatment to be at least 1/- per lamb. The cost of 
the treatment, including feeling boxes, was 0.8 pence 
per ewe. 
FARM C. 
(62 ewes; 20 bolts) 
No. of 
Piners 
1935 No mineral used 1 
1936 No mineral used 
1937 Treated none 
he opinion was formed that 3teamel 3one Flour 
was little behind crude oxide of iron as a preventive 
of pine disease in these experiments. 
TAscussion. 
To what extent the effect produced by the 
administration of phosphorus in curing and preventing 
pine disease in these experiments was due to some 
trace elements present in the compounds is not known. 
There was no trace of cobalt in the dl-sodium phos- 
phate. Nais was definitely established. Work on 
enzootic marasmus suggests that neither arsenic, lead, 
nor sulphur, in minute amounts, have any effect unon 
the course of the malady, though no similar work had 
yet been lone on pine ihe possibility of sodium and 
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chlorine having any direct influence is unlikely. 
Phe feeding of cormon salt to hill sheep is a regular 
practice on rany pining farms, out it has never been 
found that this exerts any control upon the disease. 
;)i-sodiun phosphate may have had some slight effect on 
stomach worms. In a controlled test with 40 larbs 
carried out ay the writer in 1937 on a lowland farm 
much troubled with stomach worm, it was found, however, 
to have no value. in any case, there are no appreci- 
able vermicidal properties in Steamed one Flour and 
salt. it remains, therefore, at the present stage 
to consider phosphorus only. 
J. Stewart (79) has shown. that vThen the 
phosphorus level of the diet of sheep ranges from 1 to 
1.5 vs. of Phosphorus per day, which is comparable, 
he states, to that of sheep on many of the hill farrs 
of Yorkshire and Northumberland, a typical picture of 
ehosphorus deficiency is demonstrable Yv the chemical 
examination of olood and bone. In Stewart's experi- 
ments, no effect was produced on dilestion by a low 
phosphorus level in be liot, but the utilisation of 
the fool was lefectivo. she sheep in the tests 
averaged 75.5 lbs. per head. The daily intake of 
Phosphorus in the experiments descrieed in this thesis 
is not 'mown. It was found, however, that the 
adrinistration of 0.173 gmss phosphorus per day for 
17 days was sufficient to prevent The occurrence of 
the disease in hogs weighing around 38 lbs. 2he 
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giving of 0.432 gms. phosphorus per day for 17 lays 
cured the condition, although cures were made with 
half this quantity. rhe treatment was effective for 
many months. En. the light of Stewart's findings, it 
seems reasonable to conclude that these sheep were 
suffering from a lack of phosphorus. he disease 
known. as "Capp? or "Double Scaup", however, (80,81), 
is not present in the East 3orders. 
the blood of sheep in pining country often 
shows a corparatively low level of phosphorus (see 
rage 189). 3lood calcium is sometimes even more 
deficient according to the results of Stewart and 
Piercy (A). Auchinachie and Fraser (82) have 
deronstrated that a reciprocal relationship exists 
between calcium and phosphorus in the blood. When 
phosphorus is low, calcium is often relatively high, 
due to the utilisation of one substance and the 
rolease of additional calcium in cue circulation. 
Chile this condition is present to sore extent in the 
olood of pining sheep examined by Stewart and Piercy 
(51), it is liable to consideraole variation and 
su,ggests that both elements way sometimes be lacing, 
and ray therefore both contribute to the anaemia. 
Orr (31) has pointed out that malnutrition or a 
defect in the reta)olism arising from any cause tends 
sooner or later to be associated with anaemia. 
Phe effect of phosphorus was tested in connect- 
ion with bush sickness in New realand. Aston (83) 
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found that cattle could be kept on land treated with 
phosphatic manures for about 12 months after anirials 
on untreated ground had died of the disease. No 
benefits were ootained, however, from the use of 
medicinal plosphates. The theory of phosphorus 
deficiency in connection with bush sickness was there- 
upon discarded. It would have been interesting, 
however, if this aspect had been further explored. 
It has already been noted in these experiments 
and has been referred to by writers in Australasia 
that pining sheep in the early stages may show no 
appreciable reduction in red cells, or haemoglobin, 
even though symptoms of the disease may be well marked. 
this suggests that some factor may be responsible for 
the initial disturbances and that the anaemia proper 
follows at a later stage. It is suggostel that an 
Insufficiency of available phosphorus may be one of 
the factors involved. 
1. The administration of phosphorus acts as a 
cure and 
A- 
preventive of pine disease. 
2. The curative properties of small quantities of 
phosphorus appearto hold good for many months. 
3. Experimental evidence suggests that an in- 
sufficiency of phosphorus is one of the predisposing 
causes of the malady. 
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20. THE EFFECTS 0F G03ALT. 
From the results of research work carried out 
in Australia and New Zealand, it seemed probable that 
the beneficial results obtained from the use of iron 
compounds in the Cheviot region right be due to the 
Presence of cobalt. A sample of the cruIe oxide of 
iron which had proved of value in some of the experi- 
ments lascribel in this thesis was tested for the 
writer Yy )r. J. F. Pocher, Aberdeen. It was found 
to contain "not less than 50 parts per million of 
Cobalt". It was accordingly arranged to explore the 
possi)ilities of this element 7y a series of tests 
conducted in 1937. 
Preliminary tests with Cobalt. 
In Tray 19:!7, three badly pined Cheviot ewes 
were confined on a piece of pining hill land at 
Middlesnowes. Phey were given loses of 3 milli- 
grarres of cobalt per heal in the form of cobalt 
chloride (3.).U.; A.P. ) in distilled water. 12 daily 
loses were administered over a period of three weeks. 
7 ithin ten days an improvement in the general appear- 
ance and vigour of the sheep was noted, and within 
three weeks recovery was reckoned to be complete. 
All ewes nursed lambs throughout the test and these 
also improved along with their mothers. Phe progress 





ray 8th 7O 25 
ray 25th 79-1 35.6 
the average increase in weight amounted to 9 
lbs. per head, while there was a narked rise in the 
colour of the conjunctiva. Phe ewes made good 
nrogress thereafter throughout the summer. 
As 3 mg. of cobalt per dose appeared to be very 
effective, a test was arranged at a later late to find 
the effect of a smaller euantity. On a pining farm 
some three riles distant from riddlesknowes, 5 pining 
hoggs and 1 pining ewe were given 1 rg. cobalt per 
head per day. during August. A similar group of 
pining hoggs was given iron and ammonium citrate in 
the manner already described. 2reatrent was contin- 
uel over a period of three weeks. 30th groups were 
completely recovered by the end of the period. 
the Administration of Cobalt by injection. 
A pining eve was confined on Peg law for a 
period of 31 days. Three intra-muscular injections 
of cobalt chloride were given as follows :- (1) 8 mg. 
Co. on Tay 18th; (2) 12 mg. Co. on Juno 1st; (3) 12 
mg. Co. on June 11th. The ewe made a gradual 
recovery. 3etween Tray 18th and July 19th the live- 
weight improved from 75;1; los. to 84 led., while the 
colour of the conjunctiva rose from 37 to 40. 
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Improvement, however, was slower than in the case of 
the ewes which had been dosed by the mouth. 
A similar test was conducted with three pinin 
ewes on Peg Law over the periol June let to June 19th, 
1937. Pwo injections were given, each amounting to 
12 mg. Co. per heal, with a ten lay interval. There 
was an average increase in 1ive-weight of 8.5 lbs., 
but there was no change in the colour of the con4nne- 
tiva. ehe ewes improved for a time, then looked 
worse, out thereafter went ahead again. the rate of 
progress, however, was too slow. Accordingly they 
were given liquid loses of 3 mg. Co. per day. Ihithin 
five days, they were in a fully vigorous and thriving 
state. 
A controlled experiment on the above lines 
was carried out on a neighbouring farm. injections 
were given to six ewes. .Here also the rate of 
recovery was slow, One eve lied. As the controls 
registered a somewhat similar degree of progress, this 
experiment was discontinued. 
Phe injection method for the cure of pining 
sheep held out the possioilitv of saving labour and 
undue handling, out it was not satisfactory. 
Progress was slower than by dosing. The disadvantage 
is that ewes might get down too far in the interval, 
resulting in a set-oack to the lambs owing to a 
failing, off in the milk yield. A rapid cure is 
essential. Phe quantities of cooa1t, injected at one 
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tiro, namely, 8-12 mg. Co., appeared to be well within 
the capacity of the animals, but 8 mg. seemed Prefer- 
able. Smaller amounts than 8 mg were not found to 
re more effective. _Cho upper limit appeared to be 
somewhere leim 20 mg. at one inJection. Phis was 
given to 5 pining ewes not oreviously referred to, but 
while four of thew made progress one of then lied. 
On the other hand, it seers probáblo in view 
of results referred to laterIthat pine disease might 
be prevented by giving one injection of cobalt. 
Protection would presumably be conferred for many 
ronths. No tests, however, have so far been wade on 
this point. 
Experiments with Cpbalt on Hog7s. 
Twenty Cheviot hoggs which were healthy and 
free from pine disease were divided into two groups on 
August 16th, 1937, and put to graze together on Peg 
Law, Jedburgh. Phe hoggs had been bred on the farn. 
Peg Law, as already noted, is much affected with 
pining. 2reatrent was as follows :- 
Group (1) 10 hoggs; 1 ng. cobalt per day, 
for 14 days. 
Group (2) 10 hogs; no treatnent. 
Cobalt was liven in the form of cobalt 
chloride (3.D.H.; A.R.) made up in distilled water. 
the 14 doses were spread over three week's. 
she treated hoggs made good progress and 
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rerained entirely healthy. no controls, on the 
other hand, soon began to show symptoms of the disease. 
V,hile all were healthy on tealust 16th, 8 out of 10 
were pining by Septewber 11th, and by the end of 
September only i hogg remained in a healthy state. 
The average live-weights of the hoggs were as follows. 
.Artr Oct. 
16th 5th Increase. 
lbs. lbs. lbs. 
A.reated lroup 38.35 46.25 7.9 
Controls 36.4 39.0 2.6 
rile average conjunctiva readings were :- 
Am7. Oct. Stops in wool. 
16th 5th (Dec. 9th) 
Treated aroup 34.1 36.9 2 
Controls 37.0 33.7 7 
-)etails are given in Appendix (8), page 253. 
The treated hoggs increased 37 7.9 lbs. per 
heal, while the controls gained only 2,6 lbs. rho 
colour of the conjunctiva rose in the case of the 
treated group, but fell in the case of the controls. 
It vas clearly shown by this controlled test that the 
administration of 1 mg. cobalt per day for 14 days had 
entirely prevented the onset of pining. 
The procedure next followed was to dose the 
control group, all of which, with the exception of eone, 
were now affected with the disease. It was decided 
to attempt a cure with doses of j mg. cobalt per heal 
per day. Aceordingly a total of 14 doses were given 
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at this rate, spread over three weeks, commencing on 
October 5th. All hoggs remained on Peg Law. 3y 
October 21st there were marked signs of ii nrotement in 
the majority of the group, and within one ronth they 
were all recovered except two which had been very 
badly pined. These were given .5 additional :loses of 
3 rrg. cobalt per day, after which recovery rapidly 
ensued. The hoggs remained, on Peg Law till )ecer^ber 
9th and made steady progress. One hogg, however, 









!)etails are given in Appendix (8) , page 253. 
Owing to a heavy fall of snow, all hoggs had 
to be remover from Peg Law on )ee ember 9th, but they 
continued to run on pining land until February 15th. 
Mo concentrates of any ? ind were fol. Phey were 
given hay, the produce of pining land. The group 
which had originally been treated in August remained 
entirely healthy throughout. this experiment, there- 
fore, dwmonstrate-1 that the administration of small 
quantities of cobalt over a period of three weeks will 
enaole sheep to be maintained on pining land in a 
healthy state for et least six months. 
Results from the use of Cobalt in practice.. 
1. 
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An outbreak of pining occurred on a hill farm 
during September 193'/ in which sore 40 ewe-hoggs were 
involved. i'reatrent was administered by giving 1 mg. 
cobalt per heal per day mixel with salt, together with 
a little concentrated fool. A few of the hoggs were 
disìnclinei to eat out of the boxes aril so were dosed 
by the mouth. All the animals recovered. 
2. Cobalt was used as a preventive on a large 
scale luring the winter and spring of 1937-38. Phe 
whole of the stock on a pining farm, numbering 550 
ewes and hogs, were given access to a mineral rixturo 
composed of equal parts steamed bone flour and salt, 
with a small arount of cobalt a:lled. Phe material 
was nixed and weighed by the writer, sufficient cobalt 
chloride being sprayed on the mixture to alloy 40 m. 
cobalt per sheep during the period January 1st to 
April 30th, 1938. the treatment was entirely satis- 
factory. :`here was the highest degree of health in 
the stock and freeiom from loss before lambing over 
rec or ie:l on this farm. Phe lam cing- results were 
excellent. In former years there was generally a 
proportion of pining ewes in April, but in. 1938 these 
were entirely absent. lPhe improved nutritional 
status of the stock brought about by the phosphate of 
lime and salt, together with the stimulating effects 
of cobalt, made fora high level of well -being in the 
anirr_als. 
THE F.REVEIVTioN FIND Ci1c? OF FINE D' ERSE BY CO-SALT: 
THE TR.EHTED GROUP ON OCTOßlE.R 514 193'1. 
Ìeormenl - I mg. Cocalt Fey day Vol- Crays R4.2: IV$ onuo7ç 
NOTE hie vigo-vouS and hea1fi-1?, QpPe (IT once . 
THE CONTROL GRDu P ON OCTOBER 5 
rti '93 7. 
No `reotrnen.. 
Nolé Ìlie deressed_ and fining, to o\- iese 
CONTROL GR.ok AFTER TRERTMENT 
The Pholú. was It,Keh on Noieml:,er r! /17! 193'7. 
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3. Cobalt was given to two -pining COTS on a farm 
on the Andosite in 1937. On this faun some of the 
cows usually go off colour each auturn. Piney get dry 
and tight in the coat, dirty in the hair, anA go back 
in condition. 5 rg, cobalt per lay, in the form of 
cobalt Chloride, was fed along with snit and sore 
concentrates. Only one of the cows, however, woull 
eat the mixture, and she made a quick recovery. 2he 
other Co w showed no improvement. She was thereupon 
given 5 rg. cobalt per day without salt, when she 
gradually returned to normal. 
4. A controlled test with cobalt was carried out 
in the early months of 1938, not on a pining farm but 
on a low-ground farm well known for its powers of 
turning pining sheep! the idea was to find if the 
form of incipient anaeria which is usually present in 
a. proportion of pregnant ewes on practically all 
classes of farms would respond to cobalt. 90 Half- 
bred ewes which were the leanest and poorest of the 
flock at the end of winter were drawn out for the test. 
45 of the owes were given 2 mg. Co. per heal per day, 
mixed with salt and some concentrates, for 31 lays 
Prior to lambing. the other 45 ewes were kept as 
controls in a separate enclosure. they received salt 
and concentrates only. The treated eves made a quick 
response oon in vigour and appearance, they were 
fresher and brighter and were much more active right 
up to the time of lambing. They also lambed sooner, 
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being more in accordance with schedule. 7hether this 
was lue to some few days difference in tuppin-i; it was 
impossible to tell. Owing to the exceptionally 
favourable weather during the lamoing season of 1938, 
it was difficult to ascertain any difference in the 
young laros themselves. Ehe results of the experi- 
rent, however, were in line with the findings of a 
series of tests carried out by the writer on this 
aspect of the quest,ion on a large number of lowland 
flooks in pre/ions seasons, the material used being 
cruJe oxide of iron and steamed bone flour, both 
singly and in combination. 'Ihese tests have not been 
detailed in this thesis except for brief references on 
pages 137 and 138. All of these experirents agree in 
showing that the anaemia of pregnant ewes will respond 
to the same treatment as the anaemia of pine disease. 
Altogether, in the experiments described in 
this section of the thesis, some 15 pining ewes, 55 
pining hogs, and 2 pining cows were treated with 
cobalt in 1937. All were restored to health except 
2 ewes and 1 hogs which died. In addition, 560 sheep 
on a pining hill farm were treated for oreventive 
purooses from January 1938 omards. 90 iTa lf-bred 
ewes were used in a controlled test on a non-pining 
low-ground farm in order to obtain inforration on an 
allied aspect of the problem. 
FAsenssion. 
.ttperiments are described in which cobalt 
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proved effective in controlling pine disease in sheep 
in the East 3orders. This is the first occasion in 
v,hicli this substance has been used for the treatment 
of farm live-stock in this country. In a controlled 
test with hogge, the administration of 14 milligrammes 
of cobalt per sheep entirely preventel the occurrence 
of the disease 'for six months on severe pining land. 
he consumption of cobalt reckoned over the whole 
oeriol was less than 0.1 rig. cobalt per day. Pininv 
sheep were repeatedly cured in several experiments by 
giving 14 .osee of 1 mtg. cobalt each, spread over a 
Period of three weeks. Phe cure remained effective 
for many :months. Attempts to deal with the disease 
with mg. doses were only successful where nining was 
in its early stages. 
In previous tests, the administration of-ioz. 
per day of crude oxide of iron had prove) markedly 
beneficial. Taking the cobalt content at 50 parts 
per million as ascertained by Dr. Tocher, this works 
out ab 0.47 mg. cobalt per lay. As treatment was 
generally given for 21 days, the cobalt consumption 
was approximately 9.8 mg. Though the digestibility 
of cobalt in this form is not 'morn, the total quan- 
tity agrees more or less with the amounts used in the 
experiments now under discussion. 
Regarding investigations elsewhere, Filmer and 
anderwood (84) found that 0.1 mg. cobalt per day was 
the minimum effective dose for curative uurnoses in 
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enzootia marasrus. Pais quantity was given daily for 
many months. the results in the East 3orders show, 
ho%ever, that daily ad Ministration over a long period 
is not essential. sheep can be given sufficient 
cobalt in a few days to effect a cure anti to carry 
them on for a considerable period thereafter. 
lopkirk (87) obtained successful ti results in New 7,ea- 
land by dosing at the rate of 1 r;. cobalt per day, 
doses being given once or twice a way 1r. 
Phc influence of cobalt in animal nutrition 
has been studied by several workers. Ta.ltner and 
c :'ai trier, quoted by Underwood and Filmer (79), found 
that the addition of cobalt to the diet of rats 
produced a marked increase j.n the nuorber of red blood 
cells. A sirular result was noted in dogs by. 
1 ascherpa, quoted by the same authors. Other workers 
have confirrr.e3 these results. 3earct and Myers, 
quoted. by Cunning "has (38) ; found that cobalt was a 
useful supelament in curing anaeria In rats produced 
by cow's milk. Cunningham, how ever, doubted. whether 
a true anaeria viral ._rev sloped in rats fed on this diet. 
Preliminary Bork in Australia and New Zealand 
on the use of cobalt for the treatment of nutritional 
anaemias in sheep has already been referred to (page 
207). Cobalt was later demonstrated by Filmer and 
qnderwocd (85) to be present in 19ny of the iron 
cornounds aorron7y fed to live -stock. Phe writer 
also ascertained its presence in crude oxide of iron. 
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Jvidence was obtained by Filmer and Underwood (86) 
that the presence of nickel tonds to assist the action 
of cobalt when the euantity of the latter is relat- 
ively small. At a still later date, namely, January 
3938, Hopkirk (89) reported that the incidence of 
bush sickness can ee correlated with the cobalt 
content of pastures. He states that where sheen only 
are affected, the cobalt content varies from 0.01 to 
0.04 parts Der million; where cattle but not sheep 
are affected, the cobalt content usually lies )etween 
0.04 and 0.07 parts per million. Healthy pastures 
usually contain 0.07 p. D. r. or over. 
It will be apparent fror the results of the 
investigation detailed in this thesis that cobalt is 
of prime importance in the prevention and cure of pine 
disease in the East 3orders. In this respect the 
disease ray Je regarded as similar to eush sickness, 
enzootic rarasrus, coast disease, and associate! 
ailments. It would be a mistake to assume, Thwever, 
that a deficiency of cobalt is the only cause of the 
malady in the ast 3orders. It has already been 
shown that sheen in the pining area respond to phos- 
phorus, assuming that the phosphorus compound used 
contained no trace of nickel or other potent trace 
element. It seems certain that phosphorus and other 
structural elements are often lacking from the produce 
of pining soil. All the available field evidence 
hich has been quoted at length in the earlier parts 
of this thesis lenls support to this view. J. 3tev- 
art (90) lemonstrated the reduced powers of assimil- 
ation which occur in sheep suffering from a phosphorus 
deficiency. It seers likely, therefore, that in pine 
disease the sheep become deeilitated in the first 
instance through predisposing causes in this province, 
and that under these circumstances cobalt is helpful 
in oromoting the processes of assimilation and meta- 
bolism. Cho same seems to hold good in the type of 
anaemia in pregnant ewes already mentioned. 
Tittle is precisely known as to the action of 
cobalt. Any views on the subject are merely conjec- 
tere. it may be that it is not essential to meta- 
bolism when the nutritional level in other respects is 
satisfactory. Othemise, how is it that the adminis- 
tration of phosphorus which contained no trace of 
cobalt effected a cure in pining sheen? 
Summary. 
1. Pine disease in sheep in the Cheviot area bias 
been cured and prevented by the administration of 
cobalt in the form of cobalt chloride. 
2. ne disease is not due to iron deficiency. 
3. The administration of 1 mg. cobalt per lay for 
14 days vas sufficient to prevent the disease on 
severe pining land for a period of six months. A 
similar quantity was effective as a cure. 
4. The intramuscular injection of cobalt for 
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curative ourooses was not satisfactory. Recovery was 
slow. 
5. The beneficial results obtained from the 
feeding of iron cornounds are attributed to the 
presence of cobalt, and perhaps also other trace 
elements, in the iron compounds used. 
6. On non-pining farms, either hill or lowland, 
pregnant ewes which are in somewhat poor conditioa 
will resnond to iron compounds and to cobalt. 
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2]. PRACTICAL CONS1)ERATIONS. 
At the conclusion of each stage of the experie 
rental work, the results were carried into practice in 
the 1;ast 30rlers and other districts with the ready 
co-omeration of a large number of farmers. Thousands 
of sheep were dealt with during the past three years. 
The possibilities, therefore, are well known. As 
referred to earlier, the feeling of minerals direct to 
sheep has many advantages over the treatment of the 
soil. The results are iirmediate, the cost is small, 
and it is the only feasible method in inaccessible 
country. Remarks therefore will mainly be confine? 
to the feeling aspect. 3rief references, however, 
may be rade regarding the treatment of herbage. 
Treatment of Teerbaqe. 
In the early stales of the investigation when 
the iron deficiency theory was under consideration, 2 
acres of a pining field were treated with 11. cwts. per 
acre of sulphate of iron, on September 3rd 1935. The 
cost was defrayed by the writer. The quantity was 
large, but it was thought desirable to produce a major 
effect. Phe dressing, however, tended to brown the 
grass, which remained poorer to the end of the season. 
Some pining hells were nut on the field but they did 
not appear to do any better. In. 1936, ewes and lambs 
lid particularly well on this field, all mineral rein 
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purposely withheld from them. rho result was on the 
whole satisfactory. 
In Fay 1936, a controlled test with ewes and 
lambs was conducted on another pining farm, 4* acres 
of a field being treated with 1. cuts. ner acre of 
sulphate of iron. on 12th Vay. 4* acres of a control 
portion adjoining was fenced off. All the work of 
weighing, measuring, and sowing, etc., as indeed in 
all other tests reported in this thesis, vas lone by 
the writer personally. 
The grass came away well owing to heavy rain, 
and on T ay 2Sth,10 Cheviot owes and 10 Cheviot lambs 
were put on each section. the weights of the lambs 
and other particulars during the as follows. 
Wt. Wt. Average 
!Jay July Increase rise in 
28th 2nd `)each wool. 
lbs. lbs. lbs. (ewes) 
July 2nd 
Treated Ground 18.5 29.4 10.9 1 
0.4" 
Control 19.8 31.8 12.0 - 1.0" 
he results were unsatisfactory. P e ewes on 
the treated ground never did well. -!'hey received a 
cheer and could scarcely be clipped on July 2nd. The 
lambs also did not thrive well. There was sor.:ne scour 
among them and one of them died. The dressing of 
sulphate of iron was too large. It produced a flush 
of grass, and other effects, which upset the animals. 
On September 7th 1936, nine pining hoggs were 
put on the iron enclosure. They started to die, 
.3& 
730x F'OR MINERAL FE C D1N'G Olv? 1d1LL F'ARr45. 
hf g i Pe box was introduced by 
Erne wY% \eY in 193S. 
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however, and in the enl all died. Phe effect of 
treatment on the grass could be seen for two years. 
ï'hese experiments are mentioned to show the 
risk of putting hill sheep, or pining sheep, on fields 
which have been dresse í with i aterials that produce 
flush of grass. 
The possibilities of dressing pastures with 
cobalt are referrel to by Hopkirk (90). He reports 
that from j to - l b. of cobalt chloride per acre has 
given good results. Phis right also be tried in the 
3orders. Reference has already been made on pages 
86 and 87 to the question of dressing ,,ining lanl with 
phosphatic manures. An extension of this practice 
under suitable conditions is called for. It is 
necessary to point out, however, that a difficulty in 
dressing hay with any of these rraterlals is that hill 
sheep are often disinclined to eat hay in a mill 
winter, and it is after such a winter that pining is 
worst. 
Points on Yineral Feeling. 
It is a simple natter on any hirsel to place 
mineral boxes at suitable points on the hill land. 
Phe illustration shows the type of `pox which was 
introduced by the writer into the 11eas t 3orders in 1935. 
chose boxes are 2 feet 6 inches long by 15 inches high, 
with a retaining board 6 inches high in front. Phe 
back is boarded up. two heavy battens of wool about 
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3 feet long are nailed to the ao ;tom. she cost is 
4/61. she capacity is 20 lbs. of mineral. ne rain 
feature is the small size of the box which enables it 
to be easily shifted should the grot.ani, get dirty. 
Phis is a disadvantage with the ordinary mineral brick 
fixel to a post. A certain amount of rain does no 
Farm to the mineral. One box to 60 sheen is wenle. 
Thus, assuming that the normal life is four years, the 
annual cost of )oxes on a hirsel of 600 sheep is 
approximately 12/ -. 
A. cormon complaint among farmers regarding 
*proprietary mineral bricks is that a certain pronort- 
ion of hill sheep tend to ear, an excessive quantity, 
resulting in scour and other :disorders. Phe same 
criticism, however, has not been male against the 
mineral mixture introduced by the writer. Che 
reasons probably are that the mixture is simple; most 
of it is not readily soluble; it contains no substan- 
ces of the drug category though cobalt now comes into 
this class; the proportion of salt is not unruly high. 
i'hero is no real :difficulty in getting hill 
sheep on any farm to sat out of coxes, though they may 
tae several weeks when first introduced on to the 
hirsel. the placing of rock salt in the vicinity 
soon attracts them. thereafter the lambs learn from 
their rovers and no further difficulty arises in 
future years. At least 95 per cent of sheen can be 
depended on to partacce. On some 20 hill farms waere 
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the nrescrintion of the writer has been closely 
foll.ovod, all farmers have been successful, without 
exception. Reports from other parts of the country 
sometimes iniicate a difficulty in feeding minerals 
òy this method. Orr and Fraser (92) tried it out in 
Argyllshire but had to make a change as the sheep 
woull not eat the mixture. A quantity of feeling 
stuff had to be incorporated. Pile trouble, however, 
was probably an unsuitable type of mineral mixture. 
It contained 33.3 per cent of carbonate of lime. No 
oxide of iron was included. It is suggested that the 
feeding of carbonate of lime to pregnant ewes in a 
high proportion such as this is uniesiraole. it has 
been expressly avoided in the 3order experiments, and 
though some farmers have tried it in their mixtures 
the reports have sometimes not been so favourable. 
Crude exile of iron will no doubt continue to 
be used in many places owing to its cobalt content. 
It has, however, certain disadvantages. it is 
extremely dirty to handle. It discolours the wool of 
sheep about the neck, and also under the fleece should 
the sheen rub themselves on the boxes. V.hilo it 
scours out of the fleece, buyers are sometimes 
inclined to offer less for such wool. Again, it is 
the recognised rule at the opening sale of hill lambs 
at Hawick that top Cheviot wether lambs rust not be 
dippe$ or treated in any way prior to sale. Oxide of 
iron on the fleece seriously depreciates their value. 
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Consignments have lropped as much as 7/61. per head 
owing o this cause. Oxide of iron, however, foes 
not require to be used after lambing. Steamed bone 
flour is sufficient. Po take another point, the 
suggestion has been made that the proportion of broken- 
mouthed ewes is increasel with the use of oxide of 
iron. The fall in value in this case is approx- 
imately 10/- per heal. On investigating these 
complaints, it has open founl that other causes have 
probably been responsible. These difficulties are 
now happily removed as steamed bone flour and cobalt 
are the main constituents now advised. Phe mixture 
suggested for hill sheep, as a result of experiments, 
is 
1 part sterilised steamed bone flour, 
i part salt, 
A trace of cobalt c'hloride.+ 
+ All cobalt chloride in accordance with the 
following scale, per sheep. 30 mg. Co. to ewes 
during pregnancy; 10 mg. Co. to ewes nursing; 
10 mg. Co. to ewes before tupping. Hogs, etc., 
can be given the same mixture. 
'ineral feeding has been found of special 
value at three different periods, namely, (1) to ewes 
before tupping; (2) to ewes during pregnancy; () 
to lames after weaning. On numerous low-ground farms, 
small lambs after weaning have been increased in value 
by 2/61. per heal by a course of mineral treatment on 
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the lines _described, at a cost of less than 1 penny 
per head. 
Annual Cost of Yineral Feeding with Cobalt. 
From a number of fiel:i trials with hill sheep 
in which the amount of mineral consumed was recorded 
by the writer, (instances of which have already been 
referred to on page 215), the following estimate has 
Been prepared. Mae estimate refers to a hirsel of 
600 ewes, gimrrers, and hogs, together with the corres- 
ponding quota of lambs and amps. 71a.e mineral mixture 
is intended to he left out all the year one box is 
allowed to 60 sheen. 
4 eats. sterilised steamed bone flour 
£ s. 1. 
C ?7/6 l" 10 - 
4 Dutts. salt @ 3/6 14 - 
144 grarras cobalt chloride 4 - 
T'ineral boxes; annual charge 12 - 
Total. ... £3 
r'he cost per annum amounts to £3 for a whole 
hirsel of 600 sheen, or 1.2 pence per sheep. The 
actual cost in several cases was less than this. 
the figure of 1 penny per sheep may be taken as a 
fair estimate. 
Practical AiJantages. 
The chief advantages of mineral feeling to 
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sheep/ on the lines worked out,, have been found as 
follows. 
Pine lisease is abolished. 
he changing of the flock as a preventive of 
the disease in endemic areas is rendered unnecessary. 
There is a reduction in the number of 6p-eild 
ewes. here is an appreciable increase in the 
number of twin lambs. 
Phe appetite ani general condition of the 
pregnant ewe is improved. 2here is therefore 
usually less abortion. 
he ewe keens more active and vigorous when 
she begins to get heavy in lamb. There is less 
lowland flocks among ewes 
carrying twins. 
Ewes tend to lamb more un to time. 
Nursing lambs make better progress. Small 
larbs after weaning in hill or lowland flocks where 
minerals have not regularly been fel,are markedly 
increased in value. 
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22. CONCLUSIONS. 
Phe following conclusions are drawn from the 
main c:or:c of the investigation. 
1. Pine disease in the Cheviot region is a, 
nutritional anaeria caused by r aineral deficiency in 
the soil or herbage of affected areas resulting in 
defective iron metabolism. 
Phe disease occurs in an endemic fore^ on the 
An-lesite formation in th .e east 3or1ers. loth hill 
land and arable land are involved. nhe affecte -1 
l,istrict covers an area of aprroximately 80 souare 
miles anl carries 40,000 heal of sheer.}. 
3. mere is evidence that the :disease first 
a rained. serious proportions in the Cheviot region 
about the beginning of the nineteenth century. Phis 
was lue to far -reaching changes in the system of sheen 
husbandry, and in sheep- breeling in particular. It 
is probable that the local races of sheen were 
forrerly resistant to the r^ álaly. Phis view is 
suptaorted by the fact that ìiative sheen are maintained 
on pining land in 3cotla.nd at the present lay without 
a change of pasture. the problem therefore has a 
genetic aspect which appears to offer scope for 
enquiry. 
4. Phe lisease is not lue to iron deficiency. 
5. i'he a1rrinistration of minute quantities of 
cosalt prevents the occurrence of the disease on. 
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pining land and also acts as a cure. The beneficial 
results obtained from the feeling of iron compounds 
are attributable to traces of cobalt in the materials 
used. 
6. Small quantities of phosphorus, free from 
cobalt, are of curative and preventive value. The 
feedin of phosphorus compounds only)givas successful 
results in practice. A deficiency in this element is 
regarded as a predisposing cause of the malady. 
oth phosphorus and cobalt are presumably lacking 
in sufficient quantity from the produce of pining soil 
Lhe precise significance of cobalt in animal nutrition, 
apart from its potency in assisting the utilisation. of 
iron, is unknown, 
7. 1perimental evidence shows that no effect is 
produced by the administration of traces of copper to 
pining sheep. 
8. the condition is primarily one of mineral 
leficiency. The influence of parasitic infessAtion 
of the digestive tract is entirely secondary. The 
treatment of pining sheep for mineral deficiency alone, 
with materials that possess no known anthelrinthic 
properties, is successful in well over 95 por cent of 
cases. This applies equally to animals which aro 
mildly affected, and those which are in an alvancel 
stage of the malady. 
The disease has a close similarity with bush 
sickness in New Zealand, enzootic marasmus in estern 
2.4.4. 
Australia, coast disease in South Australia, and 
certain pining diseases in other countries. It 
appears to be lifferont in origin .from^ salt sickness 
in Florida and lecksueht in Holland. 
30. In the 3order Counties, the nutritional 
anaer~ia represonte1 b y pine disease is not confined to 
the Andesite forr^a'tlon. it is manifested in various 
forrs under diverse conditions of soil and of sheen - 
'-lusoanìry. Phese variens types are as follows 
(1) An endemic for of the :disease is found on the 
Anlesite and also in localised areas on many other 
geological f orr.^ations in the 3order Are =r. Phis form 
occurs loth in hill an:i in arable districts. (2) A 
sporadic type is liable ' <o occur in a proportion of 
the flock on any hill farm, following a severe winter 
luring which the stock ?-cave become debilitated. 
(3) A tyre of anaemia associated with pregnancy, and 
also prevalent among small lambs after weaning, is 
found in flocks in all districts, ooth hill and 
arable, and on all types of soli. 
All of these types respond to the same treatment 
as nine ;disease on úhe Andesite. 
11. It is probable that the 1oß+, content of available 
phosphorus in many soils in the area has some connec- 
tion with the occurrence of these anaemias. 
12. It is suggested that these various forms of 
anaemia ray be widely distributed in other parts of 
Scotland. 
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13. The syster of rrineral feeding worked out 
Luring the course of this investigation has been used 
upon thousands of sheep with markedly beneficial 
results. apart Pram its effect upon pine disease or 
anaenia, it has other 3vantages. There is a 
decrease in the proportion of tup -eild ewes, and an 
appreciable increase in the number of twin lambs. 
orù is a reduction in the rata of abortion, and, in 
lowland flocks, the incidence of pregnancy toxaemia is 
lessened. 'Deaths among ewes are reduced. larrbs 
rake bettor progress while nursing. 
14. In practice, pine disease and allied condit- 
ions can be prevented, and some of the above advant- 




A P PE ND I X (1). 
SH ;EP STOCKS ON EAST 34Ft0ER HILI FAHY , 1935. 
Farro 
Acrearm, No. of 
3reed No. of 
No.of 
Lamb 4, es. 
of Hill 1Nes, Crop at Jimr,ers, 
No. - L.an. Gimmer Crops cutting & Hoágs, 







2 450 400 Ch. 5 90 .888 
3 1,026 1, 020 Ch. 4 94.7 1.005 
4 1, 267 1,200 Ch. 4 85 .932 
5 2,234 
J.,294 





3f. 5 94.2 .708 
7 1,495 480 3f. 4 93.6 .829 







, 5 85 .813 
10 370 440 3f. 4 
`` 
90 1.189 





.80 12 700 560 Ch. 
13 580 675 Ch. 4 117 1.16 
14 536 563 Ch. 4 95.4 1.050 
15 3,380 3,400 Ch. 3 96 1.005 















18 492 1.016 
19 840 560 Ch. 4 90. .666 
20 200 200 3f. 100 1.0 

















260 H:3. 3 100 .942 
24 1,000 1,240 3f. 5 115 1.24 
25 735 589 Ch. 4 100 .801-- 
26 671 280 3f. 5 100 .834 
s'otal : 
new 
27,474 23,184 Av. 92. 38 
1 
,v. . 843 
, 
OCCURRENCE OF SHEEP 3REE)S. 
Cheviot 74.2 
3laokfac e 24.3 
Half -bred 1.5 
100.0 
247. 
A P PEN 0 I X (2). 
NO. OF CATTLE SL1 T EREO ON EAST 3011D1R HILT, FARPS, 1935. 
Farris Acreage No. of No. of No. of 
No. of Hill Cows. Calves. Yearlings 
Tani.. & 2yß olds 
3 1,020 2 1 20 
4 1,287 20 20 20 
5 2,234 2 1 - 
6 1,975 2 1 - 
7 1,4.95 1 1 - 
8 460 5 5 10 
12 700 1 - 7 
13 580 12 12 10 
14 536 14 12 4 
17 766 40 40 - 
18 492 5 4 - 
19 840 - - 40 
21 ?>,641 10 10 12 
22 750 - - - 
23 610 10 10 36 
24 1,000 - - - 
25 735 12 3.2 4 
26 670 4 4 6 
27 720 8 8 20 
28 232 3 2 16 
29 200 - - 30 
30 7,200 15 15 28 
Cotai ... 28,143 166 158 263 
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APPEN1IIX (3). 
XPiRIVNT tk I IT If IN ERAL3 AND WAY INS 1935. 





;Tan. Feb. !ay Jan. Feb. a.7 Hogg_ 4th 2ist - 18th Hogg 4th 21st 18th No. No. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
21 68 61 80 1 68 62 80 
22 63 62 81 2 63 62 79 
23 64 65 80 '3 70 62 90 
24 56 58 70 4 53 55 75 
25 58 68 86 5 54 44 56 
26 52 55 77 6 60 57 86 
27 64 65 86 7 62 58 77 
28 53 55 74 8 59 62 82 
29 50 54 72 9 59 58 72 
30 61 61 80 10 56 59 72 
31 61 67 88 11 57 58 80 
32 61 58 70 12 55 56 77 
33 63 62 84 13 61 67 82 
34 62 65 89 14 51 51 68 
35 58 54 60 15 60 58 76 
36 61 34 66 1 60 56 
37 71 68 90 17 - (65) (86) 
38 64 63 86 18 50 42 77 
39 64 66 89 19 60 57 77 
40 62 63 81 20 52 50 67 
Average 4.- 60.08 61.75 79.45 58.42 56.53 75.27 
I I I 
I 
249. 
A P P E N D I X (4). 
EX PER IPd' 1L`N P V. I rH 60 Il OG3S 
ON IîiON AND A"`rONIIII" CITRATE, 1935. 
ts of Tlop;ng. 
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55.4 Average 48.7 58.7 58.5 59.4 R&fiaAsr 48. 2 55.0 55.1 
250. 
APPENDIX (5). 
XP1IENP LUH 60 HOGS, 1935. 
Pablo showing Haeroglobin values, 
Conjunctiva readings, and 2erperatures. 
Group 1. Group II. 
Preated Group. Controls. 
Haero- 'Con- Tenper Haemo- Con- Terper 
_gloOin juno -ature globin junc -ature 




)(3c Dec. Dec. 
9th 7th 7th 9th 7th 7th 
891 10.0 30 104.1 921- 8.4 20 104.9 
892 '11.0 36 104.0 922 - 26 105.2 
893 - - - 923- 9.4+ 20 104.2 
894 10.3 36 105.2 924- 10.5 34 106.8 
895 10.5+ 28 104.4 925- 10.6 36 106.4 
896 10.0 36 104.3 926- 9.6 34 104.4 
897 10.0+ 30 104.6 927-i 10.5 36 104.7 
898 9.2 34 103.5 928- 7.2 18 104.0 
899 10.3+ 34 103.5 929 - 36 105.2 
900 10.4 25 103.1 930- 8.6 20 104.0 
901 10.3 28 104.2 931- 9.2 18 104.8 
902 10.0 34 102.8 932- 10.0 36 104.4 
903 10.4 36 104.8 933 10.5 20 105.6 
904 11.0+ 34 104.0 934- 8.6 30 104.8 
905 11.0 36 104.8 935- 8.8 36 105.1 
906 9.8 36 104.0 936- - 36 105.3 
907 7.7 20 105.2 937 - 42 104.8 
908 9.6 20 105.5 938- 8.1+ 34 103.6 
909 11.4+ 36 104.4 939- - 30 104.3 
910 - 25 105.1 940- 7.5+ 20 105.0 
911 . - - 941- 8.7 36 104.8 
912 11.9 44 104.5 942- 8.6+ 30 104.0 
913 10.0 36 103.7 943- 10.3 30 105.2 
914 11.6 26 105.4 944- 10.0 30 105.0 
915 10.1 30 103.8 945- 10.0 20 104.6 
916 10.3 30 104.2 946- 11.5 34 105.0 
917 9.1 34 104.0 947- 8.1+ 30 105.0 
918 11.3 36 103.1 948- 11.4 30 105.2 
919 9.3 20 104.2 949- 10.0 30 104.8 
920 10.3 20 105.2 950- 9.3 20 104.2 
Average 10.4 31.2 104.27 fivEefiri: : 9.4 29.4 104.84 
1 
+ 33ood tested November 5th. 
- Pining Hogs. 
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A P PEN O IX (6) 






.;on- Gon- Con- Con- 
jufi0- luna- lunc- ;taZC- 'J t. iva. 1, t. ti a. i; t. tiv. t. tiva. 
Dec. HoNó-,:)ec. iee. Jan. Jan. Hogg- Dec. jan. Jan. 
17th 7th 15th 15t No. 7th 7th 15th 15th 
l'as. 1 .ls. lbs. lbs. 
924 561J- 34 51 ti 26 926 59 34 54* 34 
925 57 35 47 20 930 59 20 57-* 36 
927 57 36 52 - 30 939 56A- 30 51 30 
931 61* 18 55 19 941 52 36 47 34 
932 50 36 45 30 613 30 55 34 
934 49* 30 37 1.7 944 64 30 57 28 
935 59 36 54 34 946 56* 34 53 36 
936 60 36 53 20 947 42 30 43 34 
938 50i 34 46 25 948 55 30 5(}13,- 32 
945 57i 20 54i. 30 
949 55 36 49 36 
Average 55:77 ;b2 49.45 26 AvmtA,,k- 5616 304 52.05 331 
252. 
A P PEN 0 I X (7). 
tiC PI:tat It° EN r t)id HOG GS T ITII 71-5 OI)ITTt` PHOS 7HL T"s 1936. 
r911.2 I Group :1I 
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+ riO' 5 not inií;rl.: Ual1y numbered. 
APP1NIX (8 ) 
EXPERWENP ON HOTIS COUIP CHLORIDES, 1937. 









-ale -arre ,___ -age -a:ge 
Con- 
lune 
Con- Con- Con- 
lune june lune 
tiva tiva t iva tiva 
Aug. Aug. Oct. 'DC t. Aug.. Aug, Oct. Oct-. 
16th 16th 5th 5th 16th 16th 5th 5th 
No. 1 )s. lbs. No. lbs. 1 bs. 
61 37* 20 48 36 71 35* 35 33 25 
62 39 30 46 38 72 34* 40 44 38 
63 33* 35 41* 35 73 34* 35 42* 40 
64 39 33 46 35 74 41* 38 41* 321 
65 32* 35 37* 34 75 35* 40 42 38 
66 42 30 50 35 76 30 33 25 25 
67 42* 40 50* 40 77 34* 34 37 31 
68 38* 40 48 38 78 39 36 42 36 
69 39 38 51 40 79 42 40 41 35 
70 40 40 44 38 80 37 39 42 36* 
Average 3335 34.1 4625 36.9 36.4 37.0 39.0 33.7 
Controls 2reate1. 
(Treated October 5th onwards) 
Aver :,ver 
-ao' -age ___e _ ,_
Con- 
Hog_g_ 1 4'1 
, " stops lune june 
tiva tiva in 
Oct. Oct. Oec. Dec. wool 
5th 5th 9th 9th 
No. 1 bs . lbs. 
71 33 25 38 36* stop 
72 44 38 44 38 none 
73 42* 40 45* 43 stop 
74 41* 32* 48 35* stop 
75 42 38 47 40 none 
76 25 25 27 36 stop 
77 37 31 - -. ... 
78 42 36 43 43h- stop 
79 41 35 44* 37 stop 
80 42 362 46* 40 stop 
Average 39.0 33.7 42.6 38.8 
2,54. 
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